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SECTION l
INTRODUCTION; PHILOSOPHY, ORGANIZATION, AND RATIONALE
r
For simple operating systems, reliability analysis can be performed
without resorting to simulation or computer programs. 	 Even with a large
number of components, if each component has a specific probability of failing
during a given mission time, and if all are operating in parallel, the
product of individual failure probabilities is the probability of failure of
the system (provided that the components are independent). However, for many
systems there are computational complicating factors.
Failed units may be repaired and returned to service. Units may be held
in reserve and placed into service only when needed. Further, the automatic
or manual switching mechanisms which accomplish this may themselves be subject
to failure. Systems may fail, be repaired, and fail again according to dif-
ferent failure and repair distributions that are determined by the configura-
tion and by the failure repair characteristics of the component units.
r
t
i
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In addition to conventional factors, systems characterized by costs
associated with operating and repairing component units may make the
definition of system reliability a matter of choice. Reliability may be
related to the probability of completing a given mission time, the expected
number of failures, expected total down time, expected operating or repair
cost, expected down time, cost for a single failure, or the probability of
exceeding a threshold level of accumulated costs due to down time. These 	 ^.
alternate definitions of system failure create complex analysis for which
analytic solutions are available only for simple, special cases. the GRASP
methodology is a computer simulation approach for solving all classes of
problems in which both failure and repair events are modeled according to the
probability laws of the individual components of the system. 	
y
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' 	 The simulation program can handle all of the common probability distributions,
and also accommodate a limited number of user specified distributions. The
importance of this capability appears in the decomposition of very large
systems.	 Distributions of separate portions of the system are first obtained
t t^	 RY
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i
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in a histogram form, and then combined to represent the performance of the
entire system. Data input is also minimized by utilizing schemes for
replicating identical portions of the system..
The data input consists essentially of the following:
- life time distribution for each of the components
repai r time distribution for repairable components
switching or delay time distributions, and switch reliability,
for standby redundant components when applicable
cost of affecting repair if cost analysis is desired.
The results of a simulation upon which the comparison of alternative
r
designs may be based, include:
the usual descriptive statistics of the time to failure and the
time to repair for the entire system or any portion of it
a count of where failures occur. This provides a measure of the
relative importance of the components and indicates where
redundancy is or is not needed,
a	 system downtime accumulation and its variability on repeated runs
accumulated or "one time" repair costs when applicable
- histograms of the values of random variables that were generated.
`These may be used as an input for a user specified distribution in
furthor analysis
From the above information, system reliabili ty and availabili ty can
-	
t
readily be calculated.
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GRASP is an extension of the GERTS-111 Z simulation program developed
by A.A.B. Pritsker (121, GERTS-Ill Z is a generalized simulator for
processes, of the semi-Markov type. GRASP incorporates. all of the features
of GERTS-III Z; indeed with only minor changes any OERTS-III Z data deck
can be correctly processed by the'GRASP program. In iddition, GRASP contains
many features which m---'K,e it particularly suftable for simulating reliability
systems. The modifications of GERTS-III Z were programmed by Joseph Polito
and Edward R. Shulaker [22] under the sponsorship of National Science
Foundation Grant ATA 73-07822 A01, directed by Professor Don T. Phillips
of Texas A&M University. Significant extensions that increase the modeling
capability of GRASP were added at Texas A&M Universit
y
 without affecting
the previous characteristics of the program, under NASA Grant NSG-2226.
The modeling philosophy of GRASP is that reliability configurations
can be represented as network diagrams through which the parameters and
This network is then easily convertedlogical relationships are specified.
into a set of data cards to be processed by the GRASP program. No programming
is required of the user.
GRASP notation will be presented which is an extension of the block
diagrams that are so familiar in reliability work. These diagrams are very
useful for representing a complex reliability system, and the preparation
of equivalent GRASP networks from them is relatively straightforward. The
state
.
transition diagrams that are often used in Markov models are highly
recommended in addition to the block diagram representations for the purpose
of inspiring the construction of the equivalent GRASP network. These concepts
will be discussed in subsequent sections.
I \	 i
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GRASP is a collection of ANA FORTRAN subprograms. Hence, the system
is easily portable between -Computer installations. The user is required only
to have a FORTRAN compiler, a line , ftinter, and (for some options) djsk
storage.
In summary, GRASP is a network based, FOURAN simulation language with
special features for analyzing the reliability of complex systems. It is
highly portable, requires no programming by the user, and permits a wide
variety of complex confi gurations to be analyzed.
f
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SECTION 2
GRASP MODELING
GRASP is a digital simulation program based upon the methodologies -
and structure network modeling techniques. GRASP generalizes fundamental
network concepts and its basic intent is to provide a framework through which
complex operational systems exhibiting ,reliability, availability and maintain-
ability (RAM) characteristics can be analyzed. GRASP modeling characteristics
also make it particularly suitable as a risk analysis and decision analysis tool.
However, throughout this manual emphasis is placed on the modeling philosophy
as it relates to RAM systems. R:Asically, the GRASP approach consists of four
steps
- decompose the system into its principal elements
describe and analyze the characteristics of the elements and Wild
an operational reliability block diagram of .,he system
- build a GRASP network model from the block diagram
- validate and verify the GRASP model.
This section describes the basic modeling concepts and shows how
system performance can be accessed through statistical collection procedures.
2.1 Reliability Brock Diagram Analysis
1
In order to facilitate the construction of GRASP Networks and to aid
`	 in communication, it is helpful to include thi's information on a GRASP
t	
Reliability Block Diagram as a preliminary step to constructing the GRASP_
r^
network.'
The basic component in a GRASP Reliability Block Diagram is a box
(Figure 2.1.1). Two pieces of information are contained in each box. The
6Ik
first is the identity number of the component, For instance, if there are
j ten components in the system, they might be numbered 1,2,3,...:.10,. The
second piece of information is the failure characteristic (denoted by x in
Figure 2.1.1). In simple reliability analysis, the component may be
considered as having a probability of failure. For this case, the failure
characteristic is the failure probability.
In more complex analysis, the component is assumed to have a
distribution for time between failures (TBF). If this is the case, denote
this characteristic by inserting an F in the lower quadrant. If, in
addition, the component may also be repaired, use FR for the failure char-
acteristic. (The identification of the distributions for TBF and TTR, re-
quired time to repair, will be discussed in section 4.3 of this report.)
X
4
S
d
i
#	 - component number
0 < X < 1.0	
- probability of failure of component
If;	 X	 F or blank - component has_a TBF distribution (no repair)
X = FR or R
	
- component has TBF and repair distributions
Figure 2.1.1 Basic Reliability Block
It is necessary to distinguish between a schematic physical diagram and the
A
reliability block diagram. For example, Figure 2.1.2 shows reliability block
diagrams that are also schematic physical diagrams.
r=
w
(a)	 1 1 L.O 	 fib)
'
Series	 2 / q
Parallel
Figure 2.1
.
.2 Arrangement of Switches to Establish Flow of Current
=t
t,
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Figure 2,1.2 represents a series (a) and a parallel (b) configuration of two
parts with known failure probabilities (.1 and .08 respectively). Assuming that	 '<
the failures are independent and using the well known probability relations.,:
3 Pr(AAB) - Pr(A) x Pr(B) and Pr(A U B) = Pr(A) + Pr(B) - Pr(A(1B) , theo the
probability of system failure is .1 + .08
	 ( . 1)x(.08) _ .. 172 in a) , and
F	 (.1)x(.OB) _ .008 in b).
}	 It is important to identify the cases where the reliability block diagram
is not the same as the physical block diagram. This distinction can be made
t^
by considering that the schematic physical diagram corresponds to the physical
F
configuration of the system, while the reliability block diagram shows the
i
functional relationships among system elements. For example, a pipeline with
1^
	 two valves can be physically represented as in Figure 2.1.3
	 Its proper
a
i
y
Figure 2.1.3 Schematic Physical Diagram of
a pipeline with two valves
i
reliability block diagram depends upon the definition of system performance.
If the two valves are normally open, but are expected to shut on command to
stop flow, it is functionally a parallel system because the performance is
adequate (i.e the flow is stopped) if at least one valve works. If they are
normally shut but are expected to open on command to provide flow, it is
C	 essentially a series system. The reliability block diagram may depend also
p on the nature of the failure. For instance the cylinders of a helicopter engine
can be considered to be either in parallel or in series. If a plug fails, the
r
engine wi ll continue functioning with the remaining cylinders, and this action
ri
'is similar to parallel operation. However if one of the cylinder connecting rods
fails or a piston sticks, all cylinders stop functioning, which corresponds to
a series operation.
(b)
r	
_
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Figure 2.1.4 shows other simple reliability block diagrams illustrating this
notation. Figure 2.1.4 (a) depicts two units in series without repair.
(C)
(a)
1 2
F F
Figure 2.1.4 Other Simple Reliability Block Diagrams
In Figure 2.1.4 (b) each of the components in parallel has a fai.lure
distribution as in 2.1.4 (a)
	 Furthero these units can also be repaired.
Hence, the system fails only when an online unit fails while the other is being
repaired.	 Figure 2.1.4 (c) shows a repairable unit in parallel with two
non-repairable units which are themselves in parallel,
In some systems, components are held i n standby and are brought on line
only if the primary unit fails. Figure 2.1.5 displays the notation for these
situations.	 The block diagram in Figure 2.1.5 indicates that unit 5 is a_
1
standby for unit 1.
Simple stand
Additional Features
5	 ^
by.Unit 5 is
	
F	 S#	
Switch (changeover to standby
in standby unit is subject to failure)
for 'unit 1. 1	 # = switch number
	F 	 Delay (changeover does not occur
D#	 in zero time)	
M
number of assigned to delay
distribution
Figure 2.1.5 Notation for Standby Components
i1
i
i
Mote that 'Figure 2.1.5 does not imply that unit 1 is a standby for unit 5.
The physical interpretation is as follows. Unit one will be used until it
fails. When it does fail, Unit 5 will replace it (in zeieo time) and will
remain in the system until it also fails. The system will fail when Unit 5
fails
More complex situations can be modeled using the additional notation
also found in Figure 2.1.5. If the switching function which causes the
replacement of the units is subject to failure or there is. a probability
that the standby part is defective, this can be shown by a circle containing
the letter "S" followed by the number of the switch. Also, if there is a
delay associated with making the change, a circle with the letter "D"
followed by the number of the delay is used. Examples are shown in Figure
2,1.6.
Unit 2 in figure 2.1,6 (a) has an interchangeable unitin standby.
If Unit 2 fails, it is replaced immediately by Unit 1. If Unit l fails
before Unit 2 is repaired, the system fails. Otherwirey unit 2 is repaired,
but it remains in standby until Unit l fails and the {,ycle is repeated. A
similar situation is shown in 2.1.6_(,b),but in this case the switching
mechanism"(perhaps an automatic operation) denoted by 51 has a designated
{
probability of failure when Unit 7 replaces Unit 6. In the reverse operation,	 ;!:}
a delay D1 is incurred (perhaps by a manual operation).
Figure 2.1.6 (c) adds an additional complication. Both switching
failure and delays are shown. The order in which they are presented
represents the logical relation between them. When Unit 8 replaces Unit
10, the switching function occurs after which a delay (perhaps a warn-up)
takes place.. In the reverse operation the delay occurs first (operator,
reaction time), then the switching failure may occur. Figure 2.1.6 (d)
W7
i
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4
represents a case where a standby unit exists for one of the branches of a
parallel system. Units 4 and 5 replace one another when failures occur. A
time delay of 01 is incurred each time a replacement occurs.
A Specification Table is included with the GRASP Block Diagram to list
.time to failure, repair time, delay time, and switch repair distributions.
An example of a Specification Table is shown in Figure 2.1.7. This
0
I	
Specification Table would accompany the block diagram in Figure 2.1.5 (c).
Each unit with a time to failure distribution (i.e., a failure characteristic
that is either an "F" or an "FR") is listed in the first part of the table.
The type of time to failure distribution is given in the second column.
Subsequent columns contain the mean, standard deviation, and user selected
minimum and maximum failure times. The last column is used to include
additional information. For example, the time to failure for unit 10 is
given by a Weibull distribution. The Weibull distribution is described by
parameters A and g which must be input to the program, so they should be
included in the Specification Table.
The second section describes the repair time distributions
	 Time
delays are next input in a similar manner. A unique. feature of GRASP is the
ability to analyze system costs along with system time characteristics. If
there are costs associated with repairs or delays, these can be indicated
in the last column. The analysis of system costs will be described in a later
k
	 section	 The switches are listed after the delays The distribution informs-
	 T
tion pertains to the time that it takes to repair the switch_. The probability
	 {
of failure of the switch is given in the "Other Information" column.
The GRASP Block Diagram and Specification Table are useful in that they
can be prepared by someone who is not familiar with the GRASP program or
modeling philosophy. Also, the mechanics of preparation are simple and easy
4
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SPECIFICATION TABLE
Unit TBF
Distribution
Mean Min Other
InformationSt.Dev. Max
8 Normal 100 0
20 200
10 Webull
1.0 0
A = 0.73	 B = 2.640.4 10
Unit Repair
Distribution
Other
InformationSt.Dev. Max
8 Exp
5
0
5 50
10 Erlang-2
0.05
_	
0
20
Delay Distribution
Mean Min Other
InformationSt.Dev, Max
D2 Exp
0.01 0
0.01 10
D4 Gamma 0.01 0
0.02 10"
1
k
}
n13
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to learn. Thus, the GRASP Block Diagram provides a tool to bridge the com-
munication gap between the GRASP modeler and the user/operator of the system.
Once the user has learned the concepts of the Block Diagram notation, one
can, with the help of the modeler, arrive at a final Block Diagram that suit-
ably describes the system. The Specification Table indicates what information
is needed by the program and will direct the modeler in data specification.
The modeler can prepare the GRASP Network from the Block Diagram.
2.2 GRASP Methodology
As a graphical technique, GRASP employs an activity on arc philosophy.
and it has two basic elements;
nodes represent events in the system such as'a failure of a
component, an end of repair, or a completion of any other type
of activity
arcs or branches represent time consuming activities (such as time
P	 to failure, time to repair), or any event precedance relationship
in the system. In this case, the arc has no duration (it is a
dummy activity).
Each element carries information which is used to indicate the col-
'j lection of statistical data in the simulation procedure. This information
is normally recorded directly on network symbolism using symbolism concepts
that will now be described.
2.2.1 Arc Symbolism
rf
Each arc is associated with a particular activity. Parameters can be
}
`	 written on the arc to uniquely specify operational characteristics of an
activity. A general description is shown in Figure 2.2.1.
i
a
p(P,D)[S.V3
o i
	 T
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F LAJ  CN
1	 where	 i
p - probability of the activity being performed, given
that the node 6 is released
D	 distribution type	 specifies probability distribution
for time of the activi ty
P	
P parameter set number for use with a particular failure
or time density function
S	 setup cost of activity - this is a fixed cost (optional)
r	 ^
V	 variable cost of activity
	 this is a time dependent
cost (optional)
i, C	 activity count type 	 this i s used to record event
usage rates
A	 activity type
	 this is for identification purposes
(optional)
CN accumulator node associated with this arc this is used
in accumulating activity costs (optional)
Figure 2.2.1 Arc Symbolism
2.2.1.1 Description of the Arc Symbolism
The probability, p, associated with each arc is used by the output side-
	
s
of the' ongi nati ng node. For deterministic nodes, p = 1.0. For probabilisti c
nodes, p < 1.0. If p 'is not shown, it is assumed equal to one.
The distribution type, D, is a number which specifies the probabili ty
distribution which is to besampled to determine the duration of the activity.
The available distribution types and their numbers are:
	 F.
1. Constant 8. Gamma
2. Normal 9. Beta fitted to three parameters
as in PERT
3. Uniform
10. Constant (scaled)
4. Erlang
11. Triangular
5. Lognormal
12. Weibull
6. Poisson
13. Empirical	 (user specified)
7. Beta
The parameter set number, P, identifies a set of up to four numbers that
is specified by the user to uniquely establish the distribution. For example,
if D	 2 (Normal distribution), the parameter set will specify the mean,
standard deviation, minimum and maximum values for the normal distribution
desired. Parameter sets are defined in Table 4.3.2.
Distribution types 10 and 13 are a slight exception to this rule. A
network scale factor is defined on initial input and whenever D = 10, the
value used for the activity duration 'is P divided by the scale factor. In
other words, if the scale factor is 10 and a constant time of 0.4 is desired
on an arc, then P should be set to 4. GRASP will use 4/10 as the constant
time. This effectively converts integer constants to real numbers when
using D	 10.
Empirical distributions that are determined from the histograms may be
inputted and are numbered by the user. If D = 13 is specified, P is equal
to thi number of the desired empirical distribution. For example, if two
empirical distributions are provided by the user and (1,13) appears on an arc,
GRASP will sample from the first of the disc,:Outions.
Each activity may be assigned a linear cost function consisting of a
IL
fixed and variable cost. Cost information then will be maintained on the
r^^ 	
r. ^	 YA
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operation of the network. The fixed cost is incurred each time that the
activity is initiated. The variable cost is accumulated at the time the
activity is ended or terminated and is equal to V times the duration of the
activity. The total cost of the activity is S + VT where T is..the accumulated
activity duration. T is an accumulation of sampled values from distribu-
tion type D with parameter set P.
Three other parameters can be associated with each arc. The first of
these is the count type, C. Any arc may be assigned a count type. The count
type maintains a count of the number of times the activity is completed,
Hence, each time the activity terminates normally (not forced to halt) the
count type for the arc is incremented by one. The reason thatit is called
a count type" is that more than one arc in the network may have the same
count type. Therefore, the count type represents the number of times that
all arcs with that type have been completed. There may be more than one
count type in the network. The count types are indicated by putting the
number of the count type in a triangle below the arc. The small line c.an-
necting the triangle to the arc may be omitted if desired.
In addition to the counttype, each arc may be assigned an activity
type A. Usually it is convenient to use an activity type that is nonnegative
for failure activities and negative for repair activities. When it is not
specified, it is assumed to be equal to 1, and more than one arc may have
the same activity type. Activity types play an important role in the
release mechanism of a node and in network modification. These concepts will
be discussed in a later section.
.t 2.2.2 Node SyMbol i sm
A distinction has been made between failure activities (nonnegative
r	
activity types) and repai r activities (negative activity types). We can
t
,..E
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Similarly define two general classes of nodes:
failure nodes: corresponding usually to failure events in the system,
and
repair nodes: corresponding usually to end of repair events.
Each node type has the same fundamental characteristics and differ only in
the sign of their release counter. Such a counter indicates the number and
type of activity completions (failures or repairs) that are needed in order
to release the node. It is positive for failure nodes and negative for
repair nodes. The use of failure and repair nodes will be illustrated in
later sections.
Nodes are characterized by an input side and an output side. The iInput
side establishes the conditions which must be satisfied by activities or
arcs which terminate at the node before any activities will be scheduled
from the output side. Once these input requirements have been satisfied,
the output side determines flow the activities leaving the node will be
routed through the network.
N1
XN2'
Figure 2.2.2 General Input Side of a Node
Figure 2.2.2 shows a general input side with three pieces of information:
NI = initial release counter. The absolute value of NI indicates the
number of incoming activity completions of type `sign (N1)' for	 i
first release of the node. If N1 is negative, then IN1'1 repair
activities are needed for the release of the node. If Nl is
positive, then nonnegative type activities only wi11 contribute
to the release of the node
N2 = release counter for subsequent releases of the node. It has
the same working mechanism as Nl_
{
!! ' i
04
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X	 Response descriptor. It can be one of the following;
1
A - the Nl or N2 condition must be satisfied by distinct
incoming arcs
H - Halt capability, when the Nl or N2 condition is satisfied
stop all activities which are scheduled to end at the node
U A and H are combined
i
/04
( a )	 1	 (b)
	
2
	
\,4
(c)	 H 3	 (d)	 A2
	
l	 3	 i
Figure 2.2.3 Example of Input Sides
Figure 2.2.3 shows some examples of input sides of nodes with positive
release counter and nonnegative type of incoming activities. Examples with
negative release counters and negative activities will be discussed in the
release mechanism section.
b
In figure 2.2.3 (a) Nl = 1, and N2 = 2 (the response descriptor is 	 .
omitted when it is blank)	 There are two arcs which terminate at this node.
3
When the simulation is begun, either of the activities on these arcs can
cause the node to be "released". A node is released when the input condition
(NI or N2) is satisfied. A release node initiates the activities that
emanate from i't, and immediately resets itself to be released when the input
condition is again satisfied!.
19
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For example, suppose that when the simulation is begun the activities
on the arcs areheduled to end at times of 10 and 20. At time 10y one
of the activities will end. Since N1
	
1, the input condition is satisfied
;k
at time 10 and the node is released. Once released, all activities which
x
begin at that node can be scheduled to start. It is immediately reset, but
now the required condition (N2) is 2 . The terminology is that the "release
^	 f
count" is 2. In other words, two activities must complete at this node before
it will be released again. At time 20 when the second activity ends, one more
to release the node a second time.
ue of the release count is a current indicator of how
need to be completed in order to release the node. When
zero, the node is released. So, at time zero the release
= 1. After the first release, the release count is set
to N2 = 2. After time 20, the release count will be one until a third
activity is completed, at which time the node will be released and the release
count reset to N2	 2.
Figure'2.2.3 (b) is similar to (a), but now N1 = N2 = 4. Note that
there is only one arc into the node. This means that the same activity must
be completed four times in order to release the node once. This example
demonstrates that one activity maybe performed many times -during -a simula-
tion and that the input condition may not be directly related to the number
of arcs incident to the node.
Figure 2.2.3 (c) has a node with Nl = 3, N2 = 1, and release descriptor
H. Note that there are four incoming arcs. Any three activity completions
will release the node (e.g., one from each of three separate arcs; one from
t	
one arc and two from another; or 3 from a single arc). When the node is
released, the release count is reset (to one) and any incoming activities which
activity is.required
The current val
many more activities
the release count is
count is equal to N1
7
E
t,
f
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have not yet completed are halted (due to the H descriptor), For example,-
if the node is released at time TNQW, and there are two activities scheduled.
to end at the node at times greater than TNOW, they will be cancelled {in
,i other words, never allow to complete). Another way to view this option is
that after a node is released, only activities which are initiated after the
release time can count toward the next release. This is the function of the
H descriptor..
Figure 2.2.3 (d) has response descriptor A. This implies that the
activities which will decrement the release count must come from distinct
arcs. The node will use only the first completion of each arc in decrement-
ing the release count: Multiple activity completions can occur on any arc.,
but only the first one will decrement the release count. Hence, the number
of incoming arcs must equal or exceed Nl (N2).
No example of a node with response descriptor U is shown. A U
indicates both the A and H capabilities are in effect. A further generaliza-
tion of the release count mechanism will be discussed in the section on node
release mechanism°.
The output side of a node determines how activities are scheduled when
the node is released, and in addition s contains the node number. There
are two types of output sides: deterministic and probabilistic.
When a deterministic node is released, activities are scheduled on all
arcs .leaving the node. For probabilistic nodes, only one activity is
`	 scheduled. Each arc leaving the probabilistic node has a probability
assigned to it. When a probabilistic node is released, one of the arcs is
selected according to the relative probabilities of the arcs.
Examples of output sides are shown in Figure 2.2.4. Graphically,
deterministic nodes are rounded on the output side, and probabilistic nodes
21
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are pointed. Figure 2.2,4 (a) shows Node 2 (a -deterministic node) with
three activities leaving it. Each time Node 2 is released, an activity
will be scheduled for each of these arcs, Node 62 in Figure 2,2,4 (b)
is a probabilistic node with three leaving arcs. The arcs are assigned
probabilities 0.1, 0.6, and 0.3. Whenever Node 62 is released, the node
will select only one of the arcs according to the given probability distribu-
tion and schedule an activity on it.
N
	
deterministic node
N
	 P1	 P2
	
probabilistic node (It is required
P3
	
that P 1 + P2 + P3 = 1 . )
N node number
NOTE: all node numbers must be
greater than or equal
to 2
. M-a
(b)
	
4	 8l 2	 ;--^
	
_ 2	
_
(a)	 999	 4
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Figure 2.2:5 has several examples of GRASP nodes. Note that the input
and output sides may be specified in any combination.
(c)	
N	
(d) 
	 15	 ,5
i
p
Figure 2.2.5 Examples of Nodes
e-
Further, note that the node in Figure 2.2.5 (c) has no arcs leaving.
F This is permissible. Also, in Figure 2,2.5 (a), N2 = 999. GRASP approximates
infinity with 999. The meaning here is that the node should be released only
once. Note, however, if 999 activities complete at Node 9, it will be
P
released again. If a better approximation to infinity is needed, we can put
two such nodes in series or increase this nuiber:
`	 Two special types of nodes are called source and sink nodes and are used
to initiate and terminate the flow of transactions, respectively. Figure 2.2.6
has examples of source and sink nodes 	 Graphically, source nodes are usually
preceded by a single "wavy" line and sink nodes succeeded by a single "wavy"
line,
E
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Sink Nodes
0
of
d.
Source Nodes
,(b) 0
3
0	 e
20
Figure a, a,6	 Source and Sink Nodes
ftforring to Figure 2,24, nodes 2 and S are source nodost	 At time zero,
toll source nodes (there may be more than one) are released by GRA$K	 This
causes activities to be schedulQd according 'to -the output sides of the source
nodw	 flonca t tho value of NI is not relevant for source nodes.	 N2 can be
rolamit t however, as is indicated in Node 5, Node 6 has arcs incident to
	
to
LL
^i
SF
	
T
f
	
1k	
i
1
and it is possible that it could be again released later in the simulation
if the N2 criterion is satisfied. 	 The rule is that source nodes behave1,
exactly like other nodes, except that they are automatically released at
time zero.	 ( For future reference, please note that source nodes may not be
Mark nodes or Statistics nodes.)
Nodes 10, 15 and 20 are sink nodes and they are used to terminate the
simulation run.	 As with source nodes, there may be more than one sink node
in the network.	 ( See variable NSNK in data card NEW-1 p. 150 ). 	 Several
simulation runs maybe needed to end the simulation run; this is specified in r
` the variable NRNS in data card NEW - 1.	 For example, if segments c), !J) and
e) are part of the same network, then there are three end of run possibilities.
The space between the input and output sides of nodes 10, 15fand 20 is
for specification of the type of Statistics to be collected at these nodes.
This will be explained in the section on Statistics Collection pp. 63-67.
For sink nodes, First ( F) Statistics will be automatically maintained if nothing
i
is specified.
a
.1
i, r
F
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2.2.3 Node Release Mechanism
Recall that for each node two release counters have been defined a counter
for the first release of the node with initial value Ni and a counter for its
subsequent releases with initial value N2. N1 and N2 may be positive or negative
integers between -99 and 999 specified in the input card NEW-2 ( see p. 117 ).
Since their working mechanism is the same, the initial value of a release counter,
N1 or N2, will be referred to as N, and its current value will be referred to
as M,
Refering to Figure 2.2.1 p. 14, an arc can have a number associated with it,
denoted A and called its Activity type or Arc type. A can be any integer number
between -99 and 999. Whenever an incoming nonnegative type arc ( that is an arc
with A greater than zero or with A unspecified) is completed, GRASP subtracts
one from the current value M of the release counter. But if the release counter
is negative and equal to its initial value ( M=N <0), it cannot be decremented
below that value and remains unchanged. When an incoming arc with type A less
than zero is completed, GRASP subtracts A from the current value of the release
counter. In this case M is replaced by M-A which means that the release counter
is incremented by the absolute value of A. If the release counter is positive
it cannot be incremented beyond its initial value N.
As incoming arcs of different types are completed, the release counter is
decremented or incremented depending upon its sign and magnitude. If N is greater
{
3
i
i
I
^a
a
F	 than zero then the node 'is released when M becomes less than or equal to zero.V.
If N is negative then the node is released when M becomes greater than or equal
to zero. In most cases this means that a node is released when the current value-
of its release counter M becomes zero. After a node is released , its release
counter is automatically reset to its initial value N2. Figure 2.2.7 summarizes
•
?	 the release mechanism of a node.
	 i,
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Activity type	 M = N
	
0 < M < N
A> 0 M- 1 M- 1
A<0 no change M - AifM - A <N_
N	 ifM -A>N
a Failure Node N > 0) i
F	 Activity type	 M= N	 N< M< 0
G	
(b) Repair Node (1 < 0)
t
Figure 2.2.7 Node Release Mechanism
t.
r
This node release mechanism, while it may seem obscure at this point,
will prove to be a powerful tool in modeling repairable systems. if we	 '.
think of the system as being characterized by total failures and/or repairs, 	 t
then-the-release of a node indicates when system equilibrium is disrupted.
At a failure node, the initial value N of the release counter indicates how
many; ,components must be simultaneously down in order for the system to go
down'. As long as repairs counterbalance the number of failures, the system 	 ,
27
I^
would remain in equilibrium and the node will not be released. Similarly,
when the system is down the release counter at a repair node indicates how
many components need to be repaired in order for the system to operate, and
an equilibrium between failures and repairs in this case indicates that the
system is still down. Positive and negative incoming activity numbers can
be used to monitor system behavior.
Another intuitive approach in interpreting the node release mechanism
is to consider the two types of activities ( positive and negative) as two
different types of flows through the network. This flow interpretation may
help understand how this mechanism works.
A non-negative type arc carries one unit of positive flow (or one positive pulse)
everytime it is scheduled. On the other hand, an arc with a negative type
equal to A (A < Q) carries (-A) units of negative flow (or negative pulses).
These flows have a trivel time from the start to the end of the arc which
is the sampled tirrc of the arc. If an arc has no duration (such an arc
represents a dummy activity), then it is assumed that the flow traverses the
arc instantaneously. A node can be pictured as a bucket with a holding
capacity equal to the initial value N of the release counter. ( N can be
either Nl or N2). A failure node is a node whose release indicates a system
failure. It is such that the initial value of its release counter (N1 or N2)
is, positive, and it holds only positive flow. A repair node or a node whose
release indicates an end of repair is such that the initial value of NI or N2
is negative and it holds only negative flow. Whenever quantities of positive
and negative flows are put together at a node, the resulting flow is givenby
the arithmetic operation between these quantities. Figure 2.2,8 shows a
simplistic picture of this flow interpretation.
z
A
j
}	 1
1
i
Hcapacity- Ycapacity= N
0
YY{
i
n
xt
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rt^	 Figure 2._2.8 (a) shows a failure node, or a node m6nitoring component
failures. We can imagine a selective hole at the bottom of the bucket that
lets only negative flow units through if they ever reach the bottom. A
negative unit and a positive unit cancel each other. The repair node in
Figure 2.2,8 ( b) works the same way and lets only positive flow out. In either
case, the bucket is initially empty and when it gets full (nodal release) we
empty it and start over ;again.
Let us now look at the examples in Figure 2.2.9.
0	 1<
2	
1	 ^1
D	 p	 -2 _p	 A 2
O
(a)	 (b)	 (c)
r
Figure '2.2.9
	
Examples of input side of nodes
Figure 2.2.9 (a) shows a failure node with two types of incoming arcs.
Assume that activity type 1 is completed at times 1 3, 5, and 6s and acti-
vity type -1 is completed at times 2, 4, 7, and 8. Let us observe how
the current value of the release counter, M, changes over time.
r
P
9
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consideration since the simulation run stops when the sink node is released.
fNode release counters are initialized to their corresponding N1 values at the t
beginning of each run. The examples in Figure 2.2.10 illustrate further the
node release mechanism. Computer results for two simulation runs are given
in Figures 2.2.11-15. They show that for a source node, N1 is irrelevant and
for a sink node, N2 is irrelevant.	 Notice that for the example #5, the simu-
lation is abnormally terminated; can you see why?
t r, u(0,	 10)
I
1
d. A
.1
t
2
=0	 1 t-0	 2
42 3 1
FRI	
2	 t
2
1
=0	 13	 t=0	 2	 4
2	 2
r
2	 t
®	 2
1
=0	 2	 t=0	 2°
3	 4
1	 1
,^^
4	
1	 2	 t
2
=0	 1	 3	 _	 1	
4
2	 1
t^Y5	 2 0	
2	
=	
1
3	 4
1	 1
g
Figure 2.2.10	 Examples of Node Release
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The node is released a. time 6 and its release cou nter is immediately
reset to 2. At time 7, completion of activity type (- l) does not decrement
the release counter. In line (b) activity completions are the same as in
Line (a). Note that the node is released for the first time at 1 and at time
8 a second time.
Time 0	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6 7	 8
Completion of x	 x	 x	 x
activity type (1) !
Completion of
Activity type (-l)
x	 X x	 X
Current value
of release counter 2--r. 1----ii 2 --r.1----r 2	 1-----io : 2	 2 _y 2(a)
 M
Current value of
release counter
,	 f 	 }
i	 2.,p -1	 -2	 1 	 2	 =2..i-1	 0-2
for (b)
Any release descriptors can be combined with negative type activities
and negative node release counters. The response descriptor applies to both
types of activities. The node shown in Figure 2.2,9 (c) will be released for
the first time when both negative type activities are completed, and these
arcs are not counterbalanced by the completion of other activities. For
subsequent releases nonnegative type activity completions are required. Source;
sink and statistics nodes may have N1 and/or N2 negative. However, for a
source node the value of N1 does not play any role and it is usually taken
to be zero. Similarly, for a sink node, the value of N2 is not taken into
i
„	 y
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A run corresponds to one complete independent simulation of a network model.
Two simulation runs are independent in the sense that they use two independent
sequences of random numbers. The user specifies the starting seed for random
number generation for the first run and the program uses the random number that
was sampled last at the completion of the first run, as a starting seed for the
next run. The final results (see computer output) summarize the statistics
accumulated over all the runs. A simulation run can normally be terminated in
two ways
a sink node has been released (that is the case in examples 1 through 4)
or,
	
the T2 or C2 criterion of a C-node has been satisfied (this is explained 	 {
in the next section).
It can also be abnormally terminated in two way
an error has been detected in the model or in the program,in which case
an appropriate message is given (that is the case in example 5), or
the limits on the execution time or the output spade specified in the
Job control language cards (specific to the computer installation) has
been violated. An appropriate message is also printed.
Various options for defining a run are used in examples 1 through 5, and the
reader should compare them. For each example, the computer output includes an
event trace for run 1, an event trace for run 2, and the final results for both
runs., The tracing option is included in the GRASP program to facilitate the
	
user in validating his model. Basically, it consists of printing the nodes and 	 l
y
arcs affected at each event during certain intervals of the simulation. There
are 3 ways the user can request such a tracing;
k
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a) Specify the run number to start tracing, NSTR, and the run number to
end tracing, NSTR,
	
The pro-gram will print node and arc characteristics
at each event during the specified simulation runs.
b) Specify the time to begin tracing, TSTR, and the time to end tracing,
TETR.	 The program wil l pri nt the same information as in case a) at each
t
event between TSTR and TETR 	 during all the simulation runs.
E
c) Specify NSTR, NSTR, TSTR and TETR.	 The program will trace whatever
R
happens between TSTR and TETR for the specified runs.
The program expects an input that NETR > NSTR and TETR > TSTR. 	 An error
message is printed otherwise.	 The tracing option can be summaH zed as follows:
TSTR NSTR Type of Tracin g
0. 0 no tracing
0 >0 a)^.
> 0. 0 b)
> 0. > 0 c)
4
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2, ^2 4 Special Features
The concepts previously introduced are enough to model most repairable
systems. Two more features greatly increase the capability of GRASP. These
concepts are the ability to cause network modifications dynamically during
the simulation and the addition of special nodes called C•nodes which coin be
used to monitor accumulated system costs. C-nodes characteristics"rill be
described in the section on statistical collection.'
Network modifications are triggered by the completion of a certain
activity type, Recall that different arcs in the network can have the same
number so that network modification can be triggered by the first completion
of one of several possible arcs. Symbolism for this mechanism is- shown in
Figure 2.2.16.
40
In Figure 2.2.16 (a) if any arc with activity number type 3 is
completed, then the output side of node 8 will be replaced by the output side
of node 16. In other words, when node 8 is released the activities from
node 16 will be scheduled instead of those from node 8i The input sides of
node 8 and 16 are not affected. It is customary to omit the input side, as
in node 16, if it has no input of its own. This is not a requirement, however,
as Figure 2.2.16 (b) illustrates. In this case node 21 has an input of-its
awn and operates independently of node 9. However, when node 9 is released
after an activity of type 4 has completed, the arcs from node 21 will be
scheduled. When this happens, it should be noted that it is node 9 that is
r	released', not node 21. in other words, the conditions which determine node
release are associated with the input sides, and node replacement affects
*A
only the output side of nodes.
In both Figures 2.2.16 (a) and (b) the network is permanently modified.
E	 Activities from the output side of node 8 will never be scheduled again once
the network is modified. If we want to go back to the original network, we
need to trigger another modification of the network, which will re-insert
nodes 8 and 9, respectively.
Figure 2.2.16 (c) illustrates the procedure. The desired outcome is
that when node 2 i released by activity 7, no action be taken. (Trans-
actions are terminated at node 4) . If activity b releases node 2, then
activities from node 2 are scheduled. This is accomplished by a double
replacement of nodes 4 and 2. Examining the other examples of Figure
2.2.16, it is seen that the replacement arrow always points to the node which
is. inserted by the associated activity type. GRASP processes network
modifications before it examines the end node of the arc to see if it is
released. Thus, when release of node 2 occurs, the output side of node 4
t
41
is already in the network insteadof the output side of node 2. No
activities are scheduled. This condition will continue until type 6
activity is completed (i.e., the node replacement will remain in effect
until the end of the simulation or until a type fi activity is completed).
Then, as is indicated by the arrow, the output side of node 2 will be
returned to the network and the activities leaving it scheduled.
One last point, it is possible in 2.2.16 (c) that activity 6 is
completed and node 2 is already in the network. This causes no difficulty.
Activities will be scheduled from node 2 as expected.
	
{	 NOTE: Non-positive activity numbers cannot be
	
si	 used to facilitate network modifications.
Hence, only positive activity types can be
used to cause network modifications.
E.	 2.2.5 Examples of Network Modifications:
	
{	 The ability to cause network modifications during a simulation run
is an important feature that deserves more attention. Its misuse can
cause errors in the model that may be hard for a beginner to detect. The
examples below illustrate different cases of node replacements. They are
artificial and do not correspond to any reliability system. Their purpose
is just to show how the node replacement really 'works.
y
11
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,Example TIED 1 With Simultaneous Arc Com letions»
This model illustrates the effect of two simultaneous arc completions
on a node replacement. In the GRASP diagram represented below, all the
arcs have a duration equal to zero except arc (3, 5). Arcs (5 1 3) and
(5 2) which are identified with numbers 1 and 2 respectively, terminate
at the same time. Because of this, the replacement of rode 3 by node 4
cannot occur,
^ft
2	 t=o	 1	 t-1	 1	 t=0
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igure 2.2.17
The results are shown in Figure 2.2.18; Noti ce that no statistics
were recorded at node 7. The event trace for this run shows some interest-
ing points. Node 3 is released at time 0. Since arc number 1 is not com-
pleted yet, arc (3 5) is scheduled. At time t = :1, node 5 is released.
Arc (5, S) decreases the release counter of node 6- from _5 to 4. Arcs
(5, 3) and (5, 2) terminate at the same time and they both release nodes 3
and 2 respectively. They are ranked in the event file as, (5, 3) first and
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and (5, 2) second. This is reflected in the event trace by a duration
a,
equal to .953674 E - 5 for arc (5, 2). At time 1 node 3 is released
twice, the first time by arc (5 0
 3) and the second time by arc (2, 3).
	 ,^	 1
At time 2, two arcs hit node 5, that is why its release counter drops to
-1. It is released just once and the same cycle starts again.
F
Example TIED 2: Misuse of the Node Replacement Option
-4
01 10
f
F
2	
t=1	
3	
t=0
	
0	 3 5
1
t=1
!igure 2.2..19
A node N with no arc going out of it, does not have a file of i ts own
A
in the array NSET/QSET, and therefore MFE(N), which indicates the starting
location of its file, is zero. This does not cause a problem when N is a
w	 sink node or there is no attempt to release the node. Otherwise, the
program prints an error message and if the event file is empty, terminates
abnormally. The computer results are shown in Figure 2.2.20, Only file 2
status is shown. The point of this example is to illustrate a kind of	 i.
modeling error that should be avoided.
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The arc durations in this example are chosen in such a way that ties
occur in all combinations of completions of arcs numbered 1 through 4.
The GRASP diagram is shown in Figure 2.2.21.
In the actual replacements of node 3 by node 5, arcs identified with
numbers 11 and 2 are assumed to be equivalent. So are the arcs numbered 3
and 4. In Figure 2.2.21, arcs numbered 1 are: (7 8) and (11, 12). Only
one arc is identified with number 2, that is (8, 7 , and only one arc is
f
identified with number 3 that is (9, 10). Two arcs are identified with
number 4: (10, 9) and (13, 14). The computer results are shown in Figure
2,2.22. A summary of the node releases is shown in Figure 2.2.23.
If arcs (7, 8) and (9, 10) represent for instance failures of different
items, and the repair cf one cannot be substituted for the repair of the
other one, then the model above is no longer valid. The next example
shows how this can be accomplished.
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Figure 2.2.22
Computer Results for the Example in Figure 2.2.21
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In, OF • ARC ABC too	 PARAN.	 DISTI.	 0001T 13L2AS2 liC	 ARC
TIR3: 192229 1001	 TYPE TYPE	 TYPE • (	 ) COUNT CCST	 DONATION
0.4000002#00 1 6 2 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.600000E+00
0.8000003+00 3 10 3 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.200000E+00
0.100000E001 0 3 1 1 0 0 0 000 C._200000E+00
0.1000002+01 0 6 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.0
j 0.1000003+01 0 2 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.0
0.120000E+01 2 7 2 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.2000002000
0.1600008+01 4 9 3 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.4000007.+00
7 0.160000E+01 1 d 2 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.200000E+00
0.2000003+01 0 3 1 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.200001E+00
4 0.200000E+01 0 6 0 10 0 0 0 '-0.0 0.0
0.2000001+01 0 2 0 10 0 0 0 000 0.0
0.260000E+01 3 10 3 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.+3999991+00
0.260001E+01 2 7 2 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.953674E-CS
0.300000E+01 0 3 1 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.59999221000.3000018+01 1 1! 2 1 .0 0 0 0.0 0.762939E-05
0.300001E+01 0 6 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.0
0.3000018+01 0 2 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.0
0.320001E+01 4 9 3 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.2000002+04
0.3600013+01 2 7 2 1 0 0 0 000 0.4000002+00
0.4000001+01 1 12 3 1 0_ 0 0 0.0 0.399993E+00}+ 0.600001E+01 3 10 3 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.667572E-0':
xj < 0.4000012+01 0 3 1 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.9536743-060.4000018+01 0 11 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.0
0.400002E+01 0 6 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.9!36749-05
0.400002E+01 0 2 0 to 0 0 0 0.0 0.0
0.4200013+01 1 6 2 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.1999898+00
0.4800012+01 2 7 2 1 0 0 k" 0.0 0.5999992+00
{ 0.460001E+01 4 9 3 1 0 0 L, 0.0 0.9536741-06
0.500002E+01 0 3 1 1 0 0 Vz'- 0.0 0.200010E+00
{ 0.5000022+01 0 4 0 10 0 0 0' 0.0 0.0
0.5000022+01 0 2 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.0
0.3400012+01 1 6 2 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.3999898+CO
0.360001E+01 3 10 3 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.2000001+00 Y
0.600000E+01 4 14 6 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.399994E+00
0.60000113+01 2 7 2 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.5722051+-0:
0.8000012+01 0 13 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.0
0.600002E+01 0 3 1 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.11444it^-04
0.400002E+01 0 4 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.0
0.6000022+01 0 2 0 TO 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 Lfj j
0.6400012+01 4 9 3 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.399988L+C0 0'J Q {
0.6600017+01 1 8 2 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.2000001+00
CL d0.7000022+01 0 3 1 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.4000121+00
0.70000211+01 0 6 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.0
0.7000022+01 0 2 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 Q 
0.7200002+01 3 10 3 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.199987E+00 Q
0.7200011+01 2 7 2 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.953674E-05 ^+
0.780001E+01 1 8 2 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.599999E+00
0.8000012+01 4 9 3 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.200000E+00
0.800002E+01 1 12 5 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.3014701-05 0
0.8000032+01 0 3 1 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.953674E-05
0.800003E+01 0 11 A 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.0
0.8000042+01 0 6 .0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.953674E-05
0.1000042+01 0 2 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.0
0.846001E+01 2 7 2 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.399977!+00
0.860003E+01 3' 10 3 1 0 0 0 0.-0 0.400013E+00
0.9000012+01 1 8 2 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.199986E+C0
0.9000042+01 0 3 1 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.2384191-04
0.9000042+01 C 6 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.0
0.9000042+01 0 2 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.0
0,.9600018+01 2 7 2 1 0'	 '' 0 0 0.0- 0.599976E+00
y 0.9600032+01 4 9 3 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.133514E-C4 a
0.1000002+02 0 3 1 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.4000111+00
0.1000007+02 0 4 0 10 0 0 0 0. 0 0.0F,
0.100000E+02 0 2 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.0
i 0.1020008+02 1 8 2 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.1999751+00 :.
0.1040001+02 3 10 3 1 0 0 0 0.,0 0.2000131000
0.1080008+02 2 7 2 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.399986E+00
0.1100008+02 C 3 1 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.200026E+00
0.1100002+02 0 4 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.0
0.1100002+02 0 2 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.0
0.1120002+02 4 9 3 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.199987E+00
0.114000E+02 1 8 2 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.1999861+CO
0.1200001+02 0 16 4 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.:5999931+00
0.1200002+02 4 14 6 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.57220911-O5
0.1200002+02 2 7 2 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.38147CE-05
0113+ SIMULATION PVCJLCT s Poll: AN EXAMPLE ON SIMULTANEOUS NODE REPLACEMENTS
••rrNAL RESULTS FOR 1 SIMULATION RON(s)*•
F
NCO1 PROD./ MEIN STAND. NO OF MIN	 MA1 BODE
COUNT DST. 005. TYPE
16 1.0000 0.120000E+02 0.0 1. 0:1200001+02	 0.120000E+02 F
6 1.0000 0.4857162+01 0.313203E +01 7. 0.100000E+01	 0.900004E+01 A
=1 1.0000 0.80001!32+01 0.2443922+01 4. 0.500002E+0'1	 0.110000E+02 A
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Example NDR2: Multiple Node Replacements
The model is basically the same as NDR1 except for the first sub-
network which is modified as shown in Figure 2.2.24.
t=o
51
Figure 2.2.24
The results from this example are shown in FigurL-52.2.25-26. The
tracing option allows to make comparisons with the previous example. For
instanceo at time 11 the transaction goes thorugh node 6 and not through nodd 4.
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ARC AEC BUD PAEAN. DISTI. COURT RELEASE ABC AEC
Ties NUNIZI /OOE TYPE TTPE TY12 n 	 ( ) COO MT COST DURATION	 .,
0.6000002.00 1 a 2 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.60coo0E.00
0.800000E+0o 3 10 3 1 0 O 0 0.0 0.2000002400
0.100000E+01 0 3 1 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.2000001+000.100000E+01 0 6 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.0
0.1000002 +01 0 2 0 10 0 0 O 0.0 0.0
0.120000E +01 3 7 2 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.2000002#00
0.160000E+01 4 9 3 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.400000E+00
9.18000.0E+01 1 a 2 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.2000002#00
0.200000E+01 0 3 1 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.200001t+00
0.2000005#01 0 6 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.0
0..2000002+01 O 2 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.0
0.2400002#01 3 10 3 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.3999992+00
0.2400012+01 2 7 2 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.953674E-05
0.3000002+01 0 3 1 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.599992+00
0.300001 ►+01 1 a 2 1 0 0 0 00 0.7629392-05
0.30000111i01 0 6 J) 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.0
0.3000011+01 0 2 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 000
0.3200012+01 4 9 3 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.200000!#00
0.3600012+01 2 7 2 1 O 0 0 0.0 0.400000E+00
0.40000011+01 1 12 5 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.399993E+00
0.4,00001E+01 3 10 3 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.667572E-05
0.400001E#01 0 3 1 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.953674E-06
0.4:000012+01 0 11 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.0
0.400002E+01 0 6 0 10 0 0 0 00 0.9536741-05
0.4000022+01 C 2 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.0
0.4200012+01 1 a 2 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.199989E+000.4800011#01 2 7 2 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.599999E+00
0.4800016+01 4 9 3 1 0 O 0 0.0 0.953674E-0E
0.5000022+01 0 3 1 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.200010E#00
0.900002E+01 0 17 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.0
0.5000022+01 0 4 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.0
O.S000021#Ot 0 2 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.0
0.5400012+01 1 8 2 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.399989E+CO
0.560001E+01 3 10 3 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.2000002#00
0.600000E+01 4 14 6 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.399994E+0D
0.600001E+01 2 7 2 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.5722052-05
0.6000011=+01 0 13 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0,0
V.400002EoO1 C 3 1 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.114441E-04
0.6000022+01 0 17 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.0
0.6000022+01 O 4 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.0
0.6000022+01 O 2 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.0
0.6400012#01 4 9 3 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.399988E+00
0.6600012+01 1 a 2 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.200000E+00
0.700002E+01 0 3 1 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.400012E+00
0.7000021.+01 0 6 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.0
0.700002E+01 0 2 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.0
0.7200002+01 3 10 3 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.199987E+00	 3
0.7200012+01 2 7 2 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.9536741-05
0.7800012+01 1 a 2 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.599999E+00
0.8000012+01 4 9 3 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.2000001+00
0.8000022+01 1 12 5 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.3814701-05
0 800003E+01 0 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 953674E-05
0.0000031+01 0 11 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 r
0.-800004E+01 0 6 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.9536742-0°
0.8000042+01 0 2 O 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.0
0.840001E+01 2 7 2 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.3999771+00
0.8800031+01 3 10 3 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.400013E+00
0.9000012 #01 1 8 2 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.199986E+00
0.900004E+01 0 3 1 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.238419E-040.9000042+01 0 6 -0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.0
0.9000042+01 0 2 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.0
0.960001E+01 2 7 2 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.599976E+CO
0.9600032+01 4 9 3 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.133514$-04
0.1000002+02 0 3 1 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.400011E+00
.1000002#02 0 17 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.0
0.1000002+02 0 4 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.0
0.1000003+02 0 2 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.0
0.102000E+02 1 8 2 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.1999752+C0
0.1040002+02 3 10 3 1 0 0 0, 0.0 0.200013E+00	 -
0..108000E+02 2 7 2 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.399986E+00
0.1100001+02 0 3 1 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.200026E+CC	 Y'
0..110000E+02 0 17 0 10'- 0 0 0 0.0 0.0
0.110000E+02 0 6 0 10 0: 0 0 0.0 0.0
0.110000E#02 0 2 0.,. 10.., . 0 0 0 0.0 0.0
0.112000Eo02 ` 4 .4 3 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.19:9987E#00
0.114060E+02 1 8 2 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.199986E+00
0.1200008+02 0 16 4 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.5999901+00
0.1200002+02 4 14 6 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.5722052-05
0,.1200002+02 2 7 2 1 0 0 - 6 0.0 0.381470E-05
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This example illustrates another case of complex node replacements.
It differs from the previous two examples in the first subnetwork only,
which is represented in Figure 2.2.27.
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Figure 2.2.27
The computer results are given in Figure 2.2.28, and a summary of all the
releases of the nodes is provided in Figure 2,2.29. It shows how one node can
i
be replaced by two other nodes at the same time. That is what happened at times
1, 3, 4 and 9. In these cases, two arcs, namely (6, 2) and (18, 2) terminate
E	 at node 2 at the same time, but node 2 is released just once. Other combinations-F,	
3
`	 of arc completions occur also. Node 3 is replaced by node 5 only at tines 2, 7
and 8. It is replaced by node 17 only at time 11 and it is not replaced at all
at times 5, 6 and 10. The reader can verify, using Figure 2.2.29, that the
ti
statistics given in the computer results are correct.
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Av	 .„p :-,^i^.	 ,.	 ...
0.6000002+00	 1	 8	 2	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.6000002.00
006000002+00	 3	 10	 3	 1	 0	 0	 0	 000	 0.7000002.00
0.1000002#01	 0	 3	 1	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.2000002.00	 57
0.10000011 #0 1	 0	 6	 0	 10	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.0	 !^0.1000012+01	 C	 16	 0	 10	 0	 0	 0	 000	 0.9536742-05
0.1000012.01
	
0	 2	 0	 10	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.0
0.1000022+01	 0	 2	 0	 10	 0	 0	 -1	 0.0	 0.9S36742-05
0.1200002.01	 2	 72	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.1999512000
0.1600002+01	 4	 .4).'	 ]	 .1	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0,400000E+00
0.1800008+01	 1	 8	 2	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0. 2000002#00
0.200002E+01	 0	 3	 1	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.2000202+00	 a
0.2000022+01	 0	 6	 0	 10	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.0
0.2000022+01	 a	 2	 0	 10	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.0
0.2400002+01	 3	 10	 3	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.399980E+00
0.240001E+01	 2	 7	 2	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.953674E-05
0.3000018+01	 1	 4	 2	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.5999991+00
0.300002E+01	 0	 3	 1	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.1144419-04
0.3000022+0 i	 0	 1s	 0	 10	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.0
0.3000032+01	 0	 6	 0	 10	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.953674E-CS
0.3000038+01	 0	 2	 0	 10	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.0
0.300004E+01	 0	 2	 0	 10	 0	 0	 -1	 0.0	 0.953674E-CS
0.3200012+01	 4	 9	 3	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.199969E+00	 i
0.3600018+01	 2	 7	 2	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.4000002+00	 i
0.400000E+01
	
1	 12	 S	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.3999933.00
0.400001E+01	 3	 10	 3	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.6675722-05	 y
0.9000012+01	 0	 11	 0	 10	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.0	 9
0.900004E+01	 0	 3	 1	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.314713E-04
0.400004E+01	 0	 6	 0	 10	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.0
0.4000052+01	 0	 16	 0	 10	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.9'336741-05	 t
0.4000052+01	 0	 2	 0	 10	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.0
0.4000068+01	 0	 2	 0	 10	 0	 0	 -1	 0.0	 0.9536748-05	 "1
0.4200012#01	 1	 8	 2	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.1999491+C0
0.480001E+01
	
4	 9	 3	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 O.S99999E400
0.6800028+01
	
2	 7	 2	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.9536742-05
0.5000062+01	 0	 3	 1	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.200042E+0C
0.5000062+01
	
0	 4	 0	 10	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.0
0.500006E+01	 0	 2	 0	 10	 0	 0	 0	 00	 0.0
0.5400012+01
	
1	 8	 2	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.3999582+00
0.3600011+01	 3	 10	 3	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.2000008+00	 i
0.600000E+01	 4	 14	 6	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.3999852+00	 i
0.6000002+01
	
0	 13	 0	 10	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 . ^
0.6000012+01	 2	 7	 2	 1	 0	 0	 0	 000	 0.1430512-C4
0.6000062+01	 0	 4	 0	 10	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	
0+0291332-04
0.600006E+01	 0	 2	 0	 10	 0	 0	 0	 00	 0.0	 a4	 J
0.6400012#01
	
4	 9	 3	 1	 0	 0	 0	 010	 0.3999372+00-	 CY	 }
0.660001E+01	 1	 6	 2	 1	 0	 0	 0	 00	 0.200000E+00	 a	 E	 l
0.7000068+01	 0	 3	 1	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.4000432+00	 s
0.700006E+01	 0	 6	 0	 10	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.0	 4
0.7000062+01	 0	 2	 0	 10	 0"	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.0
0.7200012+01	 3	 10	 3	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.19995fit+00
0.720002E+01	 2	 7	 2	 1	 0	 0	 0	 060	 0.953674E-05	 0
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00.780002E+01	 1	 6	 2	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.599999E+00
0.8000012+01	 1	 12	 5	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.199985E+00
0.8000018001	 0'	 11	 0	 10	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.0
0.8000028+01	 4	 9	 3	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.1225821-04
0.80000611+01
	
0	 3	 1	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.352859E-04
0.8000062+01	 0	 6,	 O	 10	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.0
0.8000062+01	 0	 2	 0	 10	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.0
0.840002E+01	 2	 7	 2	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.399964E+00
0.8800022+01
	
•3	 10	 3	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.4000002+00
0.900006E+01	 0	 3	 1	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.3623962-04
0.9000022+01
	
1	 8	 2	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.2000001+00	
a^
0.900006E+01	 0	 16	 0	 10	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.0
0.900007E+01
	
0	 6	 0	 10	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.953674E-05	 i
0.9000078!01	 C	 2	 0	 10	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.0
0.9000084+01	 0	 2	 0	 10	 0	 0	 -1	 0;0	 0.953674E-05
0.960002E+01	 4	 9	 3	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0"0	 0.599944E+00
0.9600031P+01	 2	 7	 2	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.933674E-0'.
0.100001E+02	 0	 3	 1	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.400046E+00
0.100001E+02	 a	 4	 0	 10	 0	 0	 0	 0.,0	 0.0
0.1000012+02
	
0	 2	 a	 10	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.0	 r-
0.1020002+02	 1	 8	 2	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.199953E+00
0.1040002+02	 3	 10	 3	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.20000CE+C0
0.1060008+02	 2	 7	 2	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.400000E+00	 {
0.'1100012+02
	
0	 3	 1	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.42000471+00
0.110001E+02	 0	 18	 a	 10	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.0	 s	 "i
0.1100012+02	 0	 2	 0	 1.0	 0	 0	 0 	 0.0	 0.0
0.112000E+02	 4	 9	 3	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0.,0	 0.199952'100
0.1140002+02
	
1	 8	 2	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0. Moo02+C0
0.1200001+02	 0	 16	 4	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.599972E+00
0.1200002+02	 1	 12	 5	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.6675722-C!:
0.1200002+02
	
4	 14	 6	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0.0	 0.2!61022-05
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tCDt	 PE08./ 	 SUN	 ST 1 -80.	 40 or	 lim	 .b7	 NODE
COUNT	 OEV.	 085,	 Tvps
16	 1.0000	 0.120000E+02	 0.0	 1.	 0.120000E+02	 0.120000E+02
16	 1.0000	 0.5600052+01	 0.4219037+01	 5.	 0.100001E+01	 0.1100012+02	 A
6	 1.0000	 0.4857182+01	 0.313204E+01	 7.	 0.100001E+01	 0.9000072+01	 3
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Example NDR4: Another Misuse of Node Replacements
0."—
is
r:s
F
Figure 2.2.30
This example illustrates another problem that can occur with the use
of node replacements. It is easy to tell from the network diagram in Figure
2.2.30 that a completion of arcs numbered 3_and 2 will cause the output of
noAe 17 to be replaced by the output of node 3. Since arc (3, 17) has a
duration equal to zero, this replacement will occur over and over again at
the same time, causing the number of simultaneous arc completions to exceed
the maximum allowed. The program detects and prints an error message as
shown in Figure 2.2.31. If the time an arc (3, 17) were greater than zero,
then such an error would not have been detected by the program.
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a
Computer Results for the	 r
Exampl e i n Figure 2.2.30
a
_ 0.1woi rp:a _.- 2 0 0.0
0.1200002.01 2 7 2 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.2000002+00	 610.1600002401 4 9 3 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.4000002+oo0.180000R+01 1 8 2 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.2000001+000.2000002001 0 3 1 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.200001E+0C
0.2000002+01 0 4 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.0
6:160,05061 " o 1 0 1	 "i0 0 0 0 0.0 0.00.2400008+01 3 10 3 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.399999E+0O0.2400018+01 2 7 2 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.9536741-050.300000E+01 0 3 1 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.5999929+000.3000012.01 1 8 2 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.722938E-CS0.300001E+01 0 6 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.00.3000018♦01 0 2 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.00.3200018+01 4 9 3 1 0 0 0 0.-0 0.20000024000.3600011'.+01 2 7 2 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.400000E+000.4000002 +01 1 12 5 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.39999314000.4000011"+01 3 10 3 1 0 0 ) 0.0 0.6675771-050.4000012+01 0 3 1 1 0 0 0 0.0 0..953674?-OE
' 0.4001018+01 0 11 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.00.4000028+010.4000022+01 00 62 00
1010 00 00 00
0.00.0 0.953674E-050.0
1 0.4200012+01 1 8 2 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.1999091 +000.4800012+01 2 7 2 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.599999Lf000. 1 00001E+01 4 9 3 1 O 0 0 0.0 0.95.674E-of.0.5000022+01 0 3 1 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.2000108+000.5000022+01 0 17 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.0
E 0.5000022+01 0 4 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.00.5000022+01 0 2 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.00.5400018+01 1 8 2 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.3999091+000.3600012+01 3 10 3 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.200000E+CC
0.6000008•+01 4 14 6 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.399994E+000.6000018+01 , 2 7 2 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.572205E-0!0.6000018+01 0 13 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.00.600002E +01 0 3 1 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.1144411-040.6000028+01 0 17 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.00.6000020+01 0 4 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.0
r 0.6000022+01 0 2 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.0F 0.640001E+01 4 9 3 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.3999883+00
„ 0.6600018 +01 1 8 2 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.200000E+000.7000021+01 0 3 1 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.4000128+0C0.700002E+01 0 4 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.00.7000022+01 0 2 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.00.7200009+01 3 10 3 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.199987EfCC0.7200012#01 2 7 2 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.953674E-0500800012+01 1 8 2 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.599999E+00
0.6000012+01 4 9 3 1 O 0 0 0.0 0.200000E+OC0.8000022+01 1 12 5 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.381470E-05
r 0.6000038+01 O 3 1 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.953674E-05G 0.8000032 +01 0 11 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.0
r 0.8000049+01 0 4 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.9536742-050.800004E+01 0 2 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.0f 0.8400018+01 2 7 2 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.3999771+00
t 0.880003E+01 3 10 3 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.4000131+0C0.9000012+01 1 8 2 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.199986E+000.9000042+01 0 3, 1 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.238419E-040.9000042+01 0 6 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.00.9000042+01 0 2 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.00.960001E+01 2 7 2 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.5999762+000.9600031+01 4 9 3 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.1335141-040.1000002+02 0 3 1 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.400011E+000.1000002 +02 0 17 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.00.1000002+02 0 4' 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.00.1000009+02 0 2 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.00.102000E+02 1 8 2 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.19997!1+000.104000E+02 3 10 3 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.200013E+000.10800011+02 2 7 2 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.3999869+000.1100002+02 0 3 1 1 0 0 0 0.0 0.200026E+000.1100002 +02 0 17 0 10 0 ;0 0 0.0 0.00.110000E+02 0 17 0 10 0 .0 0 0.0 0.00.110000E+02 0 17 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.00.110000E+02 0 17 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.00.1100002+02 0 17 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.00.1100002+02 0 17 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.00.1100008#02 C' 17 0 10 0 0 0 0.0 0.0
{
i
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Other examples of complex node modifications are presented in Figure
2.2.32. It is left to the reader to study them and find out in which way
they are different.
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Figure 2 . 2.32 More Examples on Node Modifications
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2.2.5 Statistics Collection
In devel^ap ng a GRASP network, the modeler includes, directly on the
k'
f	 network, nodes for collecting data. Such nodes are referred to as statistics
K
nodes. Any sink node is automatically a statistics node and any node, except
a source node, may be designated as a statistics node. They behave exactly
6
as other nodes and the information they collect refers to a time that a
k
C
specified node is released. Several types of variables can be defined using
the release times of a node. Figure. 2.2.33 shows a general statistics node,
and T denotes the type of statistics to be collected.
ii
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T can be one of the following:
F	 First statistics: record statistics on time and cost
at first release of node only
A - All statistics: record statistics on time and cost
at all releases of node
B - Between statistics: record statistics on time interval
and
	
between releases of the node. The time of
first release is used only as a reference point for the
first value of the time between releases
D - Del ay statistics: this statistics relates to the nodes
atwhich activity completions are accumulated, that is,
nodes for which the number of incoming activity completions
(N l ,_N2 ) is greater than one. The delay time is the time
interval from the first completion of an incoming arc until
the node is released. A delay time is computed each time
a node is released.
M - Mark node: no statistics are collected, every activity
which leaves the node is "marked" with the current time
and cost
I -Interval statistics: record statistics on the interval
between the current time and cost and the "marked" by
mark nodes on the incoming activities
^r
s
t
As an example of how statistics are maintained by GRASP, consider
figure 2.2.34 (a). Node 6 collects FIRST or '"F" statistics. The first time
l	 node 6 is released in a simulation, the time and the cost at the time of
li
release are recorded, After the first release, no further data is recorded,
but the node continues to function normally. So, one simulation run causes
one pair of data points to be recorded. Hence, by repeating the simulation,
say for 1000 runs, 1000 pairs of data points are recorded. The program will
automatically compute the mean, standard deviation, minimum and maximum for
the observed data. In addition, histograms of time and cost to first release
of node 6 will be prepared.
Figure 2.2.34 (b) is an example of a node which collects DELAY statistics.
a
In this case, the statistic recorded is the time (and cost) interval between
the time of the first activity completion at node 7 and the time (cost) when
the node is released.	 Since node 7 might be released many times in a simula-
tion run, it is possible that many data points may be recorded during each
run. If the simulation is repeated a number of times, all observations from
all runs are utilized to compute the mean, etc., and to form the histogram.
A restriction on belay (and Accumulator) nodes is that arcs into these nodes
may not have count types,	 j
Accumulator or "C" nodes are a special kind of Delay node. For Time
statistics, C-nodes collect the same statistics as Delay nodes. An additional
restriction for C-nodes is that N1 = N2 = 2. The first input will always
activate time (cost) accumulation and the second will terminate collection
r	 for that collection period. In addition, however, GRASP will maintain a
master C-node accumulator to which all Time intervals collected by all C-node's
:f
will be added. Thus, each simulation run will result in one datum being 	 `,,
a	 ^
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recorded in the master Time accumulator. By pe rforming repeated runs,
a mean, standard deviation, and histogram of these acs. ,".^,yiated Times will
be produced. Thus, C-nodes permit "adding up" all of the individual data
points recorded by a Delay node. This corresponds to accumulated costs..
The Time statist i cs recorded and reported at a C-node are identical to those
that would be produced by a Delay node.
C-nodes also permit accumulation of costs but in a somewhat different
manner. In this case, the CN parameter on the arcs is used. If a C-node
is associiited with an arc by the CN parameter, then that C-node will collect
the cost (if that activity each time it completes. A C-node can be associated
W th more than one activity in the network. Note that the cost feature of
the C-node is not keyed by the arcs that are incident to the C-node.
	 The
cost feature is related only to the CN parameters. The statistics produced
by an individual C=node will be the mean, standard deviation, and histogram
of the costs of all arcs that list that C - node in their CN parameter.
y
Also, a master C - node accumulator for cost is maintained. The master
cost accumulator will m intain a total of all costs recorded by all C-nodes
in the network. Hence, each simulation run records one datum in the master
cost accumulator, and multiple runs will yield a mean, standard deviation and
histogram of accumulated costs.
It is possible to specify two target values called, T2 and C2, which
are upper limits for the master time and cost accumulators, respectively.
f. sf
i GRASP will compare the values of the master accumulators with the T2 and C2
values. At the end of the simulation, a message will be printed indicating
the number of times these values were exceeded. An option permits the
exceeding of the T2 and/or C2 values to be considered a system failure, {
67
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Hence, excessive accumulated down time or cost can be defined as a system
failure.
--^l
ALL and BETWEEN statistics are similar to FIRST and DELAY statistics.
MARK nodes and INTERVAL statistics require some additional comments, however.
If a node is a mark node, then when the node is released, each activity
which leaves the node is "marked"' with the release time (and cost). These
activities carry this mark with them throughout the network. For example,
if a marked activity ends at a node and releases it, all activities scheduled
front the end of node carry the same mark. If a marked activity passes through
another mark node, the old mark is destroyed and a new one implanted.
When a marked activity arrives at a node that collects INTERVAL
statistics, the time (and cost) interval from the mark to the I-,node is
computed and recorded. The mark is not destroyed by this process. In this
s	 way, it is possible to measure the time (and cost) for an activity to traverse
a given portiorr of a network.
2.3 State Transition Diagram Analysis
State transition diagram analysis goes far beyond an interpretation of
simple block diagram representation. It provides a complete interpreta-
+	 f the a t i'r	 stn	 d	 na be used	 s	 oto re re ent m st r babilist 'cSono	 n	 esy e^, a n c	 p 	 po
models. It also provides a systematic way for describing the behavior of a
c
probabilistic system, under various constraints and assumptions, and also for
checking the validity of any model. This section will explain some of the
basic logic behind GRASP and illustrate how a GRASP network can be described
by a state transition diagram. This section may be skipped without a loss
of`continuity in understandinq the remaining sections. However, it shows an
interesting facet of the subject matterwhich might otherwise be overlooked,
--^
low" q
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The following description of a system in terms of its states and
transitions may exhibit technical abstraction in the beginning, but it
also possessesa strong intuitive appeal. A state transition diagram is a
directed network where a node represents a state and an arc represents a
transition from the state at its origin node to the state at its end node,
kk
	 We first need to look at the states and transitions of a single component.
k	 Assume that whatever the conditions in the system might represent,
c	
a component can be in one of the following states:
S1
	the component is operating
S2	the component is under repair
S3	 the component is idle wai ting for operation
S4 = the component is idle waiting for repair.
or S4 are inactive (idle states). TheseS l or S2 are active states and S3 
states are sufficient for most modeling purposes and even some of these may
be inadmissible in particular cases. For instance, if we assume that a
M	 j
component goes into repair as soon as it fails and is put back into operation
as soon as it is repaired, then the idle states S 3 and S4 are not needed.
The time during which a component remains in one state, whether it is`operat-
ing (SO, under repair ( S2 )-, waiting for operation (S3) or waiting for repair
(S4)", can be a fixed constant or a random variable specified by a particular
probability law. When a component exhibits states S 1 and S2 only, the state
xx
transition diagram is a very simple network ( Figure 2.3.1)c
k	 S1	 S2
Figure 2.3.1 State Transition Diagram of a Component
with States S1 and S2 Only
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The GRASP 'network corresponding to Figure 2.3.1 is also trivial.
Figure 2.3.2 gives. four possible ways to draw a GRASP network equivalent to
the state transition diagram in Figure 2.3.1, depending upon how we want to
stop the simulation run. In Figure 2.3.1 (a) the simulation run ends when
J
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Figure 2.3.2 GRASP Networks Corresponding to the
State Transition Diagram in Figure 2.3.1
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the component gets repaired. If we want to collect meaningful statistics
about failure times and repair times we need to make several runs by specify-
ing multiple runs in the input data.
In Figure 2.3.1 (b) we can make only one run and still achieve the
same results as in Figure 2.3.1 (a) by specifying the number of times we have
a failure by the release counter at node 4.
In Figure 2.3.1 (c) we stop the simulation at a specified time T, by
defining another source (4) and a sink node (5); the arc (4,5) has a length
T.
Figure 2.3.1 (d) is basically the same as Figure 2.3.1 W. Other -
termination criteria can similarly be modeled. 	
1
To provide an example of a situation in which a component can be in states
S3 or S4, let us look at the case when a repairman, spare parts, or any other
resource needed for repair may not be available, or sometimes the component 	
.4^
needs to be shipped to a distant repair facility. Similarly, when the component
a
is repaired, putting it back into operation may involve many activities, and
in these cases time (and cost) consuming arcs need to be added to the network
l:
and considered in collecting the statistics of interest. 	 I
Consider another example involving only one component. Assume that when
the component fails it goes immediately into repair if the repairman is not
busy at that time. If the repairman is busy with another task, then we must
f,.
wait until he finishes. Assume that we know the probability that the
repairman will be busy at any given time. The state transition diagram is
:a..r	
shown in Figure 2.3.3.
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Figure 2.3,3 State Transition Diagram for One Component
With Repair and Possibly a Waiting Time
Before Going into Repair
The transition from S  to S 2 means that the component goes into repair as
soon as it fails because the repairman is available at that time. Transition
from S 1 to S4 means that the component has to wait for repair, the repairman
being busy. Transition from S 4 to S2 means that the component goes directly
to repair and this occurs only when the repairman becomes available.
Transition from S 2 to S1 means that the component is repaired and starts
operating. Notice that transitions from S 4 to Sl and from S2 to S4 are not
admissible, and they represent the trivial assumptions that a component does
not stop operating unless it fails and that the repairman does not stop work-
ing until the component is repaired. Although these assumptions are not
explicitly stated at the beginning, they appear clearly in the state transition
diagram. Now let us look at the corresponding GRASP representation. If p,
the probability of the repairman being busy is known, and the distribution
t
of the waiting time is also known, then we can obtain the equivalent network
	
x
k.
i ?	 in Figure 2.3.4. Sink nodes are not represented because of the various termi-
nation criteria one can use. They are similar to the ones already considered
in the previous case.
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Figure 2.3.4 Equivalent GRASP Diagrams for a Component with
Repair and Possibly a Waiting Time before Going
F,	
into Repair
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In Figure 2.3.4 (a) node 2 is a source node and arc (2,3) represents the
time until failure. Node 3 has a probabilistic output: arc (3,4) occurs
with probability p (i.e., probability that the repairman is busy) and its
duration is the waiting time. Arc (3,5) occurs with probability (1-p) and
has no duration. Arc (4,5) occurs when the repairman becomes available and
also has no duration. Node 5 is released when at least one of the arcs
(3,,5) or (4,5) occurs, and in this case only one of them can occur because
of the nature of node 3. Arc (5,2) represents the time to repair the
component.
Figure 2.3.4 (b) differs from Figure 2.3.4 (a) in the duration of the
arcs (3,5), (4,5) and (5,2) as shown in the network.
Figure 2.3.4 (c) and Figure 2.3.4 (d) are simplifications of Figures
2.3.4 (a) and (b), respectively, and they are easy to follow. Since the size
of the network depends upon the number of nodes, it is better to select the
equivalent models with a minimum number of nodes.
If the probability that the repairman is busy and the waiting time
distributions are not explicitly known, then by including in the model all
the activities in which the repairman is involved we obtain the model in
Figure 2.3.5. However, this network might be only a single part of a
larger network representing all the activities that may keep the repairman
busy when he is needed.
TTR
20n 2	TTF	 2 31	 2
f
Time for repairman to
finish his other tasks
q
J 1
=i	 Figure 2.3.5 One Component with Repair, and Possibly Waiting
for Repair if the ,Repairman is not Available
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When a system has more than one component, its states are a function of
the states of its individual components and the transitions between the
states depend on the structural configuration of the components. For a.
system with two components A and B, a state of the system is characterized
by the couple state (SA ,SB ), where SA is the state of component A and SB is
the _state of component B. Without any confusion we can obtain the state of
the system as merely the couple (SA ,SB ). One need not distinguish between
(SA ,SB ) and (S B , SA). If A can be in 2 states A l (operating) or A2 (under
repair), and B can similarly be in 3 1 ( operating) and B 2 ( under repair), then
the system can have the following states:
'(A l , B 1 ) = both A and B are operating
(A l , B2 ) = A is operating and B is under repair
(A
21
'B l )	 A is under repair and B is operating
(A2 9 B2 ) = Both A and B are under repair.
d	 d	 th
j
The actual meaning or interpretation of these states ePen s on e
logical configuration of the system (parallel, series, standby). The
transitions between these states occur whenever the state of at least one
component changes. However, in practically all real life situations, the
probability that two or more changes in the states of the components occur
at the same point in time is negligible. For instance, in a system involving h
two components, it is assumed that the components cannot fail simultaneously
or get repaired simultaneously; all these events must be different. This is
particularly true when life time and repair time distributions are
continuous. For this reason, it is one of the major assumptions in the
i^
design of the GRASP program that events do not occur exactly simultaneously.
F t
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Some of the GRASP models -
 In the next section may not be valid if the assump-
tion above does not hold. If we are dealing with discrete probability
distribuC ons, or if for any reason it is suspected that the probability that
two or more components change their states at the same time, then these
combination events would need to be explicitly considered. However, with a
little more effort it is not difficult to extend these models to handle
such situations.
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SECTION 3
GRASP MODELS OF COMMON RELIABILITY SYSTEMS
Several network examples which illustrate the capabilities of GRASP
will now be presented and explained. Further documentation related to data
input and output from the GRASP simulations will be presented in Section 4.
Commonly encountered configurations are first presented. Depending upon the
underlying assumptions and the type of statistics that need to be collected,
several different GRASPmodels can be built from the same reliability block
diagram. For some examp)r-^ there may be several equivalent GRASP networks,
in which case the model with the least number of nodes will be selected.
The state transition approach will be used to describe some of the models.
Once the networks shown in this section are understood, they can be considered	 9
r
as standard GRASP networks that can be utilized directly in modeling more
complex systems. Models for simple examples with no repair and replacement
are first presented. These simple models are then progressively extended
to other familiar reliability configurations and the state transition diagram
analysis will prove to be very helpful in describing and validating the GRASP
models.
3.1 Simple Systems with No Repair or Replacement
Case 1: n Units in Series with Known Failure Probabilities
No failure distributions are needed because during the given mission
time-the failure probabilities are known. Figure 3.1.1 (a) shows the
reliability block diagram and is self-explanatory. Part (b) shows the
corresponding GRASP network,
t
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a	 P	 2	 n
(b)	 P 1	 P
1-P2
	
1"Pn
Figure 3.1.-1 n Simple Units in Series
Each of the Nodes 2, 3, ..., n+l corresponds to a component; Node 2
is also a source node. Notice the probabilistic output corresponding to
whether a unit fails or not. There are two sink nodes. A simulation run
that ends at node (n+2) indicates that the system did not fail. If termination
is at node (-n+3), it indicates that the system failed because at least one
unit failed.
The duration of every arc is taken to be zero and the model is independent
of what types --of statistics are to be collected at the sink nodes. First
statistics are shown in the figure for completeness only. By specifying a
large number of runs, we can determine the reliability of the system as.being
the ratio of the number of times node (,n+2) was released to the number of
i
r	
runs.. Figure 3.1.2 shows another equivalent GRASP network with n source
nodes and 2 sink nodes.
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Figure 3.1.2 Another GRASP Network for
11 F n+ -^nnn-o cyst.
failure
n F n+2
n
ry
,t
n Simple Units in Series
It is obvious that a better way to determine reliability, R, of such a
	
n	 n
system is to analytically compute it directly as R 	 1 - IO -R•) = 1
	
i =1	 I	 i=1
Ri being the reliability of unit i. The purpose of this example is to
illustrate the.GRASP modeling concepts.
Case 2: n Units in Series with Random Failure Times
All units start operating at the same time and the system fai ls if any
one uni t fails. The time between failures for each unit is represented by an
arc from node 2 to node 3 in Figure 3.1.3. The duration of the arcs are
r-
generated from the failure time distributions of the units.
3r
TBFi
TBF2
(b)	
1 2
	
'j	 ] F 3	 t .1	 1
^N
Figure 3.1.3 n Units in Series -iith Sampled Failure Times	 "`
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Case 3: n_ Units in Parallel with Known Failure Probabilities
The system fails if all units fail. This case Is similar to case 1.
The only difference between the GRASP networks in Figures 3.1.1 (b) and 3.1.4 (b)
^F is in the way the probabilities are assigned to the output sides of nodes 2, 3,
^k
e	 lj
(	 ..., n+l, and in the meaning of nodes (n+2) and (n+3). Apart from the
probabilities assigned to the arcs, the network looks exactly the same as in
Figure 3.1.1 (b) for the first case. When node (n+3) is released, this
means that the system did not fail. Node (n+2) is released only if all units
fail and this indicates a system failure. Figure 3.1.4 (c) shows another
:GRASP network that is also very similar to Figure 3.1.1 (b) and Figure 3.1.4 (b).
NOdes ,(n+2) and (n+3) play the same role as in Figure 3.1.1 (b) (i.e., reliability
p k	 estimation is based on the number of releases of node (n+2)). The probabilities
r	 on the output sides of nodes 2, 3, ..., n+l remain the same as in Figure
t x	 3.1.1 (b). The release counter of node (n+3) is modified such that the node
\. 1
9
is released only if we have n incoming arc completions, which correspond to
a system failure.
Another equivalent network can also be obtained by interchanging nodes
(n+2) and (n+3) in the network shown in Figure 3.1.2. The resulting network
is shown in Figure 3.1.5. 	 Notice that the only difference compared to
' Figure 3.1.2 is in the meaning of the releases of nodes ( n+2)	 and (n+3).
Other equivalent networks corresponding to cases 1 and 2 can easily be
found.
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Case 4: n Units in Parallel with Random Failure Times
This case is very similar to case 2. The release counter of node 3
is n, meaning that the system fails only if all units fail. This case is
represented in Figure 3.1.6.
1
(a)
	
2
^	 1
TBF1
TBFn	 n 
F 3
Figure 3.1.6 n Units in Parallel with
Sampled Failure Times
Case 5: Example of a k-out-of-o system
A k-out-of-n system is a system that fails onl y i f k units fail	 As
in the previous examples, we can identify two models depending on whether
the probabilities of failure of the components are explici tly known or only
`.	 the life time distributions are known. The first model _is shown in figureF
y
;
{	 3.1.7, and the second in Figure 3. 1.8. Note that a block diagram for such
{	 a system would be very cumbersome, while the GRASP network uses the same
^f
i;	 number of nodes as in the previous models.
r
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Figure 3.1.7 A k .«out-of- n system, Known Probabilities
of Failure
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3.2 Simple Systems with Replacement., No Repair
In each of the following examples we assume that one has access to a
finite pool of spare units, and that failed units are replaced through a
switching mechanism with a probability of failure and/or a delay ih-its
functioning.	 Failures are also assumed to be independent.
Case 1: One Unit, n Identical Spares and Perfect Switching
If the probability of failure of each unit is known, we obtain the model
	
i
shown in Figure 3.2.1.
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Figure 3.2.,1 One Unit With n Spares,Perfect Switching
and Known Probabilities of failure
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Let p be the probability of failure of a unit. In the GRASP network, node
5 is released i'f at least one unit did not fail. We can analytically compute
the probability that this will occur; that is (1	 pn+ l ). By performing
multiple simulation runs, this result is estimated by the ratio of the number
of times node 5 is released to the total number of runs. This result should
be close to the theoretical value. Each time a failure occurs, the release
counter of node 4 is decremented by one, and this node is released when all
units fail (release counter equal to zero).
If we are required to use the failure rate density function of each unit
we obtain the equivalent network shown in Figure 3.2.2. The release counter
of node 4 in Figure 3.2.2 (a) is initially set to n+1 because we have a total
of n+1 units, and the release counter is decremented each time a unit fails.
'r	 1
F	
Time delay of the switch = 0
t^
(a)	 1	 offatunet	 1	
n+l 4
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Figure 3.2.2 One Unit with n Spares, Perfect
^.}	 Switching and Known Lifetime Distribution
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The duration of arc (2,3) is the lifetime.-of the unit which is sampled from
a known assumed distribution. Arc (3,2) corresponds to the replacement
activity and has a zero duration. Arc (3,4) has also a zero duration. We
can reduce the number of nodes from 3 to 2 for this model as shown in Figure.
3.2.2 (b). Node 3 is now a sink node and its release counter is initially
n+2 • The life cycle of a component is represented by the self loop (2,2).
Since arc (2,3) has no duration, the released counter at node 3 is decremented
to n+l at time zero. Subsequent decreases of the release counter occur each
time a unit fails.
Case 2: One Unit. -Identical Snares and Imperfect Switchin
The difference in this example and case l is that when a unit fails,
an automatic switch that executes the replacement can fail. We assume that
when a switch fails, another switch corresponding to another unit is
triggered; if the new switch fails again, the replacement process is again
repeated until the last spare unit is reached (parallel redundancy). Another
arbitrary assumption i;s that all switches are equivalent and that when a switch
t:
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fails, the corresponding unit cannot be used although it is good. For this
case we can identify several models. Figure 3.2.3 shows a network where
probabilities of failure are known. p is the probability that a unit fails,
and q is the probability that a switch fails. The branching from node 2
corresponds to whether the unit fails or not. All arcs in the network have
zero duration. If the unit does not fail, (the probability for this is l-p)
then'the branch (2,6) is selected and node 6 is released, indicating that the
system performed successfully. If the unit fails, (this occurs with probability
p) then arc (2,3) is selected. Node 3 has a deterministic output and it
generates arcs (3,4) and (3,8). Node 8 is a sink node that indicates a system
failure due to the failure of all units. Its release counter is decreased.
by one every time the system experiences a failure of one unit.:. The initial
value of its release counter is n+l because there is a total of n+l units in
the system. Arc (3,4) corresponds to the instantaneous switching mechanism.
Kt
y ^
i
i
The probabilistic output at node 4 corresponds to the possibility of failure
in the switching mechanism. If the switch fails, arc (4,5) is selected; then 	 l
node 5 is released and activates arcs (5,3) and (57). The purpose of arc
	 i
(5,3) is to trigger another switch, and the purpose of arc (3,7) is to
stop the simulation run when the last switch fails. One is subtracted from
the release counter at node 7, which is initially n every time a switch
fails, so that the release of node 7 indicates a system failure due to the
k	 failure of the first unit and all the switches.
R	
It is easy to see how Figure 3.2.3 can be modified in order to ac-
commodate other assumptions about the system. Let us assume that when a
switch fails, the corresponding unit can be activated by another switch.
Everything else remains the same. We obtain the network shown in Figure
3.2.4. The difference between the two networks is i'n the way the release
	 }
counter at node 8 decreases	 In Figure 3.2.3 one 'is subtracted from the
1release counter every time 11 unit or a switch fails, while in Figure 3.2.4
this is done only when a unit fails.
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Figure 3.2.4 One Unit, n Spares, Switching
	
Subject to Failure, No Shut Off	 l
r	 Before looking at other examples, let us see hoer the network would be
formed if instead of having the probabilities of failure of the units
explicitly specified, we only know their lifetime distribution. This is
assumed the same for all units since they are identical. As above, we first
construct the network corresponding to the assumption that a switch failure
shuts the corresponding unit off. Referring to Figure 3.2.5, arc (2,3)
represents the life time of a unit and is the only arc with a non-zero time
duration. Upon failure of a unit, automatic replacement is triggered by a 	 '.
FCC	 f	
switch which has a probability of failure as shown by the probabilistic out-
put of node 34 Notice that one is subtracted from the release counter of
node 6 whenever a switch fails, and from the release counter of node 7
whenever -a switch or a unit fails. If we want to model the situation where
a switch failure does not shut the corresponding unit off, we only need to
Ll
	 remove arc (4,7) from the. network in Figure 3,2.5 so that the release counter
It
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of node 7 is decreased by one only when a unit fails.
1	 t n I 6
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Figure 3.2.5 One Unit, n Spares, Switching is Subject
to Failure, Life Time Distribution is Known
Case 3: One Unit, n Identical Spares, Switching with Delay
As before, we first look at the situation where the probabilities of
failure are known. The switches are not subject to failure and they are
identical (i.e., the distribution of the time delay is the same for all
switches). Let p be the probability of failure of a unit. It is easy to
see that the GRASP network in Figure 3.2.6 is exactly the same as in the first
case, Figure 3.2.1 (b), with arc (2,3) now having a duration which is the
time delay of the switch. We can collect statistics on system down time by
collecting delay statistics at node 3. The type of statistics 'to be collected
is not shown in the network. The description of the rest of the network is
the same as in case 1, and does not need to be repeated. If the failure
probabilities are not explicitly given and the life time distribution of the
units are known, little needs to be changed from the model in case 1 ire order 	 y
to include the switch delay requirements. The model is shown in Figure 3.2. 7
a^.	 »	 s:pSt	 J	 ^^	 t,{ns 4A, 0.0 ^lbS ♦ . z i sr a+
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p
and we can notice that it is basically the same as in Figure 3.2.2.(a).
Figure 3.2.6 One Unit,n Spares, Switching
with Delay, Known Failure Probabilities
The only difference is that the duration of arc (3,2) is now the time delay
of the switching mechanism.
F
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Delay 0
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Figure 3.2.7 One Unit,n Spares, Switching with
Delay, Known Lifetime Distribution
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Notice that in the network of Figure 3:2.7 we can collect statistics on
failure times of the units at node 3, but we cannot directly collect
statistics on delays at node 2 because this node is already a source node.
It is easy to modify the network by adding one node to collect this data if
such statistics are needed.
Case 4: One unit, n Spares, Switching with Delay and PossiblyFailure
This case combines the previous two cases. Depending upon the assumptions
made, we can identify different models.
If we assume that the failure probabilities are known and that a switch
shuts a unit off upon failure, then we obtain the network in Figure 3.2.8,
which is the same as that of Figure 3.2_.3. The switching delay is specified
as the duration of arc (3,4). There are alternate ways to model the delay.
For instance we can specify it as the duration of arc (2,3) and (5,3).
i
n
n
n+ 8
	
3
n+ k,
Figure 3.2.8 One Unit, n Spares, Switching Subgect to
Delay, Possibly a Failure and With Shut-off
Ell
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If we assume that a switch failure does not shut a unit off, and everything
else is as in the previous model, we obtain the network shown in Figure 3.2.11.
Notice that it is anextension of the network given in Figure 3.2.4. Arc (3,4)
and (3,5) have now non-zero durations and they represent the switching delay.
There are also other ways to represent this delay. The interpretation of other
nodes and arcs in this network is the same as in the network in Figure 3.2.4.
tI
i
Figure _3.2.11 One Unit, n Spares, Switching Subject
to Delay and Failure, No Shut Off
If we are given the lifetime distribution instead of the probabilities
P of failure, the GRASP network is exactly the same as in Figure 3.2.5. We
only need to specify delay density functions for arcs (3,4) and (3,5).
a'	 Case 5: Non-identical units
To end this section on simple models with replacement, we now see how
to handle the case where the system is composed of-non-identical units.
	 *"°
^	
r
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We first look at the situation where the probabilities of failure are ,known.
We will only extend the case l example for illustrative purposes. Require-
ments from cases 2, 3 and 4 can be added to the new model without any problem.
Let p i be the probability of failure of unit i, i=1, ..., 01.	 Since
the units are assumed non-identical, the p i 's are not all equal. The
laternatives, failure or non-failure of the unit, were represented previously
by a single node with a probabilistic output. Since the probabilities of
failure now differ, we need one such node for each unit. One way to model
such a system is shown in Figure 3.2.12.
Figure 3.2.12 One Unit, n Non-identical Spares, Perfect
Switching, Known Probabilities of Failure
Notice that Figure 3.2.12 is exactly the same as Figure 3.2.4 (b), apart
from the fact that we have an extra unit. This is due to the fact that the
E
assumptions made are such that the system behaves exactly like a system
where the units are in parallel and are independent. However, for the.pur-
pdse'of eventually including additional requirements in our model, it should
be kept in mind that the systems are different. However, they behave exactlyK	 ,
in the same manner and that is what the GRASP network shows. The following
j	 situation will show this is not true if instead of the probabilities of failure
C '^
+i
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t	 the life time distributions are specified. In a parallel system, all items
C
might fail at the same time and this cannot occur in this model. The GRASP
network is straightforward and is shown in Figure 3.2.13. The duration of
each arc corresponds to the life time of one unit. If two distributions
happen to be the same, the number of nodes in the network can be reduced b y
replacing one arc by a self-loop. This will cause the node with a loop to
w
6	 be released several times during the simultion. This does not modify the
'r
model because the subsequent release of a node will not affect the release
r	 of the sink node. As mentioned earlier, the network in Figure 3.2.-13 can be
extended in a variety of ways to include additional assumptions and require-
t	
ments•about the system.
t.
O^^ 1 2	 ___^ _ l 3
	
__	 _ _^ I n+2	 1 n+3
l	 1	 1	 1
Figure 3.2.13 1 One Unit, n Non-identical Spares, Perfect
Switching, Different Lifetime Distributions
}
The analysis of systems with more than one unit with replacement is
very similar to the analysis of repairable systems with 2 or more units. The
GRASP model depends mainly upon the configuration of the system; that i's,
whether the units are in series
	 11 1	 t db
	 Mr.	 , para e Sul s an y.	 any different models
can be constructed because one can make a lot of different assumptions about
the same physical configuration, and this parallels the large variety of systems
one can encounter in real life situations. -In the next section, we present a
selection of several such models that :are fairly representative'.
	 !
i
l'
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3.3 Parallel_ Systems with-, Repair
We need only look at models of systems with 2 units,, since extensions
to models of systems with more than 2 units can easily be obtained. From
the block diagram shown in Figure 3.3.1, We can construct several GRASP net -
works depending on the assumptions made. The state transition diagram
analysis presented in 1,he previous chapter will be used to validate the
models.
Figure 3.3.1 Block Diagram for Any System
With Two Units in Parallel
We assume the following:
- components fail compittety independently of each other
- a component goes into repair as soon as it fails, and each
component has its own repair facility
- a component starts operating as soon as it is repaired
a component does not stop operating until it fails-.
`	 Before drawing the GRASP network of such a system, it would be helpfulw
t^o draw the state transition diagram which is an accurate picture of all
stated assumptions. Let A and B be the components. Each has only two states;
it is either operating or under repair. Let Al, B1 be the operating states
r
and A2 0 '82 be the repair states. The system can then; be in one of the
r`
	
	 following states;
f
i
iI
I^
,..	 M +s a w	 :'	 x .a +.	 i • 6M4 4Mdp ^, 1a. a _ .	 :rxk
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(AI,BI)	 = both units are operating
(A1,62)	 System i s up
= one unit is operating,
(A2,B1)
	
the other under repair
(A2,B2)	 = both units are under repair; the system is down,
This procedure of representing the state of a system in terms of the states
of its components is used in many reliability analysis, and the order of the
z
elements in each couple is irrelevant. For instance, (A1,B2) is the same as
(92,A1). Recall that GRASP assumes that the probability of an occurrence of
two or more simultaneous events is negligible. Hence, we can reasonably
assume that transitions from (AI,BI) to (A2,B2) or from (A1,62) to (A2,81)
	
are not admissible. Figure 3.3.2 shows the state transition diagram cor- 	 -
responding to these assumptions. Notice, also, that transitions from (A2,B2)
to (Ai_,Bl), and from ( A2,Bl) to (A1,B2), are also inadmissible. The equivalent
a
GRASP network is obtained from previous networks corresponding to each unit.
Figure 3.3.2 State Transition Diagram for
Two Units in Parallel with Repair
Assume that both units are operating when we start the simulation. - Figure
3,3..3 (a) represents unit A. The arcs (2,3) and (3,2) represent the time
a
between failures, and the time between repairs, respectively. Figure 3.3.3 (b)
IJ
—,* a.... mesa i^c,w..w... c ^4 x .. 	 ^^	 as	 .^^,^^ 	 •.a	 3 .^	 e ♦ ^	 ..	 ..,	 ^
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represents Unit B. Arcs (4,5) and (5,4) correspond to the time between
failures, and the time between repairs for the second unit. To be consistent
with the symbolism introduced earlier, arcs (2,3) and (4,5) are failure
arcs and (3,2) and (5,4) are repair arcs with negative arc types (number).
(a)	 (3,4)
	 0	 (b)	 (3,4)
O^-^M---^•00D___,l ' 4	 1 3	 O* ^'•.+, 	rCl,_j^ ,12
A is repaired
A fai s(c)	 2
B fails	 6	 System down2
B is repaired
Figure 3.3.3 Decomposition of a GRASP Network for
2 Units in Parallel with Repair
Nodes 3 and 5 are failure nodes and have a positive release counter; nodes 2
and 4 are repair nodes with N2 = -1	 Since nodes 2 and 4 are also source nodes,
the initial value of their release counter is Nl	 0. The specification table
would include the following information for the time to failure and repair
time distributions. The TBF for unit one is Erlang (distribution type 4) with 
parameters in parameter set 1. The TBF for unit 2 is Weibull (type 12) with j
parameters in parameter set 2. Both repair distributions are Erlang with
parameters in set 3. We need to put parts (a) and (b) in Figure 3.3.3 together,
and add one more node to indicate when the system is down. This node is shown
5
1
I" arm
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in Figure 3.3.3 (c) Its release counter indicates how many components must
fail in order to define _ a system failure. Putting all the pieces together,
we obtain the complete network of the system as shown in Figure 3.3.4,
i
Fi gure 3.3.4 Two Units in Parallel
with Repair
It is not indicated what type of statistics are to be collected at node 6,
and how the simulation is to be terminated. If repair statistics are also	
r
needed, we have to add a repair node and extend the network of ,Figure 3.3.4.
The resulting network is shown in Figure 3.3.5. Six nodes are necessary to
model the whole system:
two nodes indicating whether unit A is up or down
- two nodes indicating whether unit B is up or down
- two nodes indicating whether the system is up or down
f.
}
f "^
cyst.
repaired
44
1
j
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It may appear that Figure 3.3.5 has too many arcs. 'We can usually reduce
the number of arcs by adding more nodes to the network, but we have to keep
in mind that the size of the network is mainly determined by the number of
nodes. To validate this model we have to make sure that nodes 6 and 7 are
released only When necessary. For this goal we _need to refer to the state
transition' diagram in Figure 3.3.2 and look at the changes in the release
counters for each admissible transition. The starting state is obviously
(AI,BI). By referring to the state transition diagram, we have two possible
transitions from this state; to the state (Al,B2) or the state-(A2,B1).
Figure 3.3.5 Two Units in Parallel
with Repair
Ek
99
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Since the release counters at nodes 2, 3, 4 and 5 are initialized to (+I)
or (-l), these nodes are released every time an incoming arc is completed.
Hence, we only need to look at the release of nodes 6 and 7. When the simula-
tion is started, nodes 2 and 4-are released and all arcs emanating from these
nodes are scheduled. Arcs (2,3), (4,5), (3,2) and (5,4) are the only arcs
with a non-zero time duration. When node 2 is released, N1 at node 7 changes
from -2 to -1, and at node 6, N1 remains equal to 3. Node 4 is released at
the same time, but the program schedules the arcs out of node4 after the
arcs out of node 2 if the input data for node 2 is read before node 4 (see
data input section). This, however, does not make any difference when node
4 is released, arc (4,6) has no effect on N1 at node 6, which remains equal
to 3, and arc (4,7) changes N1 from -1 to 0, causing node 7 to be released. j}
Its release counter is then reset to N2 = -2_, and arc (7,6) causes N1 to
decrease from 3 to 2 at node 6. The simulation star 's with the system being
in the state (AI,BI) and the release counters at nodes 6 and 7 being equal
to 2 and -2, respectively. N1 is different from N2 at node 6 because we Want
e simulation by releasing node 7. The release of node 7 at time 0to start th
	^
means that we start the simulation with the system Just being repaired. This	 Y
does not violate any of the assumptions of the system, and the same network
i
can be used if the simulation starts with both items down or in any other
state. Only N1 needs to be initialized differently for nodes 6 and '7. Once
k	 the simulation is started, release counters change only at the disturbing
t
events of the system (l.e., an item fails or gets repaired). Referring tof	 af
each transition in the state transition diagram (Figure 3.3.2), we can sum-
marine the changes in the release counters of nodes 6 and 7. In each of theF	
v
a
following tables the first column indicates the node numbers, and the second 	 r;
a
(AI,B2)	 ^W,Bl)
4 ^6	 1 —	 2
7	 -2.	 4	 -1
W.02)	 W,02)
6	 1	 3 4 0	 R *2
3	 67	 -2	 )-2 --14-1
56	 2—
7	 -2	 5 b -2
36	 2	 1
7	 -2	 3 ? -2
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column the changes in the release counters. Each change is represented by an
arrow corresponding to the arc that caused the change, with the origin of the
are reported on the arrow. A letter R in the arrow indicates a reset of the
release counter.
(AI,Bl)	 O(AloB2)	 (AI,Bl)	 O(Qjl)
(A2,Bl)	 O(Al,Bl)	 (A2,Bl)	 O(A2,B2)
(A2,B2) -------- )(Al 82)	 (A2,B2)	 ^(A2,Bl
I ,
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Notice that the states ( A7,B2) and ( A2,B1) are equivalent. This implies
that the corresponding -values of the release counters at nodes 6 and 7 are
the same. However, ident1q.I values of the release counters at two dif-
ferent states does not imply that these states are equivalent. For instance,
i
the release counter values are the same for the states (A1,B1) and (A2,B2)0
although these states are obviously different. This is due to the fact thatt	
LE
	
	
the nature of the next disturbing event is different depending upon whether
we are in state (Al,61) or (A2,B2). The network shown in Figure 3.3.5 is
obviously not unique. It is not difficult to verify that the network given
in Figure 3.3.6 is also valid. It uses the network modification capacility
and it may be easier to follow because it is less dense than the network in
Figure 3.3.5. We can also find other equivalent verisions of networks for
	 k
the system under the same assumptions. 	
1 10
)7
st.
ai red
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It is also possible to have other models by relaxing model assumptions.
The network in Figure 3.3.5 can easily be modified to include the following
r i
E	 situations:
- the failure of one item causes the other Ptm to stop functioning
without being failed. The system starts functioning again as soon
as the failed item is repaired.
The failure of one item causes the other item to fail with a known
probability. However, only one needs to be repaired in order for
the system to function again.
only one repair facility 3s available for both items
i
9	 any combination of the assumptions above.
3.4 Series System with '
 Repair
As in the previous case, depending upon the modeling assumptions, several
equivalent GRASP models can be built from the same block diagram. It is also
sufficient to study systems with only two components. The block diagram is
shown in Figure 3.4.1 and since we have only two units, it does not convey
a great deal of information about the system operation characteristics. Hence,
we need to state the assumptions under which the GRASP model will be constructed.
These are:
	
f
- components fail independently of each other
- two repair facilities are available so that a component goes into
repair as soon as it fails
a	 i
k	 - a component starts operating as soon as it is repaired even if the
system is still_down
`	 a component does not stop operating until it individual ly fails.	 .
In other words, a component keeps operating even if the system is
	 f
down. This is a common assumption for systems such as aircraft
operational system,
i
4-
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1	 2
R	 R
Figure 3.4.1 Block Diagram for Any System
with 2 Units in Series
Notice that these assumptions are exactly the same as the ones made
for a system with two units in parallel. In the parallel system, both units
must be down in order for the system to be down and once the system has
failed, only one unit needs to be repaired in order for the system to be
repaired. In a series system, if both components are down, both units need
to be repaired in order for the system to be repaired. Similarly, if the
system is operating it goes down if one unit goes down. This dichotomy between
a parallel system with repair and a series system with repair makes them very
similar. This will become apparent in the representation of the transition
diagrams and their corresponding GRASP networks. States are defined as before,
but their interpretation is slightly different.
(AI,BI)
	
_ both units are operating; system is up
(Al,B2)	 one unit is operating; the other
(A2,B1)
	
unit is under repair	 system is down.
(A2,B2)	 = both units are under repair
The state transition diagram is exactly the same as for the parallel
system, and does not need to be presented. Hence;' we will also refer to
Figure 3.3.2 as the state transition diagram for a series system: Proceed ing
.m '
	
	
as in the parallel system, we obtain the network in Figure 3.4.2. We assume
that the simulation starts with both items operating. We have as before:
F
f
a
System
rdpa i red
The network in Figure 3.4.2 differs from the network for a parallel system
(Figure 3.3.5) only in the way the release,ounters for first release are
initialized at nodes 6 and 7.
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2 nodes representing the states of .__,...
2 nodes representing the states of item 6
2 nodes representing the states of the whole system
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7	 =22^ -1
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The simulation starts with the release of modes 2 and 4 At the. -time, the
release counter of node 7 is -1 and the one fo, ,
 node 6 remains unchanged.
The starting state is (AI Bl). To validate the model we will proceed as
before; examine the changes in the release counters for each transition.
(A1,Bl) -- * (A1,62) 	 (A1,81) ----	 P(A2,B1)
6	 1	 0 —RR 12	 6	 1 3 -►0 — R 2
T	 -1— -2 — -1	 7	 -1 3:0-2 6
(Al 82) --- 0 (Al,B1)	 (Al ,B2)---► (A2,B2)
6	 2 — -= ,1
7	 -1 —4— , 0	 -2
	
7	 -1 j+ -2
(A2,B1)	 —^(AI ,BI)	 (A2,B1) -	 -- ) (A2,B2)	 E	 l
6	 2 2--2 7^1
7	 -1-2 0 —1-0--2
(A2,82) ---; (Al B2)	 (A2,B2) ----- (A2,61)
	 't
t *i
►
-wl^asiti44nin^#aai.wA+ls's,s siewsr^x_ r es. x ;a^ i^ a^weoa	 as m	 ..	 ^,..^	 ,-
f
F
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After tho first release of node 7, the state (A1,61) corresponds to the values
of 1 and -2 in tthe release counter of nodes 6 and % respectively. Starting
from this state a second time, it is easy to verify that at the next states
(A1,82) and (A2,81) the release counters contain the same values as above.
Hence, there is no need to go through the remaining transitions.
(Al ► BI)	 (Al B2)
6	 1—#5 i 0 R 1P 2
7	 2 --5 ► -2 ^ -1
(Al ,Bl)	 - 002,61)
6	 1-3 b 0 _R—O,2
7	 -2 ----► -2 ----+ -1
i
Through this analysis we see that there is no way for, node 6 to be
released unless the system goes down; and there is no way for node 7 to be
released unless the system gets repaired. As in the parallel case, states
(A1,62) and (A2,B1) have the same effect on the system. It is possible 	 i
to have other equivalent networks, Figure 3.4.3 shows one such network that
uses a network modification scheme for the repair.^node instead of a node with
a negative release count. Each network has its o^an merits, and it is up to
the user to choose the one that appears more undertandable
The previous assumptions can be relaxed as in the parallel system's
case, and there are also different ways to extend the model,
k;
i
i
t
/i j
}
k
t
s	 4i
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ki red
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Figure 3.4.3 Two Units in Series
With Repair
3.5 Standby Redundancy
This model is depicted by the block diagram in Figure 3.5.1. The
t	 t	 4th	 1	 it	 h=	 .1 dsys em opera es w 	 on y one un . As soon as t is unit fa ls, the redun ant
unit takes over,. Hence, the system goes down only if both units are in a
failed state,
2	
s
R
Figure 3.5.1 A One Unit Standby
Redundant System
We make the following assumptions;
- a unit cannot fail when it is in a stand-by redundant position, and it
remains inactive until the other unit fails
r	 a	 } 	 '.	 1.
t
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- ' the switch-over is perfect (no failure, no delay)
when a unit fails, it goes immediately into repair
- when a unit is repaired, it stays in a stand-by position if the
system is operating, and starts operating if the "up" component
fails
- the performance of the system is the same whichever unit is operat -
ing.
Such a system is often called a "cold" stand-by system in contrast
to the system where the redundant unit can fail, which is called a "warm"
or active system.
Given the above assumption, we can identify the following states for
each unit
Al ( B 1)	 the uni t A (B) is operating
A2 02 1	 hA B '	 d
t
{
^^	 1
9
i
1
0
r
k	 (	 t e unit	 ( ) ^s un er repair
A3 (,63)	 the unit is in a redundant position.
It may help to look at the behavior of an inidivdual component before
examining the combined system. Figure 3.5.2 shows the state transition
diagram for component_A and Figure 3.5,3 shows the corresponding GRASP model.
Al	 A2
A3
Figure 3.5.2 State Transition Diagram for One
Component in a 2-comp9nent Stand-by
a System
r -' t	 .
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It is easy to see in Figure 3.5.2 why the transitions from Al to A3 and
from A3 to A2 are not admissible. The network in Figure 3.5.3 has 3
nodes corresponding to the 3 states of the copmonent, and it willbe included
in the network representing the entire system. Taken by itself, we see
that only 3 arcs are needed to represent how long a component stays in one
state.
i
Time in s
a
Figure 3.5.3 GRASP Network Corresponding
to Figure 3.5.2
From the states of the individual components, we can identify the following
admissible states for the entire system.
3
(A1,H)
	
	
unit A is operating
B is redundant
t
(A3,B1)
	
	
A is redundant
B is operating
System is up
(A2,Bl)	 A is under repair
B ,i is operating
[A1,B2)	 A is operating
B is under repair
(A2,B2)	 Both A and B are
under repair	 _ System is down	 i
A
,.,
Because of the configuration of the system, it is easy to visualize why
the other states, such as (A1,B1),-are not admissible.
i	
I 
r..
	
11	
7' -
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There is no real problem identifying all admissible transitions, and the
state transition diagram of the whole system is given by Figure 3.5.4 Only
8 transitions (excluding transitions for which 2 everts occur at the same time)
are admissible.
Figurc 3.5.4 State Transition Diagram of a
Cold Stand-by 2-unit System
Assume that the simulation starts in state (A1,V) . The GRASP' network is
represented by Figure 3.5.5. It has the following components.
3 nodes whose releases correspond to the states of component A
3 nodes whose releases correspond to the states of component B
2 nodes whose releases correspond to whether the system is down
or repaired.
Only arcs representing the time to fail and the time to repair of compo-
nents A and B, that is a total of 4 arcs, have non-zero duration. All the
a
others are for the control of the node release counters.
i
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Figure 3.5.5 GRASP Network for a One-Unit System
with a Cold Stand-by Redundant Uekit
The validation of this model proceeds as in the previous examples, and
is briefly mmarized as follows when the simulation begins, node 2 is
F	 Y 
s
	 9	 _
F
released. Since arc (2,5) has a nonnegati ve type, N1 at node 5 remains equal i
to -1. Examining the changes of the release counters for nodes 2, 5, 8 and 9,
_	 s
the following tables can be constructed.
4	 a^
It is evident from these tables that the GRASP network in Figure 3.5.5
is an exact model of the system. The symmetry that exists in the system is y
also shown in these tables. For instance, notice that the behavior of
the system as represented by the release counters of nodes 2, 5, 8 and 9
is the same as that for states (A2,B1) and Al,B2), and for (Al,B3) and
(A3,81).
	
j
-	
^	
R
a
0
2	 -1	 5 s-2
5	 —1 —7-+ 0	 2
8	
-1 7 40 --8—^ —c
9	 2— 7  k  8 1.1
2	
-2 4i -1
5	 -2
r
8	 -2
49	 1	 2
3
2	 -2—_3> —1
5	 —2 -_334 -1
8	 - 2 ---3 —2 ---1 —1
9	 1 3 0 —R--^ 2
w
c	 .
u A-
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(A1,B3) ---k(A2,B1)	 (A2,B1)	 -+(A2,B2)'
I i
1	 1
l
2	 -2 —3i -1 -- * —2	 2	 2 _. 6--^ -1
5	 -1—,► 0 -- ^► -2	 5	 -2
8	 -2 3 s —2	 8	 -2 —6 ► —2	 1
9	 2 3 1^1	 9	 1 6 0 R
i
(A2,B1)	 (A2,B1)	 (A2,B2)	 (A2,B1)
r	 3
R
I	
I(A3,B1)	 (Al B2)	 (Al B2) -	 (A2B2)
e
2	 -1—G ^0-2
5	 -2 ---4 -1 — -2
8	 —1 --6-+-2
9 	 2 6 ^ 1
(Al .^B2)	 (Al B3)	 (A2, B2) --:(Al B2) h
F
2	 —2
t
`	 5	 -2	 7^.1
8	 -2 7^ —1
9	 1	 7 --^ 2'
2	 —1 ---,> 0 ---s —2
5	 -1 ^-+ —2
8-1 —4	 0	 2
9	 2— 4 ^ 2	 1
aq
t
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3.6 Other Common Configurations
Another common configuration in reliability is the k-out-of-n structure.
As an example, we model a 2-out-of-3 system under the same assumptions as
for a parallel or series system, that is:
components fail independently of each other
- a failed component goes immediately into repair
- a component starts operating as soon as it is repaired
- a component does not stop operating until it fails.
A 2-out-of-3 system can be a system of 3 electric generators where
at least 2 must be working in order for the system to function, or a
three-engine air plane that can survive with only two engines. Let A, B,
and C be the elements in the system, Each component has only two states;
Al, B1, Cl are the operating states and A2, B2, C2 are the down states.
Every combination of the states of A, B, C forms an admissible state of the
f
system.
(AI,BI,CI)	 _ system is up
(A1,Bl,C2)	 = system is up
(AT,B2,C1)
	
= system is up
(Al,B2,C2)	 system is down
(A2,B1,Cl)	 system is up
(A2,B1,C2)	 _ system is down
(A2,B2,C1)	 system 'is down
(A2,B2,C2)	 = system is down
The state transition diagram in Figure 3.6.1 does not show the transitions
corresponding to the occurrence of two or more simultaneous changes in the
k
1
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individual components, since the probability of such an occurrence is assumed
k	 negligible. The GRASP network is shown in Figure 3.6.2.
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To validate the model we do not need to look at all of the transitions,	 k
because the following classes of equivalent states can be identified.
l	 {(AI,Bl,C1^
	
_ class 1
{(A1,81,C2) 0
 (AlsVoC1), (A2,81,Cl)) 	 class 2
t	 ((A1,B2,C2), 02,U Cl),' 	 (A2,81 0 C2)}	 _ class 3
'	 {(A2,B2,C2)1	 _ class 4
F
We need to look at the transitions for only one element in each class.
Let us examine -the following representative from each class:
(A1,81,C1) (A1,B1,C2), (Al_,B2,C2), (A2,B2,C2)
Note that there is a total of six transitions to examine. When the
simulation starts, Nl becomes equal to -1 at node 8 and remains unchanged at
node 9.
(A1,B1,Cl) —O(A1,B1,C2) 	 (Al,B1,C2)-	 O(A1,B1,C1)
8	 1	 7_* -2	 8	 -2	 3
9	 2 7 >1	 9	 1 6
(A1,B1,C2)— (A1,B2,C2)	 (Al,B2,C2)---:001 81,U)
8	 -2 5 1-3 o -1
	
8	 -1 —4-i 0 R^-3
c
9	 1 5-^ 0 R -02	 9	 2-4^2 8. > 1
i ?	 (A1 B2,C2) —o(A2,U ,C2)	 (A2,B2,C2) --P(Al,B2,C2)
E	 8	 -1 3 >-2	 8	 2," -1
:• xa.^ .^:.. r°a. . .w #.-.. r. ,^Y,rr,eaa 	 r s.a .,... ,^	 ^	 r. s. ,	 ^.	 ..	 a
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3.7 Example With Cost
The average lifetime of a non-repairable fuel pump is 1740 hours. when
it fails, it takes one to twelve hours to buy a new one at a cost of $500.00,
and one to three hours of labor at $30,00/hour to replace it. Preventive
maintenance could double the lifetime of the pump. it consists of inspecting
every month, the rotation speed, the output and the electric power consumption.
If any of these characteristics falls below an acceptable level of performance, 	 0
then this is considered a failure and the pump is replaced. The acceptable
level of performance is defined to be that level below which the pump will
not survive another month. In case a replacement is 'necessary during mainten-
ance, a new pump is immediately available at a cost of $450.00. In case the
old pump is still good, then it is just cleaned and lubricated and put back 	
F
into service. The inspection operation takes a half to one hour, the replace-
ment, if any, one to two hours, and cleaning and lubricating, one to one and
a half hours, The labor cost during maintenance is $20.00/hour. After each
maintenance operation, the pump is assumed to be as good as new, whether it has
been replaced or not. If the pump fails before the scheduled maintenance time,
-then it is replaced as in the case without preventive maintenance. It is
assumed that the lifetime of the pump is exponentially distributed, the pro-
curement time is uniformly distributed and the replacement and maintenance
times are normally distributed. For the normally distributed times, it can
safely be assumed that the minimum and maximum are three standard deviations
away from the mean. We want to estimate the average down time and the total
cost under each of the policies, with or without preventive maintenance, over
a time span of three years
„`
ia
4
Figure 3.7.1 GRASP Network of a 'r-pl'Pump
without Preventive Maintenance
r
t
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Case without Preventive Maintenance:
The GRASP network is shown in Figure 3.7.1. Arc (2, 3), represents the
lifetime of the pump. Every time node 2 is released, the duration of arc
(2 9 3) is sampled from the exponential distribution with parameter a = 1/1700.
Node 3 represents the event when the pump fails. It is also a mark node so
that the time at which it is released is recorded for later use. _Arc (3, 4)
represents the procurement time which is sampled from the uniform distribution
between 1 and 12, and its setup cost is $500.D0. Arc (4, 5) represents the
replacement time which is sampled from the normal distribution with a mean u
equal to 2 (middle of the interval [1, 3]) and a standard deviation a such
that 6a = 3 - 1 = 2 (assuming that minimum = µ - 3a and maximum - u + 30),.
The variable cost for arc (4, 5) is $30.00. Node 5 collects interval statis-
tics representing how long the pump was down. The purpose of arc (5, 2) is
to start a new cycle; its duration is zero, so that node 2 is released immedia-
tely after the pump has been replaced. Arc (6, 7) represents the time span
of three years or 26,280 hours. Node 7 is a sink node and represents the
end of the simulation.
4
0ttiexp(a=1/1700 1 M 3 t,,-N[1,12
1. 2
	
buy
]	 1 
4	
V N(2, 1/3)	 1 
L 5
1	 replace
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Case with Preventive Maintenance:
Before describing the model, it is first needed to estimate a few para-
meters. The average 1'1fetime is 9*x , 1700 a 3400 hours. Let. T be the lifetime
of the pump. The probability to replace the pump at the end of the month is
estimated below;
i
p a Pr. D month < T 4 2 months]
n Pr. [720 hours < T < 1440 hours]
t
	 a Pr, [T < 1440 and T > 7201
n Pr. [T < 1440] x Pr. [T > 7201
Pr. [T < 1440] x (1 - Pr.[T < 720])
[1 - exp(-1440/3400)] x [1 - (1
	
exp(-720/3400))]
n [1 - exp(-1440/3400)] x [exp(-720/3400)]
R
i
0.2794
A
`	 The inspection time is normally distributed with minimum 	 .5, maximum = 1, 	 f
rt
U = .75 and a n (1 a .5)/6 = .0833.	 The replacement time is normally dis-
tributed with minimum	 1, maximum	 2, u - 1.5 and a = (2 - 1)/6 = .1667.
The time for cleaning and lubricating is normally distributed with minimum 	 f
maximum - 1.5, u = 1 . 25 and a - (1.5 - 1) /6 a 0833. Minnimum and maximum
values are not needed in defining a normal distribution, but they are used
here to estimate the standard deviation. The GRASP model is represented in
r
Figure 3.7.2
^	
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Figure 3.7.2 GRASP Network of a Fuel Pump
with Preventive Maintenance
Nodes 2 and 10 are source nodes. Node 2 represents the time at which the
pump starts operating and node 10 starts the time span of three years which is
represented by arc (10 1 11). Arc (2, 3) represents the lifetime of 'the pump
which is an exponentially distributed random variable with \ a 1/3400, Arc
(2 1 3) 1 has an identification number equal to 1 which is used to replace the
F	 output of node -4 by the output of node 7. Arc (2, 3) 2 represents the time
`	
between scheduled maintenances. It s identification number is 2 so than
when node 4 is released, its output will be replaced by the output of node S
Node 3 represents either the failure of the pump or the end of the time period
between maintenances. It is a mark node with a halt cap4bill ty'so that one
t^
and only one arc (2 3) 1 or (2,3) 2 will be completed. Arc (3, 4) is a
z
dummy arc. Node 4 represents the same event as node 3 and it has no output
3
of its own because it will be replaced either by node 5 or by node 7, depending
	 1
on which arc, (2, 3) 1
 or (2, 3) 26 is completed. Arc (5, 6) represents the
inspection tiem. Arc (6, 9) represents the replacement, if any, during
maintenance and is scheduled with probability .2794. Arc (6, 9) represents
	
j
the cleaning and lubricating operations and is scheduled with probability
.7206. Arcs (7, 8) and (8, 9) are similar to arcs (3, 4) and (4, 5) r.spec-
tvely,of the model for the case without preventive maintenance. 'Node 9
collects type I statistics and node 11 represents the end of a simulation
run.
This is as far as we shall carry the analysis of simpl y systems, since
it provides a sample of the kinds of repairable systems that can be analyzed
using GRASP. We hope that the purpose of this chapter has been accomplished,
and that the 'reader previously unacquainted with GRASP methodology has be-
.
come sufficiently interested to more closely examine the GRASP methodology.
The next example illustrates approaches that can be followed for modeling
t
I rL
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i3.8 A More Complex Example
In this section a complete reliability system is presented and analyzed.
It is more complex than previous examples and a network decomposition
technique is presented that allows the system to be analyzed in parts.
Figure 3.8.1 presents the GRASP Block Diagram for the system. The three
units labeled one through three are control centers that work in concert to
control a process. Each of the control centers is itself a complex, parallel
redundant system. The internal structure of all of the control centers is
the same. The reliability of the components within the centers may vary,
of course, For the purposes of this example, the control centers will be
assumed identical in structure and content. This is not a stringent assump-
tion if the centers perform similar functions and consist of similar types
of equipment. The simulation approach to reliability provides estimates of
c
	 performance. It is not-unreasonable, then, to estimate the reliability of
a class of components and assume that each member of the class performs ac	 !
cording to that estimate.
-f
Now, it is obvious that the GRASP network of Figure 3.8.1 is very
complex and involves a large number of nodes and arcs. Also, since 	 i
t	 reliability is concerned with rare events, an enormous number of events may
need to be simulated to obtain a single failure of the overall system. To
obtain the repeated failures needed to estimate the failure time distribu-
tion, an excessive amount of computer time may be required.
The solution to this dilemma is to isolate independent subgroups in the
Block Diagram and simulate them separately to obtain TBF and repair distribu-
tions for the subgroups. These subgroups are then substituted into the Block
Diagram as single components and the simplified system simulated. For example,

ILL
A
i
f	 ^E
a
{
in Figure 3.8.1 suppose that TBF and repair distributions are known for the
components labeled 1, 2 1
 and 3. This situation is equivalent to Case 1 of
section 3,1.8 In order to obtain this desirable situation it is necessary
to analyze the control centers that make up units 1 through 3. The
control center itself is somewhat complex, but simulating one of them is
much simpler than simulating 3 of them together.
Further, having decomposed the system once, it is reasonable to de-
compose the control centers into still lower level subgroups, Figure
3.8.2 shows the three level decomposition that will be used to study this
system. Comparing Figure 3,8.2 to Figure 3,8.1 will indicate how levels
3(a) and 3(b) fit into the' Level 2 decomposition shown in Figure 3;8.1.
w
Briefly, the 'procedure will be as follows, Levels 3(a) and 3(b)
contain the indillidual components of the system. Estimates for the
reliability characteristics of these components are assumed known. The
GRASP Networks for Level 3(a) and 3(b) are prepared and simulated. The
GRASP output for 3(a), say, will consist of histograms of time to failure
and time to repair for the 3(a) system, using statistical goodness-of-fit
techniques, a probability distribution can be fit to these histograms
P	
°
I
i
3
[201 (alternatively, the histograms produced by GRASP can be used instead
of goodness-of-fit tests). The result is that the 3(a) subgroup can be
F represented by a single block in the GRASP Block Diagram. This procedure
E	 is repeated for the 3(b) subgroup, At Level 2 the results of levels 3(a)
and 30) are used as the failure and repai r characteristics for the blocks
E
^.	 12, 13, and 14, 1 5 i o Level 2, respecti vely , units 10 and 11 are single
w
units and are simulated directly, Then,Level 2 is simulated, and the .{
resulting histograms fit to di stributi ons which are used in the simulation

of Level 1. The Level l simulation gives estimates of the reliability
i	 characteristics of the overall system shown in Figure 3.8.1.
Figure 3 . 8.3 contains the GRASP Block Diagram and specification table
3
for Level 3(a)	 Fi ure 3 8 4 is the GRASP netw We f o r L	 aevel I/ mlg	 o 	 .
Figures 3.8.5 and 3.8.6 are analogous for Level 3(b). The GRASP networks
for Level 2 and Level 1 are shown in Figure 3.8.7 and 3.8.8, respectively.
Detailed information is given in Figure 3.8.3 for Level 3(a). For example,
from the specification table it can be seen that unit 1 has a TBF distribu-
tion that is gamma with a mean of 25 time units and a standard deviation
p
of 18, The analyst has determined that 500 is a reasonable maximum to
use. Also, unit l has an exponential repair distribution with mean 0.1 time
units.
3	 Figure 3.8.4 reveals how the standard GRASP Networks seen ,previously
4	
can be used to build up more complex situations. Units 4 and 5 in Level
3(a) form two units in parallel with repair (see3.3.6). Nodes 11 through
19 in Figure 3.8.4 are taken directly from Figure 3.3.6. The time informa-
tion for the. 	 is taken from the Specification Table in Figure 3.8.3
and the list of distribution numbers in Section 2. The parameter sets
specified are those that will be used on the data cards describing the
network.
Now, if we consider units 4 and 5 as a single component, Level 3(a)
is just four units in series with repair as i n Section 3 . 4. Nodes 2
through 10 of Figure 3.8.4 are connected to nodes 20 and 22 and they
s
'i
G represent units 1, 2, and 3. Note that each group of nodes that represent
a unit (say nodes 2, 3, and 4) are connected to nodes 20 and 22 by two
arcs. One arc gives an indication of failure (arc 3-20), and the other 	 `^:
r
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SPECIFICATION TABLE - LEVEL 3(a)
Unit
T&V
Distribution
Mean Min Other
Informationst.Dev. Maas
1 Gamma
25 0
18 500
+
2 ExP
25 0
- 566
3' Erlang-2
30 0
_ 500
4 Gamma
5 0
._.
Same as 500
5 Gamma 5 0 Same as 400
Unit RepairDistribution
Mean Min Other
InformationSt.Dev. Max
L E^p 0.1 0
- 10
2 EV
0.1 0
-
10
3 Gamma
0.2 0
o.4 20
4 Normal
0.1 0
Same as 5o, ,33
5 Normal
0.1 10
same as 40.o4 .33
E
E
i
a
3
}s.
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indicates completion of repair (arc 4-22).
The arcs leaving nodes 17 (failure) and 19 ( repair) provide this informa-
tion for the parallel combination ofunits 4 and 5. Hence, they may be con-
nected to nodes 20 and 22 exactly as are the fail-repair arcs of the other
units.
All that remains is to collect statistics from the arcs leaving nodes
20 and 22. Nodes 23 through 27 do this. Node 26 will collect the histogram
of failure time. Since node 25 is a source node it is released at the start
of the simulation. Arc 25-26 will be the first activity to complete at
node 26 which collects Delay statistics. Recall that D statistics are the
time delay from first activity completion to node release: Since the Sys-
tem starts in an operating condition, the next activity completed at node
26 will be from arc 23-26 which indicates a system failure. Node 26 will
be released with the completion of the second activity since N1 =2. The
information recorded is the time between first activity completion and node
release. Note that this is the time to system failure. The release count
will then be set to N2=2.
The next activity to node 26 must be arc 23-26 (end of repair) which
will reduce the release count from 2 to 1 at node 26, The node is again_
released when the system fails and arc 24-26 is taken. Node 26, then, will
continue to collect statistics on the time during which the system was
operating: in other words, the time between failures.
Node 27 will collect statistics on the repair times The first
a	 activity to complete at node 27 will be arc 24-2.7. Hence, the first completion
at node 27 is induced by system failure and the second activity required for
node release is induced by the end of repair. The interval, as desired, cor-
responds to the repair time. Sink node 28 will be released when 999 system
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failures have occurred. Even though statistics at node 28 are not of interest
in this case, first statistics will be collected. This occurs because, even
if we leave the desired statistics type blank, the default type at all
statistics nodes is F.
Figures 3.8.5 and 3.8.6 are the Specification Table and GRASP Network
for Level 3(b). Note that the network in 3.8.6 is identical in structure
to Figure 3.8.4 for Level 3(a). The only major difference is that there are
only two single units in series (units 6 and 7) instead of three. To be
consistent with this, NI
	
N2 = 3 for node 46.
The unit and node numbers in Figure 3.8.3 and 3.8.4 are different from
those in Figure 3.8.5 and 3.8.6. This is not necessary, of course, since
they will be simulated separately. However, to promote clarity for this
example, node and unit numbers will not be repeated between networks.
Note that in Figure 3.8.6, arcs 35-36 and 38-39 have the same para-
meter set and die W..e'-lbution type.. Since units 8 and 9 are identical,
they have the same TBF distribution. It is not necessary that the para-
meters of that distribution be stored in different parameter sets. All
arcs with the same distribution can reference the same parameter set.
The Level 2 GRASP network is shown in Figure 3.8.7. Distribution
information for units 12 through 15 is left blank because the distribu-
tions will not be known until Levels 3(a) and 3(b) are simulated. Units
10 and 11 are single components and their specifications are shown in
Table 3.8.1.
Each of the paralleled groups at Level 2 (see Figure 3.8 `2) is
represented by nine nodes (,nodes 53 through 61 for example) which are
arranged exactly as in Figure 3.3:6. These three parallel groupings are
connected in series by nodes 80 through 82 just as nodes 20 through 22
13[
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connect the units in series in Figure 3.8.4. Finally, nodes 83 through 88
collect statistics in exactly the same manner as nodes 23 through 28.
'fable 3.8.1 Specification Table for Units 10 and 11
SPECIFICATION° TABLE - UNITS 10 AND 11
Unit
TBF
Distribution
Mean Min Other
InformationSt.Dev. Max
10 Erlang-2
7 0
Same as 11- 50
11 Erlang-2 7 0
Same as 10- 50
Unit
Repair
Distribution
Mean Max Other
InformationSt.Dev. Min
10 Exp 0.1 0
Same as 11- 10
11 Exp 0.1 0
Same as 10- 10
Figure 3.8.8 is the GRASP Network for Level 1. It is a direct application
Statistics are maintained in exactly the same manner as for ethe other levels.
One difference is included, however. A C-node is added to keep track of the
accumulated down time over the specified mission time of 1000 time units.
C-node 106 is activated and deactivated exactly as in node 107 which
F.i
collects the repair time histogram. The difference i t^sat node 106 main
A tains-a running sum of the time that is activated so C-node 106 records one
datum each time a run is completed. The run is terminated by the release of
node 110. Multiple runs will yield a histogram of cumulative down time at
node 106.
i
j
I^_J
SPECIFICATION TABLE - LEVEL 3^b)
Unit
TBF
Distribution
Mean Min Other
InformationSt.Dev. Max
6 Gamma
20
A
15 300
7 Erlang-2
22 O
300
8 Exp 5 0 Same as 9
- 100
9 Exp
5 0
Same as 8100
Unit
Reapir
Distribution
Me' n Min Other
InformationSt.Dev- Max
6 Exp
0 . 2
10
Exp
0.2 0
10
8,
Triangular
Mode= 0.1 _(same as 91
:,
9.,
, Triangular
O
Mode=0.1(same as 81
t
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Once again, the parameter sets and distribution type for the units are
left bland;. The failure and repair time distributions will be determined
from the histograms of Level 2. Note that units 16 through 18 are all
identical, so all the failure distributions in Figure 3.1.3 will be the same.
Similarly, the repair distributions will also be the same.
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SECTI
PREPARATION OF GRASP INPUTT
 DATA
This section will present complete information on the preparation of
Input data cards for GRASP. In addition, input data decks for the examples
in Section 3 will be presented. Output for these examples will also be
presented.	 .
Input to GRASP is very flexible and has a number of options and special
features that make it attractive for reliability analysis. Before the input
card descriptions can be readily understood, however, it is essential that
the user have knowledge of the control language and understand the concept
of a subsystem.
4.1 The GRASP Program Control Language 	 #
GRASP input is segmented by the control language into 'independent
functions. The control language consists of words called "Keywords" that
are five letters or less in length (only the first four characters are
significant, however). KW,ords are punched on data cards left-justified
in columns one through five and are used to command GRASP to take a
particular action. Allowable Keywords are given below with a brief
a
i
explanation of each. 4
NEW	 read a complete GRASP network,
E
RUN	 - run the simulation of the network currently
residing in memory and produce all appropraite
output
E
STOP - terminate program execution
HIST	 read an empirical distribution from cards
PUNCH	 punch'a histogram from the just ended simulation
in a format suitable to be read by the HEST
keyword
140
i
SAVE	 save a histogram from the just ended simulation
as an empirical distribution to be used in a
subsequent simulation
EDIT - enter the EDIT mode, where chnages can be made
to the existing network
i
The NEW and HEST Keywords direct GRASP to read data cards. These
data cards are placed immediately after the Keyword card and are identified
by the Keyword which causes them to be read. For example, there are six
data card types which are read after a NEW Keyword is encountered. These
card types are identified as NEW-1, NEW-2, and so on to NEW-6. Similarly,
the three HIST type data cards are HIST-1, HIST-2, HIST-3.
When in the EDIT mode, another- group of command words called "Type
Words" is available to specify the information to be edited. Type words
are punched exactly like Keywords. The allowable Type words are given
below;
ONE	 - edit the information on data card NEW-1
NODE - edit nodes in the exist f,gy network
(data card type NEW-2)
PARM - edit Parameter Sets (data card type
NEW-3)
ARCS - edit arcs in the existing network
(data card type NEW-4)
MODE - edit master C-node parameters
(data card type NEW-6)
detailed descriptions of all data card types will be given in Section 4.4.
First, however, a preliminary example of a deck set up will be useful.
Figure 4.1.1 contains two examples of typical data decks. Figure 4.1.1 (a)
is a typical example of a deck set up which will read one network, simulate
it, and stop., The NEW Keyword causes the immediate following NEW data cards
w5
1
to be read. These data cards completely describe a GRASP network. The
RUN command causes the previously read network to be simulated and all out-
put to be produced. STOP terminates execution.
Figure 4.1.1 (b) presents a more complex example. As before, the
NEW card causes a complete network to be read. Presumably, the network
a
requires discrete distributions, because an HIST Keyword immediately follows
the NEW data cards. The HIST Keyword causes discrete distributions to be 	 i
read from the HIST data cards. At this paint the network is simulated by the
RUN card.
After the simulation is complete, the user wants to modify the network,
perhaps to test the effect of changing some of the distribution types and	 F
parameter sets. The EDIT Keyword puts GRASP into the Edit mode so it is
ready to accept changes.
The PARM Type word instructs GRASP to read data cards of type NEW-3
which describe parameter sets. In this way, new parameter sets may be
created or old ones changed by storing new information in them. When this
operation is completed, the ARCS card causes type NEW-4 data cards to be
read. These describe arcs in the network, Finally, the RUN card causes
the modified network to be simulated. "PUNCH 6 AS 1" causes the time
histogram at node 6 to be punched as discrete distribution number 1.
The next NEW card causes a completely different network to be read.
RUN and STOP simulate it and terminate.
These simple examples serve to illustrate the use and power of the
control language. The language_ obviously permits multiple simulations
Y	
to test the sensitivity of the solution to different parameters in the sys-
tem. As will be seen in Section C, the language also permits the analysis
gg
4_ ar
144
of a decomposed network (such as that given in Section 3.7)in a single'
program execution.
(a)
NEW
NEW-1 thru NEW-6
RUN
STOP
(b)
NEW
[NEW-1 thru NEW-6
HIST
HIST-1 thru HIST-3
RUN
EDIT
FARM
NEW-3
ARCS
NEW-4
RUN
t	
PUNCH 6 AS _1
NEW
(NEW-1 thru NEW-6
	
j
RUN	 }
t
,
,
STOP
figure 4.1.1 Examples of Data Deck Set-upsf.	
Using the GRASP Control Language
f
`	 4.2 Subsystem Duplication
Reliabili ty net^,aorks often have groups of Cowiponents- which are repeated
a number of times. For examples Er Fi€.ure Ss:3.	 the Level 3(a) Block Diagram
is such a grouping. It is repeated tide In the level 2 diagram as units
143
12 and 13. It is reasonable to consider such groupings as,subsy-stems.
For the purpose of GRASP input, however, the term "subsystem" has a
more specific meaning. A subsystem in GRASP refers to the structure of the
GRASP Network and not to the GRASP Block Diagram. Consider Figure 3.8.7, the
GRASP Network for level 2. Notice the groups of nodes 53-61 and their
associated arcs (not including arcs that leave the group -- in this case,
arcs 61-82 and 59-80). The structure of this entire group is repeated twice
more in nodes 62-70 and 71-79. For the purpose of GRASP, these arcs and nodes
are called a "subsystem". By identifying this group as a subsystem, it is
possible to input only one copy of the group and let GRASP internally generate
all the other copies.
The proper terminology is as follows. A subsystem is a collection of
nodes and arcs in a GRASP Network whose structure ii repeated more than
once. A subsystem node is a node in a subsystem. A subsystem arc is an arc
which begins and ends in the same subsystem. Other arcs and nodes are
non-subsystem arcs (even though one end of the arc may be in a subsystem)
and non-subsystem nodes. There may be more than one subsystem - type in a
network. For example, nodes 53-61, 62-70, and 71-79 all belong to the same
subsystem type. If there were other repeated groupings in the network, they
would be other subsystem types.
Node numbering must be handled in a special way when using subsystems.
Normally there are no restrictions on node numbering (except that each
node number be unique and be greater than one and less than or equal to the
maximum established by array sizes internal to GRASP). However, when generating
subsystemso the nodes within and between copies of the subsystem must be
consecutive. For example, in Figure 3.3.7 the nodes in the subsystem are
144
numbered $3 through 61. These nodes and arcs will be input on data cards.
GRASP will generate the other two copies, and it will generate node numbers
consecutively starting with 62.
The implication for the user is that when the GRASP Network is drawn
the subsystems must be identified before the nodes are numbered. Other-
wise there is a possibility of having GRASP generate a node number that is
also used elsewhere.
Finally, note that all copies of a subsystem need not be identical in
their parameters. Only the structure (arc and node configuration) need be
the same. Again looking at Figure 3.8.7, the failure distributions on
arcs 5S-54 and 62-63 will be different. Procedurally; GRASP reads the first
copy of the subsystem. Then it generates the required number of copies.
Finally, GRASP will accept changes to individual nodes (NI and N2 for example)
and arcs in the generated copies.
Complete information on subsystem generation is contained in Section
4.4.
3
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4.3 Parameter Sets, Distribution Types and Random Deviates
The available probability distributions in GRASP were given in Section
2. The sampling procedure used by GRASP is a two step process. GRASP first
examines the arc to determine the distribution type. Then it uses the para-
meters stored in the parameter set to generate a random variate from the
specified Distribution Type that has those parameters, For convenience, the
k	 Distribution Types and their associated code numbers are listed again in
Table 4.3.1. The information needed in the parameter sets is given in Table
4.3.2.
t
Table 4.3.1 Dist
Code Distribution Type	 Modify Parameter Set
I Constant
2 Normal
3 Uniform
4 Erlang-K
5 Lognormal YES
6 Poisson
7 Beta YES
8 Gamma YES
9 Beta fitted to three YES
values as in PERT
10 Constant equal to parameter
set number divided
by input constant
11 Triangular YES
12 Weibul", YES
}
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' Table 4.302	 Parameter Set Specification i
P
v
Distribution -Type
1
and Number Field 2 Field 3 Field 4 Field 5
1. Constant Constant NU NU NU a
2. Normal mean min max st. dev.
r
3. Uniform NU min mix NU
4. Erlang-K mean/K 61 max K
S. Lognormal* mean min max st. dev.
6. Poisson min max NU
- 7. Beta* mean min mix st.
a
dev.
I
F 8. Gamma* mean min max st. dev.
9. Beta (PERT)*	 most likely optimistic pessimistic NU
10. Constant Not applicable
r11. Triangular* mode min max NU
12. Weibull* A min max B
13. Empirical Not applicable
- indicates parameter set is modified
k NU'- Not Used
f^
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Parameter Set information is specified and used as follows. A
Parameter Set is a vector of at most four numbers that are entered in
fields 2 through 5 on a data card (field l is the Parameter Set number).
Table 4.3.2 specifies the contents of the Parameter Set for each Distribu-
tion Type. For example, from Table 4.3.2, it can be seen that the para-
meter set for normal distributions consists of the mean value, user determined
minimum -and maximum values, and the standard deviation of the distribution.
As another example, the parameters for the Erlang-k distribution are the mean
divided by the parameter k the min and max, and k. Note with	 k . 1, a
negative exponential distribution results.
Most distributions have a minimum and maximum associated with them.
When these distributions are sampled, if the variate obtained is less than
the min, the min is used. If it is greater than the max, the ovax is used;
and if it is between the min and max, then the variate itself is used.
Hence, the distributions actually sampled have an increased probability mass
at their minimum and maximum values.
A few comments need to be made before leaving this subject. As
explained in Section 2, Distribution Types 10 (constant) and 13 (empirical)
do not use Parameter Sets.
The parameters for the Poisson distribution consist of the parameter, X
;.
a minimum value, no , and a maximum value, n l . No values will be sampled
f
a
t
	
a
5
x
"s
outside the min-max bounds. However, the distribution sampled is not the
ii	
usual Poisson unless no = 0. It is a "shifted" Poisson. If n is an
t	 integer such that-no < n < n l , then the probability of n is given by
F	
A(n-no) a-a
p(n) _ n -n	 {.
0
In other words, the distribution has been shifted n o units to the
right.
finally, the parameters for the Weibull distribution are taken from the
equation for the denslty,fuhctidn.
f(t) M Oto" , exp(-Ate)
In both Tables 4.3,1 and 4.3.' some distributions are specified as
modifying their parameter sets. This inidicates that GRASP initially
changes the values -that are input by the user to a Form that permits faster
generation of variates. The immediate implication is that the same Para- p
niter Set cannot be used to generate variates f 'zzoj say , both a Gaimila and a	
a
Normal distribution even though both distributions have identical parameters.
This is so because the Gamma will cause the input values to be changed, When
vari atos are called for fret» the Normal distribution, incorrect parameters
wi11 be used. Itj , g nec ss r Q use a d ifferent a,~,am* er s t for each
different distribution even , if he p :raLa&erg have the s me lees.
d
It is not necessary, however, to use a different Parameter Set for each
arc. If two arcs have the same distribution, they may use the same parameter
set even if that Di stri bution Type modi fies its parameters,
4.4 Netw rk Data Cards {
4.4.1 Main ardsa NEW-1 to NEW-6
The NEW Data Cards are used to completely describe a GRASP Network.
. A NEW Keyword card must immediately precede these cards. The NEW data
cards must be presented to the program in the order in which they are
'described (Table 4,4.1). It will be noted that type NEW-2 cards have A t B t
and C subtypes and type NEW-4 cards have A and 6 subtypes which refer to
` subsystems,	 NEW Data Cards with suffixes A, 6, and C are used anl^r duri ng
L,	 1j
44W
r
1	
.^
subsystem generation, never during EMT operations
Qn first reading of Table 4.4.1, it is recommended that all sections
f	 pertaining to data cards with A, g , or C suffixes be skipped, These cards
E are concerned only with subsystems generation, Once the data cards for
x inputting a basic network without subsystems is understood, the Table can be
reread to learn subsystem procedures. In this second reading, it will be
helpful to refer to Table 4.4,2. An example data deck with subsystems will
be presented when the Lovel 2 (Figure 3,8,7) data input is described.
a
a
a
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Table 4.4.1 Type NEW Data Cards
The symbol * next to a field number indicates that the corresponding variable
may not be changed during the EDIT mode.
I. Data Cards NEW-1: Network Description
	
Field Col.	 Format	 Variable	 Description
Card 1:
1	 1-80	 200	 NAME	 Any comment or information about the
simulation model.
Card 2:
1 1-3 13 NPRT
2 4-6 13 NSNK
* 3 7-9 13 NSTS
4 10-12 13 NODT
5 13-15 13 IGRF
t	 * 6 16-18 13 NOD
* 7 19-21 13 NCTS
8 22-24 13 NSBS
9 25-27 13 IDMP
- 1 for printing the input, 0 otherwise.
Number of sink nodes.
Number of statistics nodes (including all
stat., sink and accum. types).
= 1 if modifications exist, 0 otherwise.
1 if histograms are to be plotted,
0 otherwise.
Number of C-nodes.
Number of count types.
Number of subsystem types.
0 - no dump
1 - dump files before execution
2 - dump files after execution
3 - dump files before and after executionr	
Card 3:
1 1-10 110 ISED Starting seed for random number generation.
a 11-20 110 NRNS Number of simulation runs.
3 21-30 110 NSTR Run number for beginning of tracing.
r	 4 31-40 TO NETR Run number for end of tracing.
^	 5 41-50 f10.0 TSTR Time for beginning of traci ngD	 g
:	 6 51-60 F10.0 TETR Time for end of tracing.
7 61-70 F10.0 SCAL Scale factor for distribution type 10,
t (default is 1.0)
4
If
f
'r Table 4.4.1 (continued)
a,
IL.	 Data Card NEW-2: Description of Nodes (nonsub_ystem nodes)
One card is required for each nonsubsystem node of the network.
Field Column Format Variable Description
1* 14 I3 NODE The unique node number of
this NODE W is not allowed)
2* 4-6 I3 INOUT Special characteristics of
the node.	 Codes for these
special characteristics are:
1 Source node
2 Sink node
j 3 Node for which statistics
are collected
4 Mark node activities
3 7-9 13 MREL1 The number of activities to
release the node for the
first time.	 Default is
l(one).
4 10-12 I3 MREL2 The number of activities
required to release the node
after the first time.
Default = 1.
5* 13 Al PTOPT Output characteristics of
the nodes.	 P for proba-
bilistic; D for determin-
istic, if left blank, D
will be assumed
6* 14 Al PRMV If the events that have been
; scheduled to end on this
4 node are to be halted (can-
celled) when this node is
"H"released, an	 should be
put in this field. 	 If all
G different activities are re-
quired to release this node,
an 
"A" is put in this field.
	 r
A "U" indicates that both of
the above conditions are
desired.	 Otherwise, leave
blank
Field 7-11 are required for statistic or sink nodes only (2 or 3 in Field 2)
i Jlr.
t
f
	
Table 4.4.1 (continued)
	
9
e
Field	 Column	 Format	 Variable
	 Description
7	 15-20	 F6,2	 XLLs<? lower limit  of the
` second cell for the his,-
tograms to be obtained for
this node. The first cell
of the histogram will con-
tarn the number of times
the activity was completed
in less than the value given
in this field.
8 21-26 F6.2 WIDH The width of each cell of the
histogram. Each histogram
contains 32 cells. If
WIDH = 0, no histogram will
be maintained. If WIDH is
negative, GRASP will auto,
4ratically scale the histogram
(XLL will be ignored),
9*	 27	 Al	 MSINK	 Statistical quantities to
be collected:
F - Time of first release
of the node
A Time of all releases
of the node
B - Time between releases
of the node
I - Time interval required
between 2 node releases
D - Time delay from first
activity completion
until the node is
released
C - C-node, like delay, but
keeps an accumulated
total of all time
activated.
. MRELP and MREL2
(Fields 3 and 4) must
be equal
	 to 2;.INOUT
(Field 2) must be 3
10	 28-37	 F104	 XLC	 _Same as Field 7 but for cost
histograms
	
a
11	 3847	 F10,4	 WIDC	 Same as Field 8 but for cost
histograms
>a
t
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Table 4.4.1 (continued)
Field	 Column	 Format
	
Variable
	 Description
12*	 48-50--	 13	 NUNOD	 Not used for nonsubsystem
nodes (should be left
blank for Card NEW-2)
'the lash card of this type should be blank or must have
a zero in Field 1.
IIA. Data Card New 11-2A Subsystem Type Information
Required only if there are subsystems (Field 17, Data Card NEW-1
number of subsystem types). In order to input the node informa-
tion for a subsystem type, one data card of type NEW-2A is
required. This is followed by a stream of NEW-2B cards, one for
each node in the subsystem. Immediately after the NEW-2B cards is a
stream of NEW-2C cards, one for each node in any copy of the sub-
system type which has characteristics different from the original
copy. If there are more than one subsystem type, the sequence of
NEW-.2A, 2B, and 2C cards is repeated for each subsystem type.
See Figure 4.1.1.
Field Column
	
Format
	
Variable	 Description
1	 1-5	 L5	 NNSUB	 Number of nodes in first
subsystem type
2	 6-10	 15	 NSSP	 Number of times this
,particular subsystem
type is to appear in
network (include the
original read-in plus
generated ones)
3	 11-15	 Is	 KACTS	 Number of arcs in this
particular subsystem
type
No 'blank' cards follow, just NEW - 2B cards,
IIB. Data Card NEW-2B: Subsystem Node Description
Not required unless preceded by a NEW-2A card. The user reads in
cards describing the nodes of the subsystem type. The program
generates the other cop ies of the subsystem type One card is
read in for every node of the subsystem. Format is very similar to
Data Card NEW-2.
i
Table 4.4.1 (continued)
Field Column format Variable Description
1-11 1-47 same as for Data Card Type NEW-2
12	 48-50	 I3	 NUNOD	 Number of the next _copy of this
subsystem type for which
this node will have different
characteristics than are
contained on this card.
The last card of this type will have a zero in Field 1 or be `a
blank (signifies end of particular subsystem's nodes characteriza-
tion).
i
IIC, Data Card NEW-2C: Variant Subsystem Node Characterization
Not required unless some NUNCD '(Field 12, NEW-2B) is -s 2, This
card contains the different node characteristics for a subsystem
node.
Field	 Column	 Format 	 Variable	 Description
1	 1-3
	
13	 Not used
2-12	 4-50
	 same as NEW-2B
Note: These give changes in node characteristics of a designated
node in a designated subsystem type. One NEW-2C card must be
present for each node in ny copy of the subsystem which has
different characteristics than those described on the NEW-2B cards.
Care must be taken to place them in the correct order. All charges
to a partic0ar copy are read before any changes to a subsequent
copy, The carder of different nodes is the same as the order of
NEW-2B cards. No extra cards follow these except for another
of NEW-?.,A or NEW-3 (which follow immediately).
MULTIPLE SUBSYSTEMS
In the case where multiple subsystem types occur, these may be
input ray simply repeating a new series of NEW-2A, 28 and 2C cards
for each desired subsystem type.
IT S Data Car(
-
	Parameter Sets
The parameters associated with the distribution of the time to
perform each '13.ctivity.
Table 4.4.1
Field Column	 Format
	 Variable	 Description
1	 1-3	 I3	 IPARS	 Parameter set number
2	 4-13	 F10.4	 PRAM(1)
3	 14-23	 F10.4_
	
PRAM(2)	 Parameter values (as
defined by distribution
type) See Table 4.3.2 p. 112
4	 24-33	 F10.4
	 MAM(3)
5	 34-43	 F10.4
	 PRAM(4)
i	 The last card of this type must be blank or have a zero in
f	 Field 1.
,^	
I
IV. Data Card NEW-4: Arc Descriptions (non-subsystem activities)
	
	
1
e
f	 One card for each non-subsystem arc
1*	 1-8	 F8.3	 ATRIB(1) Probability this arc is
taken. Default is 1.0.
2*	 9-11
	
L3	 JQ	 Start node
0
3*	 12-
-14	 13	 JTRIBM End node
4	 15-17	 13	 JTRIB(2) Parameter set number
5	 18-20	 I3	 JTRIB(3) Distribution type (default
is 10)
fi	 21-23
	 I3	 JTRIB(4) Count type
7	 24-^6	 13	 JTRIB(5) Activity number
	 '.
8	 27-35	 F9.2	 ATRIB(3) Set up cost
9	 36-44	 F9.2	 ATRIB(4) Variable cost
k;	 10	 45-47	 13	 NUACT	 Not used in non-subsystem
activities
k	 11* 	 48-50	 13	 JTRIB(6) C-node associated with
accumulating this ac-
z
tivi ty"s cost.
The last card of this type must be a blank or have a zero in
Field 2.
10 
r i
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Table 4.4.1 (continued)
IVA. Data Card NEW-4A: Subsystem Arc Description
Required only if there are subsystems (.Field 17, Data Card NEVIr1-11%
One NEW-4A card is required for each subsystem acti,vity to the
first copy of the subsystem, The start and end node numbers must
correspond to the node numbers on the previously read NEW-2B cards,
Activity information for the subsystem types is read in the, same
order as the node information was, In other words, the first
group of NEW-2A, 26, and 2C cards must correspond to the first
group of NEW-4A and 4B cards, and so on,
Field Column	 Format	 Variable	 Descri tton
1-9	 1-44	 same as type NEW-4
10	 45-47
	 I3	 NUACT	 Number of the next copy of
this Subsystem type for
which this arc will have
different parameters than
are contained on this card.
The last card of this set will have a zero in Field 2 or be a blank.
IVB. Data Card NEW-4B: Variant Subsystem Arc Characterization
NRe uired only if same NUACT (Field 10, Data Card NEW-4A) is 	 i
> . This card will give the different activity characteristics
of a subsystem arc.
a
Field Column	 Format	 Variable	 Description
1	 same as 4 and 4A
2-3
	 not used
4-10	 same as 4 and 4A
Note: These give changes in activity characterization between two
	
r
R	 subsystem copies. Only the characterization, not the end or start.
node can be changed. One NEW-4B card must be presented for each arc
in any copy of the subsystem which has different characteristics
than those described on the NEW-4A cards. Care must be taken to
get ahem in correct order. All changes to a particular subsystem
copy are read before any changes to another copy. The order that
arcs are read is the same as the order of NEW-4A cards (See	 R
Figure 4.4.1). No blank cards are inserted. Additional Data
Card NEW-4A's or NEW-5"s follow immediately.
V. Data Card NEW-5: Node Modification
Required only if modifications exist in the network (i.e., MODI greater
than zero - Field 4 Data Card NEW-1-2). One card for each activity
number that triggers modification(s). If many different modifications
of nodes resultfrom completing a given activity, a continuation card
may be required. Up to 12 replacements can fit in one card.`
Field	 Column	 Format	 Variable	 Description
1*	1-3	 13	 NACTN	 An activity number that triggers a
replacement (a negative number
will indicate continuation of
previous cards information).
2*	4-6	 I3	 NABYA(-) The number of a node to be replaced
if the activity number given in
Field 1 is completed.
{j
1
r
Fields 2 and 3 represent a replacement., 4 and 5 represent the nextre-
placement and so on. The last card of this type must have a zero in
Field 1 or be a blank card.
VI. Data Card NEW-6: Master C-Node Information
Only needed if the number of C-nodes (NCND, Field 6, Data Card NEW-1-2)
is greater than zero. Only one card of this type is included, and must 	 `A
be present if -nodes exist in system even if T2 and C2 criteria will
not be active. (A discussion of T2 and C2 criteria i`s given in Section III D)•
Field	 Column	 Format	 Variable	 Description
1	 1-10	 F10.4	 T2	 T2 value for C-node totals. Zero
or blank indicates no T2 values.
	
-1.0 indicates T2	 0.0
f	
2	 11-20	 F10.4	 C2	 C' value for C-node totals.
Zero or blank indicates no C2
value. -1.0 indicates C2 =-0.0
i
3*	7-9	 13	 NABYA(-) The number of a node to be inserted
in the network in place of the
node in Field 2 when the activity
in Field 1 is completed.
4-25	 10-75	 2I3	 NABYA( )	 Fields 2 and 3 are repeated if
the activity in Field 1 affects
multiple replacements.
Table 4.4.1 (continued)
Field Column Format Variable Description
3 21-26 F6.2 XLT1 Lower limit of second cell of
Master C-node time histogram
4 27-32 F6.2 WTT1 Width of cell for Master
C*node time histograms
*	 5 33-42 F10.4 XLC1 Lower limit of second cell
of Master C-node cost
histograms
6 43-52 F10.4 WTC1 Width of cell for Master
C-node cost histograms
8
i
a
7 	 53-55	 I'2	 ITFLG
	 0-T2 criterion will not
terminate simulation run
1-172 rMi te ►^ i nn will
 terminate
simulation run
8	 56-57	 I2	 1 CFLG	 0-C2 criterion will not
NEW-6
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Table 4.4.2 Arrangement of Input Data Cards
f
R
i
Repeat NEW-4A and 4B for other
subsystem types.
used for subsystems
generation
NEW-4A
NEW-4
NEW-3
Repeat NEW-2A through NEW-2C
for other subsystem types.
NEW-2C	 used for sub-
systems generation
NEW-2A
NEW-'2
NEW-1
NEW
LL
Il
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4.4.2 Histogram Data Cards (HIST-1 to-HIST-3)
A separat* set of data cards is required when reading-empirical
distributions. These cards immediately follow the HIST Keyword and are
designated as types HIST-1 to HIST-3. Details are contained in Table 4.4.3.
GRASP uses the input of empirical data, via histograms, in two ways.
The usual application is to define a discrete distribution when the r-andcxn
variable may have up to 32 discrete values, each having a probability
associated with it such that the sum of the probabilities is one.
The second application is to define a continuous distribution where
the probability density function is described in a stair ,-step fashion with
up to 32 steps (or cells) comprising a conventional histograms In this case,
the area under the density function must equal one.The cells must be of
uniform width, and the variable values read in to define the histogram apply
to the lower limit of each cell. GRASP will sample uniformly within each
step, so the continuous random variable can have any value within the range
of the histogram. The usefulness of this application is that it permits
a continuous random variable that rou "Its from a lower level simulation to
be approximated with a histogram and then used as input to :a succeeding,
higher level simulation. Without this capability it would always be necessary
to determine or estimate the analytical expression for the distribution, that
is, identify the distribution.
k ^J
r	
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Table 4.4.3 HIST Data Cards
I.	 Data Card HIST-1 Parameters
Field Column Format Variable Description
1 1-5 I5 MIS Number of the empirical
di stribution.	 KHIS < 10.
2 6-10 I5 NCELS Number of cells in. the
distributions.
NCELS < 32
3 11-20 F10.0 Width of Cells. 	 0-one value
per cell.	 >0-uniform
sampling within cells
II.	 Data Card HIST 2 Probabilities
Field Column format Variable Descript ion
1 1-5 F5.4 PROB(•,JQ) Probability (not cumulative)
of first cell.
	
Probabilities
must sum to one.
2-16	 6-80	 F5.4
	
Same
a
Repeat of Field 1 for each
cell. There must be NCELS
entries. Use as many data
cards of this Type as
necessary.
III. 'Data Card HIST-3 Cell Values
3
Field	 Column	 Format	 Variable	 Description
1	 1-10	 E10.4 __ VAL(-,JQ) Value for lower limit
	
of first cell.	 A
2-8	 11-80	 E10.4	 Same	 Repeat of Field 1 for each
cell. There must be NCELS
entries. Use as many data
cards of this Type as
necessary.
Repeat HIST-1 through HIST-3 for additional empirical distributions. 	 rr
The last card in this group must be blank (i.e., have a zero in
Field 2 of HIST-1).
E
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4.4.3 SAVE and PUNCH Options
The SAVE and PUNCH keywords provide a method by which the histogram
produced by one GRASP simulation can be converted to an empirical distribu-
tion and used in another network. For example, in Figure 3.8.2, the outputs
for Level 3(a) are the means, variances, and histograms for failure times and
for repair times. The most rigorous procedure is to do goodness -of-fit
 
tests
on these histograms to identify the distributions before using the results
in Level 2. However, as an alternative, or whenever there is not a good fit
to a recognizable distribution function, the histograms can be used as
approximations to the exact distributions. Examples of this usage willbe
shown for the example in Section 3.8.
i
The PUNCH keyword will punch the specified output histogram in a	 5
format suitable for reading by the HIST Keyword in a subsequent simulation.
If it is desired to simulate both networks successively in the same computer
run, the SAVE Keyword may be used. SAVE will cause the specified histogram
to be converted to a GRASP empirical distribution and stored in the appropriate
arrays for later sampling. Neither SAVE nor PUNCH destroy the histogram, so
it can be both SAVEed and PUNCHed. However, whenever a RUN card is
encountered all statistical arrays are cleared, so any histograms that have
not been SAVEed or PUNCHed will be destroyed.
When histt^rams are collected by GRASP, the first and last cells
theoretically have infinite width. In other words, the first cell contains
all observations from - 	 to the upper value of the first cell. Similarly,
the last cell contains all values from the lower limit of the last cell to
+	 When SAVE or PUNCH is invoked, these cells are truncated to the same
width as all other cells in the histogram. This obviously causes a
limitation on the range of the random variable which can be sampled from
the resulting empirical distribution. Where possible, histograms should be
163
scaled (by appropriate selection of cell widths) so all observations fall
within the 30 inside cells. Self scaling of the	 will insure this
situation.
Finally, note that time histograms may be SAVEed or PUNCHed. No cost
histograms can be processed by these commands.
Table 4.4.4 has the format for SAVE and PUNCH.
\	 j
Table 4.4.4 Format for SAVE and PUNCH Keywords
Fleld	 Column	 Format	 Variable
1	 1-4	 A4	 KWORD
2	 5-8	 I4	 NOD
3	 9-12	 I4	 KHIS
Description
SAVE or PUNC
Node number for time
histogram to be saved
or punched
Number to be assigned to
the empirical distribu-
ton saved'or punched.
JQ ,<'10 (as on HIST-1,
Field 1).
-tl
4.4.4 EDIT Option
Editing Type words will be discussed briefly. More complete examples
and discussion will be included in the next section. GRASP must be put
in the Edit mode by an EDIT Keyword before any Type words are used. Any
of the fields not marked with an asterisk (*) in Table 4.4.1 may be changed.
All fields that are not changed, and in particular those marked with
must have the same information as the most recently read card of that type.
This is true of all of the Type words. Information which is not changed
must nevertheless be punched on the card.: Note; Editing of the asterisked 	 .
lU`i
fields will not generate an immediate error message but will cause erroneous
results,
If the asterisked fields are examined, it will be seen that only
parametric editing is permitted. In other words, the strucutre (i.e, node
and arc configuration) may not be changed.
Also, no data card types with suffixes A, B, or C are applicable during
EDITS. Arcs and nodes in subsystems are referred to by their node numbers
just as are non-subsystem arcs and nodes.
ONE-- The type word ONE causes GRASP to read a type NEW-1 data card.
NODE Causes a stream of Data Card Type NEW-2 to be read. Cards of
	
a
this Type will be read until a blank of zero is encountered in Field 1.
PARM Causes a stream of NEW-3 data cards to be read (parameter sets).
	
a
Existing parameter sets can be modified and additional parameter sets can be
created. NEW-3 cards are read until a zero or blank is encountered in
Field 1
ARCS - Causes reading of Type NEW-4 cards. At this point, recall that
some parameter sets are modified by GRASP. After reading a network, GRASP
"forgets" which parameter sets have been modified. Therefore, reference
must be made to Table 4.3.1 when editing distribution types or parameter
sets.	
a
The following considerations are important.
j1. If a PARM card has generated or changed a parameter set that
applies to a distribution of a type that modifies its parameters,
then an ARCS card MUST appear, and one card with that distribution
type must be read (even though no changes are made on it). This
will cause the proper modification of that parameter set.	 a
2. If a distribution type on an edited NEW-4 card is changed to
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one wh d modifies its parameter set, the parameter set will be
modified when the card is read. If it is not desired that the
parameter set be modified, then the parameter set number must be read
as a negative number. (This would be desired if the parameter set had
been modified in an earlier simulation of the same computer run, by
virtue of the distribution appearing elsewhere in the network).
An additional consideration in modifying ARCS is that the NEW-4 card may
not uniquely describe an arc in the network. See Figures 3.1.3, 3.1.6 and
3.1.8 for example.
The arcs between Nodes 2 and 3 can all be identical, so the NEW-4 Data
Cards for these arcs are also identical. GRASP ranks the parallel arcs
between any two nodes, however. Therefore, it is possible to uniquely
specify which arc is to be changed,
Given a start and an end node, the arcs between these nodes are ranked
in decreasing order of their probabilities (Field 1 1 NEW-4 cards). If there
are ties, then they are ranked by the order in which they were originally
read. Hence, the arc of highest probability is ranked 1, the next highest
C
2 etc. If there are ties, the first read is ranked before the second
read, etc, To uniquely specify one of several parallel arcs, an additional
variable must be included on NEW-4 cards when Editing ARCS. Table 4.4.5
a	 describes the format.
1
CNOD Permits- changing of all fields on the NEW-6 data card.
Table 4.4,5 Addition to Data Card Type
NEW-4 for Editing Arcs
Filed	 Column	 format	 Variable	 Description 	}
{ 1-11	 1-50	 -	 -	 Same as NEW-4
t	
12	 79-80	 I2	 IRNK	 Rank of the arc (Zero
will be taken as :one)
r
4.5 Examples of Data Input
a -,
4.5:1 Two Units in Parallel: The Example in Figure 3-3-.5
Figure 4.5.1 shows the input data for a system with two units in parallel,
previously discussed as the network in Figure 3.3.5. The first and the last
lines are artificial, numbered 0.1 and 36.1. They are added in order to easily
locate the column numbers of the different fields.
Line number 1 shows the keyword NEW, starting from column 1. This work
begins every GRASP network. Several GRASP networks can be simulated in only
one execution of the program. Refer to Figure 4.1.1 for the sequencing of the
data cards. Lines 2, 3, and 4 contain the NEW-1 cards. Line 2 contains CARD-1 of NEW-1
and has the title of the GRASP model. Line 3 contains CARD-2 and has the
following Tnformation:
Field 1	 Col. 1-3	 NPRT = 1	 print option
Field 2 Col. 4-r6	 NSNK = 1	 number of sink nodes
Field 3 Col. 7-9	 NSTS = 3	 number of statistic nodes
Field 4 Col. 10-12	 MODI = 0	 no modifications
Field 5 Col. 13-15	 IGRF 1	 plot histograms
Fields 6	 9 are left blank, so the variables NCND (number of C-nodes),
NCTS (number of count types), NSBS (number of subsystem types), and IDME
(dumping of the files option) are equal to zero.-
Line 4 contains card 3 of NEW -1 and has the following information:
Field 1 Col. 1-10	 ISED 1113497	 starting seed for random number
generation.
Field 2 Col. 11-20	 NRNS 1	 number of simulation runs.
Fields 3	 7 are left blank so the remaining variables NSTR (run number for
beginning of tracing), NETR (run number for end of tracing), TSTR (time for beginning
of tracing), TETR (time forend of tracing) and SCAL (scale factor for distribution
eatial	 to their default values.
i log
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Lines numbered 5 to 12 describe, the nodes of the network. B indicates
"Between" statistics will be collected at nodes 6 and 7, and the histograms
will be automatically scaled by the program.
Line number 13 indicates the end of the node description cards. Lines
numbered 14 to 17 give the parameters of the distributions. Line number 14
gives parameter set 1 and corresponds to an Erlang distribution with mean/K ='5.,
minimum = 0, maximum = 100 and K - 2. Line 15 has the parameters A = .1,
minimum 0, maximum = 0 and B ;= 1.4 and this corresponds to distribution
number 12 which is the Weibull distribution (see Table 4.3.2). Line 16 gives
the parameter set for the repair distribution which is Erland-1 (exponential)
with a mean equal to 0.5, a minimum equal to 0 and a maximum equal to 100.
Line 17 gives the parameter set corresponding to distribution type 1 which
3
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A description of the arcs starts at line 19. Each arc is completely
described by one card. Since there is no probabilistic nodes in the network,
the probability associated with each arc is 1. No cost data was requested.
Line 34 indicates the end of the arc descrition cards. The keywords RUN and
STOP are self-explanatory.
A complete output of this example is given in Figure 4.5.2. The output
starts with	 -an echo check of the data to help locate any data input
errors. Part (a) of Figure 4.5.2 shows the output corresponding to the basic
run information and the node description cards. Notice that limited informa-
tion diagrams are also given. Figures describing the output are presented
sequentially as they appear in an actual run. Parts (b) and (c) of Figure
4.5.2 describe the parameters of the distributions, and each activity,
k
respectively. The column headings are self-explanatory. The node summary in
{
f	 Figure 4.5.3 reveals that the mean time between repairs is 73.2 and the mean
,	 time between failures is 81,67. These quantities estimate the operating
characteristics pictured below.
i	 -	 r
a
i
Failure
	 End of
	 Failure	 End of
repair	 repair
-------- Time between failures	 '
-	 -T.ime between repairs
Statistically, they are expected to be equal. Their difference is due to
the fact that we have unequal numbers of observations for nodes 6 and 7, and
5
	 .
the simulation time (500) was not long enough to reach exact solutions. This
is reflected in a large standard deviation for both results. The histograms
'	 in figures 4.5.4 and 4.5.5 are very similar, but since only a few observations
are generated, they don't give a complete picture of the actual distribution. t
r.
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I4.5.2 Two Units in Series Example in Figure 3.4.2
Data input for Figure 3.4.2 is shown in Figure 4.5.6. A new feature of
GRASP is demonstrated in this example; that is, the EDIT key. The example
represents two identical units in series. Their life distribution is a log-
normal with a mean equal"to 50, a minimum equal to 0, a maximum equal to 300
and.a standard deviation equal to 20. These parameters are specified in para-
v
meter set number 1. Their repair distribution is exponential with mean equal to
2 as specified in parameter set 2. After the network is simulated, the program
will read the keyword EDIT and cause the network to be modified. The nextline
read is line number 36. It has the keywork ONE and directs the program to re-
define cards NEW-1. Line numbers 37-39 are the revised cards. They are identi-
cal to lines 2-4 in most of the fields; only the random number seed, the trace
and dump fields have been changed. The event trace is now requested and the
file dump is suppressed. The output for this example includes the usual echo
check of the input data; node summary; the histograms for nodes 6 and 7; and a
file status at the end of the run. The node summary appears in Figure 4.5.7.
F	
3!9
The mean time between the releases of node 7 is 22.64, and the mean time between
the releases of node 6 is 23.45. These quantities estimate the same random varia-
ble, which is the sum of the mean life time and the mean; repair time. Other parts
 of the GRASP output are not included in this analysis. The RJN command at line
k}	
43 causes the revised network to be simulated. The output from the edited net-
work is not included here. The requested file dump after execution will be pre-
sented later in section 5. A network can be edited more than once, and GRASP
counts the number of times that a network is edited. The editing operation is
cumulative. In other words, every time a part of the network is replaced by an
j edit operation, such a replacement 
is final, and subsequent edits operate on the
u
revised network.
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4.5.3 Data Input for the Standby System in figure 3.5.5
The data input for this example is shown in Figure 4.5.8, and is self-
explanatory. Both units have exponential lifetimes. The first unit has its
parameters in parameter set 1 in line 16. It has a mean lifetime equal to 4.
The second unit has its parameters in parameter set 3, for both units are
identically distributed (exponential) and share parameter set 3, with a mean
k
time to repair equal to 2. Parameter set 4 is used in arc (10,11) for stopping
the simulation. Nodes 8 and 9 collect statistics on the cycle time of the system
(sum of the lifetime and repair time). As expected, these node summaries are
nearly the same, as shown in Figure 4.5.9. The plotted histograms are practically
identical. These are shown in Figures 4.5.10 and 4.5.11. This output shows that
the distribution of the cycle time has a relatively long tail with perhaps
multiple modes.
i^
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4.5.4 Data Input for the Example with Cost
,F
The data input for the case without maintenance is shown in Figure 4.5.12.
The only thing new in this example is the cost analysis. This is indicated in
lines 18 and 19. The computer results are shown in Figure 4.5.13. They show
that the average downtime is equal to 8 hours and the corresponding average
cost is $545.34. From this, the average cost per hour of downtime can be com
E
puted as 545.34/8 = $68.17. The cost indicated for node 7 is the average cost
for three years and is equal to $8,430,89. The histogram for node 5 (Figure
h
lity4.5.14) shows ,how the downtimes are distributed. What probabi	 distribution
a does that suggest?
s	 The data input for the case with preventive maintenance is shown in Figure
4.5.15. Notice that the source seed for random number generation is used. This
means that the pump operates under the same conditions as in the previous case
F
r
	
	
and this will allow us to make meaningful comparisons. The computer results
are shown in Figure 4,5.16. The mean down time in this case is estimated to
I\
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The average cost for three years is equal to $9,531.74. This figure is
higher than in the first case. In other words, it is more expensive to operate
the pump under the preventive maintenance policy. The histogram of the down-
times is shown in Figure 4.5.17. They suggest very much an Erlang or Weibull
distribution while in the previous case, the exponential distribution seeinz
to be the first choice. Goodness of fit tests must be performed to confirm
this. .Another interesting statistic to look at in comparing both models would
be the total downtime. It is not shown in the computer results but it can
easily be computed. For the first case it is equal to
p	 8.00778 x 1546/100 = 123.80 hours
l
and for the second case it is equal to:
3.16798 x 3989/100 = 126.37 hours-
The results are summarized below.
j
policy
average
downtime
average cost
for a downtime
period
average total
.downtime
average
total cost of
downtime
average cost
per hour.of
downtime
­ downtime
distribution
without
maintenance 8.01 hrs. $545.34 123.80 hrs. $8430.89 $68.17 ?
with
maintenance 3.17 hrs. $238.82 126.37 hrs. f,A31.74 $75.33 
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4.5.5	 Data Input for the Complex	 Example in 3.8
This section will present the complete example given in Figure 3.8.2.
The Level 3(a) and 3(b) systems will be simulated separately and their TBF
and repair distributions determined.	 The PUNCH Keyword will be used in the
Level 3 simulations to punch the TBF and repair distributions. 	 These empirical
distributions will be used as input to Level 2 where the HIST Key -work will be
utilized.	 The Level 1 and 2 simulations will be performed in one computer run
a
by making use of the SAVE Keyword.	 Also, the data input for Levels 1 and 2
will provide examples of subsystem generation.
Figure 4.5.18 is the data input for Level 3(a).
Another default value has been used on the NEW-2 cards (litres 5 to 32).
The node type (column 13) specifies probabilistic or deterministic output.
f
If this field is left blank, (as in Figure 4.5,18), GRASP will assume determin-
istic output.
°m
E
I	 3
I
y
L'J
V
Finally, the PUNCH Keywords lines 88 and 09 Punch the TV And repair 	 4
distributions as empirical distributions I and 2, respectively. Recall from
Figure 3.8,4 that node 26 collects the TBF distribution and node 27 collects,
the repair distribution,
Node summaries and histograms for Lovel 3(a) are shown in Figures 4,5,19,
20 0 and 21. The node suiotoaries", ' revaal that the mean time between failures
for Level 3(a) is 7.9 time units (node 26) and the mean time to repair is
19-57 time units.
The empirical distributions that are produced from these nodes can be
derived from the histograms as follows. The call probabilities are given in
0	 Ai a A,4 V^_4 lin eT1► I I rowe" 141"its of the cells are- found in
the "LOWER BOUND OF CELL" column, The cell width can be found by subtracting
two successive cell lower bounds, and the lower limit of the first cell
(for empirical distribution, purposes) is found by subtracting this call width
from the lower bound of the second cell,
The data input, 'node summaries ) and node histograms for Level 3(b)
are shown in Figures 4.6,22, 23 1 , 24 0 , and 25. The mean time between failures
for Level 3(b) is 8.636 time units, and the mean repair time is 0, 2365.
An additional default value has been used for input to Leval 3(b).
The repair distribution for unit 6 is. (negative) exponential (Erlang-.1)
with parameters in Parameter Set 2, Normal ly,, ,, we would expect a 111,011 in
field 5 of line 31 4 -Figure 44.22. This would indicate that 11 1 11 in "Erlang-l",
Howovero when this field is blank-, as in line 31, GRASP assumes Erlang-1.
Hence, exponential distributions can be obtained by specifying Distribution
Type 4 and using only the mean, minimum, value, and maximum, value in the Para-
looter Set.
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The data input for Levels 2 and 1 and shown in Figure 4.5.26. Recall that
both of these networks have been simulated during the same computer run. The
information in this figure down to the second NEW card (line 111)is for Level 2.
This network has been input using subsystems. Refer to Figure 3.8.7. Non-subsystem
nodes in this network are nodes numbered 80 to 88. The other nodes form three copies
of one subsystem type. Nodes 53 to 61 are the first copy. The others are nodes
62 to 70 and 71 to 79. Notice that the subsystem nodes are numbered consecutively.
Line numbers in the following discussion are those in Figure 4.5:26. Non-
subsystem nodes are input first on NEW-2 cards (lines 5 to 14). Line 15 is the
NEW-2A card for the subsystem. The three fields specify that there are nine nodes
in the subsystem, three copies are desired, and there are 12 subsystem arcs in
each copy. Since this is the first NEW-2A card encountered, the subsystemfollowing
this card will be designated "Subsystem Type 1". Lines 16-25 are NEW-2B cards that
describe the nodes in the first copy of the subsystem type, i.e., the copy with the
lowest node numbers.
Each copy of the subsystem i_s identical with respect to its nodes. Hence,
fields 12 (columns 48-50) of the NEW-2B cards are all blank. The result is that
	
,q
three identical copies of the subsystem nodes will be generated. No NEW-2C cards
will be read. Lines 25-28 are the parameter sets for units 10 and 11. Lines 0.1,
40.1, 75.1, 75.2, 120.1 and 162.1 have been added so that column numbers can
a
easily be identified.
,.'	 Lines 29 to 45 are NEW-4 cards for the non-subsystem arcs. Recall that
these are arcs with at least one end at a non-subsystem node. Lines 46 to 58.'.
are NEW-4A cards for the subsystem arcs in the first copy of Subsystem Type 1.
E
Note that the parameter on ,the arcs vary from copy to copy, however. For
example, arc 53-54 (Figure 3.8.7) in copy 1 has time characteristic 	 13)"
4	 ?
1• NEW
20 COMPLEX EXAMPLE L38
3• 1	 l	 3	 1	 l
46 6691285 d. i
6. 30	 1 ORIGINAL. PAGE IS
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9. 33	 1	 1 { 1
10. 34	 1	 1
" 11. 35	 1	 t	 1
f 12. 36	 1	 t
13• 37	 1	 1
14. 38	 1	 1	 1
15 • 39	 1	 1
16. 40	 1	 1 1
17. 41	 2	 2
too 42	 It	 1 4 ^!!!
19 • 43	 1.	 L
20. 44	 1	 1
210 45	 1	 1
22 • 46	 "3	 3•
23• 47	 1	 1
24. 48	 1	 I j28. 49	 1	 1	 1 q
260 50	 3	 3	 2 -1.0 1{ 27. 51	 3	 2	 2 -1.D
280 52	 2999999 F
29. 0
300 1	 20. 0	 300.	 1S.
31. 2	 .2 0	 20.
32. 3	 11• 0	 3000	 2.
• 33. 4	 .2 0	 20.
34• 5	 3. 0	 1000
35. 6	 .1 0	 to
36. 0
37: 2- .. 1 v'
38. 30 31 2 4 s
39. 30 44 0 10
40• 31 29 0 10
411.1 123436789-123456789-123456789- 123456789-123456789-123436789-123456789-123456789-
41. 31	 46, 0 10
42. 32 33 3 4
439 33 34 4 4
t 44. 33 44 0 10
45. 34 32 0 10
460 34 46 0 10 !
g
?
C7. 35 36 5 4
48. 36 37 6 11 d
49. 36 41 0 10
( S0. 37 35 0 10
Ste 37 42 0 10
52. 37 41 0 10 -1
53. 38 39 5 4
540 39° 40 6 11
t 55. 39 41 0 i0
56. 40 38 0 10
y
57. 40 42 0 10 i
580 40 41 0 10 -1
59. 41 44 0 10 1 , i
400 43 46 0 10 2 {
61. 44 48 0 10 3
•,^ 62. 44 46 0 10 -1
63. 45 46 0 10 -1
64. .46 47 0 10 4 j
65. 47 50 0 10
660 47 51 0 10
67. 49 50 0 10
68. 48 51 0 10
69. 49 50 0 10
70. 50 52' 0 10 t
71 * 0
72. 1 42 43
730 2 43 42
74 • 3 44 _45
75. 4 45 44
76. 0_ 3•
77. RUN' S J)
780 PUNCH	 50	 AS 3 i
79. PUNCH	 51	 AS 4
80, STOP
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CUML	 LOWER SOUND	 0	 20	 40	 60	 80	 103
a REO	 FRED	 FRED	 OF	 CELL	 1... . t....f....I....I....t....I....[....I...•I....I
E	 $54	 00a5b	 0.856	 -INF	 itt•st t*ttttt«*anti«wyrttttt *tWttsttvr+tttt 	 I
108	 00108	 0.064	 0.3450E+00	 to****	 C I
20	 00020	 0.984	 0.6900E+00	 It	 CI
f	 5	 00005	 0.429	 0.10355+01	 1	 C1
1	 0.001	 00940	 0.1380E+01	 I	 CI
1	 0.001	 00941	 0.1725E+01	 I	 Cti	 0	 0.0	 00991	 0.2070E +01 	 I	 cl
i	 1	 '00001	 00992	 0.2415E +01	9	 cl
2	 0.00?	 0.994	 0.2760E+01	 I	 Ct
.0	 0.0	 00994	 093t05E+01	 I	 CT
0	 000	 0.994	 063450E+01	 I	 CI
1	 0.001	 0.995	 0.3795E+01	 I	 C1
0	 000	 0.995	 004140F.+01	 1	 CI
0
	 06995	 0.4485E401	 I,	 C1
1	 0.001	 G•9a6	 0.4930E+01	 I	 `	 GI
0	 0.0	 0.996	 0.5175E+01	 I	 CI
1	 0.001	 0.997
	
0.5520E+01
	 I	 C1
1	 0.001	 x	 ,?.99°.	 0.5865E+01	 I	 CI
0	 0 f0	 ;)1994	 0.6216E+01	 I	 CI
0	 {!,q,0
	 109P	 0.6555E+01	 I	 Ct
0	 0.0	 0.998	 0:69006+01	 t	 CI
0	 0.0	 0.'798	 0.7245E+01	 I	 CI
0	 0.0	 0.99A	 0.7590E +01 	 t	 CI
1	 0.001	 3.999	 0.7935E+01	 I	 CI
0	 0.0	 00999	 0.8280E+01	 1	 CI
0	 000	 3.C,99	 0.9625E +01 	 i	 Ct
0	 0.0
	
0.999	 0.8970E+01	 I	 CI
0	 040	 0.999	 0.9315E+01	 I	 C1
0	 0.0	 00999	 0.9660E+01	 I	 C!
0	 000	 0.999	 0.1000E +02 	 1	 CI
0	 0.0	 0.999	 0.1035E+02	 I	 CI
1	 0 001	 1 000	 0	 1069F+02	 I	 CI
99e
x
Figure 4.5.25 Repair Histogram for Level 3(b)
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and the corresponding arc in copy 2 (arc 62- 63)
 has "(3, 13)". Arc 53-54
is given on line 46. Note that field 10 (columns 45-47) is,"2". This
indicates that copy 2 of this subsystem has different parameters for this
arc. Lines 45, 50, and 51 have similar entries corresponding to arcs 54-55,
56-57, and 57-58.
Line 58 terminates reading of NEW-4A cards. At this point, GRASP has
generated the first copy of the subsystem. It now begins to generate the
second copy, and it generates the arcs in the same order that they were read
for the first copy. Whenever it encounters a non-zen field 10, it reads a
data card (type NEW-2B) that must contain the new parameters for that arc.
Lines 57-60 correspond to the changed arcs in the second copy= Note that
they appear in the same order as their corresponding arcs in the first copy.
So, each time GRASP encounters anon-zero field 10 while generating copy 2
it will read a card which has the correct information for the arc currently being
inserted i n the network.
Note that field 10 in lines 57 to 60 is 11 3". After line 60 is read,
GRASP will finish generating copy 2. Then it will begin copy 3. A similar
procedure will be followed in generating this copy, only now, GRASP will reference
the values for field 10 in lines 59 to 62. Thus, lines 63 to 66 are the arcs
in copy 3 that have different characteristics than those in copy 1.
So, lines 59 to 66 are all NEW-4B cards. Note that GRASP generates the
start and end nodes for those arcs. They have been included in lines 59 to
66 for clarity only.
Line 76 is the HIST Keyword, and it causes the following empirical
distributions to be read. These are the empirical distributions that were 	
a'
punched as output from Levels 3(a) and 3( .b) with the PUNCH Keyword, for x	 „
t
aMom
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example, line 78 contains cell probabilities for empirical distribution 1.
This is the TBF distribution from Level 3(a).	 The first three cell probabilities
are 0.1972, 0.0851, 0.0951, and 0.0841.
	 The histogram for this distribution
was shown in Figure 4.5.20. These probabilities can be confirmed by looking
at the Relative Frequency column of this figurer. The lower bounds of the
cells given on lines 80 to 83 can similarly be checked.
Node summaries and histograms for Level 2 are given in Figures 4.5.27,
23, and 29. From Figure 4.5.27 it can be seen that Level 2 has mean time
between failures of 36.15 and mean repair time of 32.92.
The SAVE Keywords at lines 109 and 110 of Figure 4.5.26 causes the
histograms in Figures 4.5,28 and 29 to be converted to empirical distributions
for use in Level 1. The histograms are also to be punched for later reference
as shown at lines 107 and 108.
The input for level 1 starts at line 111 of Figure 4.5.26. Subsystems
are used in this network, too. The first copy of the subsystem consists of
nodes 89, 90, and 91 (see Figure 3.8.8). The non-subsystem nodes are 101 to
	 -
110.
In Figure 4.5.26, lines 115 to 124 are the NEW-2 cards for non-subsystem
nodes. The most extensive use of default values is shown in this network.
For example, line 115 is the NEW-2 card for node 101. Note that only field
	
t
1 (the node number) is non-blank. The default values for N1 and N2 are both
i	 one. Thus, a deterministic, non-statistics node with Nl = N2 	 1 can be
specified by simply putting the node number in field 1.
The NEW-2A card is shown on line 126 . , It specifies that there are three
nodes in the subsystem, three copies are desired, and there are three arcs
in the subsystem. Lines 127 to 130 are the NEW-2B cards for the first
copy, No parameter sets are used, so line 13i has a zero in field 1,
1
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$TAT HISTOGRAM FOR NODE 87
t
i
06SV RELA CUMI. LOWER FOUND 0	 20	 40	 60	 80	 100
..
4 FRED FREQ FREQ OF CELL I^.••1•••• 1•••• I• •••I•••sl^.•^l.er•lf^•.I••••lv..•1
495 0 .992 0.992 - INF I *«s4*w♦44«++4 44aass*4stssr**s44ss«ttsasrsas4a^r4sl
0 0.0 0.992 0.2030E+03 I	 CI
C 0.0 0.992 0.4100E+03 I	 Cl
0 000 0.992 0.6150E+03 1	 Cl
0 000 0.992 0.8200E+03 I	 CI I	 d0 0.0 0.992 0.1025E+04 I	 Cl
1 0.002 0.994 0.1230E+04 I	 CI
0 000 0.994 0.1435E+04 I	 CI
0 0.0 0.994 0.1640E+04 I	 CI
0 000 0.994 0.1845E+04 I	 Cl
0 0.0 0.994 0.2050E+04 I	 CI
1 0.002 0.996 0.2255E+04 I	 Cl
0 0.0 0.996 0.2460E+04 I	 Cl'
0 0.0 0.996 0.2665E+04 I	 Cl w
f 0 000 0.996 0.2870E+04 I	 Cl
0 0.0 00996 0.3075E+04 I	 CI
0 0.0 00996 0.3280E+04 I	 CI
0 0.0 00996 0.3485E+04 I	 CI S
0 000 0.996 0.3690E+04 I	 Cl
0 0.0 00996 0-:1395E+04 I	 Cl
0 0.0 0.996 0.6100E+04 I	 C[
1 000032 0.998 0.4305E+04 I	 G:.
0 0.0 0.998 0.4510E+04 I	 .1	 ;	 I
0 0.0 00998 0.47LSE+04 I	 Cl	 a
0 000 0.998 0.4920E+04 i	 CI
0 000 0.998 0.5125E+04 I	 CI
0 0.0 00998 0.5330E+04 I	 CI
0 000 00998 0.9535E+04 L	 CI
0 000 0.998 0.5740E+04 I	 Cl
0 0.0 00998 0.5945E+04 I	 CI
0 0.0 00998 0.6150E+04 I	 CI
1 0.002 1.000 0.6355E+04 I	 CI d!
499
s
Figure 4.5.29	 Repair Histogram for Level 2
E,
1	 1
cu.a
Lines 132 to 149 are NEW-4 cards for non-subsystem arcs. Another
E	 default has been used here. If the Distribution Type is left blank,
GRASP will assume Distribution Type 10. Hence, an arc with parameters
0.0(0,10)[0,]" and no count type, activity type, or associated cost
C-node, can be specified by indicating only the start and end nodes. As
an example, line 132 specifies such an arc between nodes 90 and 102.
Subsystem arcs for the first copy of the subsystem are shown on lines
152 to 153. Since all of the copies of the subsystem are identical, no
i
NEW-46 cards are needed. Note that lines 151 and 152 reference empirical
distributions 5 and 6 which were SIAM( in the simulation of level 2.
Once information is stored into the arrays for empirical distributions
(by HIST or SAVE Keywords) it remains there until changed by another HIST'
or SAVE which references the same distribution number. In other words,
these arrays are not cleared by the RUN Keyword as are the statistical
1
arrays. So empirical distributions can be stored and will remain available
until used, even if several other simulations are run between the time the
distribution is stored and the time it is referenced.
-Node summaries and histograms for Level 1 are shown in Figure 4.5.30 to
4.5.34. 'Figure 4.5.30 reveals that the mean time between failures is 34.33
(from node 109). Note that the information for nodes 106 and 107 is
identical (repair times). This results from the fact that the time
statistics for C-nodes are identical to those for Delay nodes. Node 107
{
t
k.
was included to graphically depict this characteristic. Obviously, node
t
	
	
l,^'
107 is not needed in this network. The lesson here is that when information
is desired on both accumulated times and the length of the individual
times, a single C-node may suffice. This situation. often arises in
	 IJ
reliability analysis as it did in this case where mean repair time and
cumulative down time are both of interest.
X.
f ^
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**FINAL RESULTS FOR 300 SIMULATION RUN(3)** i
NODE PROB•/COUNT MEAN STO.DEV. NO OR 041 No MAX*
	
NODE TYPE
- OSSr
^E	 110
t
1.0000 0.7200E+03 0.7071E+01 700. 0.7200E+03 0.7200E+03 F
106 0.9533 0.1642E+03 0.1412E+03 761• 0.3435E+00 0.6SS6E+03 6
107 0.9333 0.1642E+03 0.1412E+03 761. 0.3435E+00 0.6556E+03 0
f~	 109
j^
100000 0.3433E+02 0.2696E+02
.
10170 0.1507E-01 0.1353E+03 0	
r
ORIGINAL PAGE it^
OF POOR-94ALITY
STAY HISTOGRAM FOR NODE 109
OBSV RELA CUML LOWER BOUND 0	 20	 40	 60	 80
FREQ FREO FREQ OF CELL
60. 00059 0.059
—tNF
5t 0*050 00109 Oo2500E+Ot 1**	 C
45 00044 00153 005000E+01 Is*	 c
66 0.065 00218 007900E+01 I***	 C
37 0*036 0*255 0*1000E+02 1*	 C
49 00048 00303 0o1250e+02 1**	 C
3t 0*030 0-333 0*t500E+02 I*	 C
36 OeO35 Oe369 OeI750E+02 1*	 C
39 0*038 0*407 0*2000E+02 I*	 C
49 0*048 04455 0*22SOEi-02 1**	 C
41 00040 0*496 0*2500E+02 to*	 C
35 0.034 0.530 Oo2750E+02 1*	 C
29 OoO29 00559 0*3000E+02 I*	 C
2a 0*028 0*586 Ov3250E+02 I*	 C
33 0.032 0*618 Oo3500E+02 I*	 C
23 0023 641 0*3750E+02 I*	 c
32 0.031 0*673 0*4000E+02 I*	 C
27 0.027 0*699 Om4250E+02 to	 C
19 0.019 0*718 0.4500E+02 I	 C
20 0e020 0.737 0*4750E+02 I	 c
28 0*028 0*765 0*5000E+02 1.*	 C
16 O.Ot6 0.781 095250E+02 I	 C
23 0*023 00803 Ow5500E+02 I*	 C
	27	 0027	 0.830	 0*5750E+02	 Is	 C
	
is	 0.018	 0*848	 0*6000E+02	 I	 C
	
12	 0.012	 0.859	 0*6250E+02
	 I	 c
	10	 0.010	 0.869	 Oo65OOE+02	 I
	
14	 00014
	 Oe883	 0.6750E+02	 I
	
14	 0.014
	 00897	 0.70001t+02	 I
	
13	 0*013
	
00910	 0*7250E+02	 I
	8 	 0*00a
	 0*917	 Oo7500E+02	 I
	
84	
0*083	 1.1000
	
0*7750E+02	 1****
1017
Figure 4.5.31 TBF Histogram for Level 1
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STAT HISTOGRAM FOR NODE 106 fi,
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OeSV RELA CUML LOWER BOUND 0	 20	 40 60	 80	 100
FRED FRED FRED OF CELL [.•.0 i0.001000•I0•..I0000 L..00I..•a20^.•IOwv^I.^..I
0 000 000 -INF I I
0 0.0 000 0.1500E-01 i I
0 0.0 000 0.3000E-01 I i
0 0.0 000 004500E-01 I
0 000 000 0.6000E-01 I I
0 00 000 0.7500E-01 1
0 000 090 0.9000E-01 I 1
0 00 1000 0.1050E+o0 [ I	 _.
0 0.0 000 0•1200E+00 I
0 000 000 0.1350E+oo I I
0 000 000 0.1500E+00 i I
' 0 0.0 000 001650E+00 I
_
0 0.0 '000 0.1000E+00 I I	
,
0 0.0 000 0.1950E+00 I [
0 000 000 0.2100E+00 I I
0 0.0 000 0.2250E+0Q [
0 0.0 0.0 002400E+00 I i
0 0.0 000 0.2350E+00 ; y	 ' a
t 0 0.0 000 0.2700E+00 I i
0 000 0.0 o•2e5oE+oo [ [
0 000 000 0.3000E+00 I t
' 0 000 000 0.3150E+00 I I
` 1 0.001 0.001 003300E+00 [
0 000 0.001 0.3450E+00 I
0 000 00001 0.3600E+00 I I
0 0.0 0.001 0.3750E+00 I
0 0.0 00001 0.3900E+00 I [
0 000 00001 0.4050E+00 I I	 ;
0 0.0 0.001 0.4200E+00 I I 3
0 000 0.001 0.4350E+00 I I 1
0 000 00001 0.4500E+00 I [
760 00999 1.000 0.4650E+00 [t^rw♦4 tl^t#«s+^f*MYMMtDSts^rMSSisri^ri«ss41i^«iii^Mf*[
..-- [...010...I00..I.r.Oi•.O.J•..•I...•I•...I....[...•I
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Figure 4.5,32 Repair Histogram for Level 1
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**FINAL RESULTS FOR RUN OATA OF ACCUMULATOR NOOZS**
**PINAL RESULTS FOR 300 SIMULATION RUN(S)**
TYPE MEAN STOeO4Vw	 NO or MINe MAX*
CBS-
TIME 005990E+03 0OP 60399+02	 300o 0o4111E+03 0*7191E*03
COST 000 000
	
3000 0*0 020
Figure 4.5.33 Summary of Master C-node
Accumulators for Level 1
ORIGINAL PA3F- to
OF PQOR, QV*JTY
,V#
a
t'
i
STAT HISTOGRAM POR ACCUMULATION NODE TIMES
j
063V RELp4 CUML LOWER MOUNO	 0	 20 40	 60	 60	 100
FRED FRED FREQ OF CELL.	 i.	 .•I...r1.	 .•I..w. I^^..1. . ^.I....I..is1. . r,I..rs1
1 00003 00003 -INF	 I I
0 0.0 00003 0.4149E+03	 1 I
0 0.0 00003 0.4246E+03	 1 I
1 00003 0.007 0*4342E+03	 I I
0 000 0.007 0.4439E+03	 I t
2 00007 0.013 0.4536E+03
	 I I
4 09013 0.027 0.4632E+03	 IC I
3 00010 0.037 0.4726E+03	 IC I
4 0.012 00050 0.4826E+03	 I C I
4 00013 0.063 00492tE+03
	 I	 C I
7 0.023 00047 0050t8E+03	 it	 C I
9 0.030 0•l17 0.5114E+03	 I*	 C I
a 0.027 0.143 0•S211E+03	 I*	 C I
10 0.033 0.177 0.3307E+03	 I*	 G I
lR 00040 0.217 0.5404E+03
	 I**	 C I
IJ 00060 0.277 0.5600E+03	 I***	 C L
E 0.027 0.303 0.6597E+03
	 I*	 C [
1,2 00040 0.343 0.5693E+03
	
1**	 C I
fit 00060 00403 0.5790E+03
	 I*** C	 i
14 0.047 0.450 0.5886E+03	 I** C	 [
21 0.070 00520 0.3983E+03
	 t*+* C	 I
24 00080 00600 0.6079E+03 C	 [
18 04060 0.660 0.6176E+03	 Ittt C	 I
19 0.063 0.723 0.6272E+03
	
[ttt C	 I
1a 0.060 0.783 0.6369E+03
	 i*** C	 I
13 0.043 0.827 0.6466E+03	 I** C	 I
9 00030. 0.837 0.6362E+03	 to C	 I j
i0 0.033 0.890 0.6658E+03
	 I* C	 I
12 0.040 00930 0.6735E+03
	 I** C	 I
i
6 0.020 00950 0.6831E+03	 I* C	 I
7 0.023 0.973 0.6948E+03	 1'* C I
8 0.027 10000 0.7044E+03	 I* CI
3,00 a
'^	 r
i
aS
t
p
A7	 (..b V
The TBF histogram fcom node 106 is shown in Figure 4.5.26. Note that
this histogram reveals that the repair time distribution is'-strongly
uninodal.
Figure 4.5.27 is the summary for the master C-node accumulators, and it
indicates that the average down time for the system during the mission time
Is 599, and the i miss'ion time is 1000. 'from p. 98). the histogram for these
,ti g es is given in Figure 4.5.23..- Cost analysis was not specified in data input.
Before closing this section, the network decomposition technique
requires a few additional comments. The runs and data input for this
example were chosen to illustrate a variety of the capabilities of GRASP.
For practical purposes, the entire decomposition example could be simulated
in one computer run. The input for Levels 3(a) and 3(b) can be stacked
(as were Levels 2 and 1) and the SAVE Keyword used to store empirical
distributions 1 through 4. Immediately following this the Level 2 and Level
1 data cards would be inserted. The only difference is that the HIST Keyword
and its associated data cards (lines 74 to 103 of Figure 4.5.20) would be
removed. In this way, the entire system _.an be simulated in one computer run.
Self-scaled histograms play an important part in this procedure since they
remove the necessity of estimating histogram cell widths at the higher
levels.
i
SECTI
PROGRAM STRUCTURE AND USER GUIDELINES
This section will present a suiiviary of the structure and program organiza-
tion of GRASP. The mechansim by Which GRASP stores information in its filing
arrays is explained and several considerations concerning running GRASP on,,
the user's host computer are discussed,
51 P 	 St^wcturn and Logic
The GRASP subprograms and their relationships are shown in Figure 5.1.1,
Table 6.1.1 lists each subprogram with Its calling parameters and a brief
description of its function,
Program GRASP is the main line program. Its only function is to set
certain program control variables And call GASP, GASP is the executive
routine which processes events and controls the simulation. GASP calls
DATIN which Performs data input and decodes the control language, Return
from Subroutine DATIN. is prompted by the RUN Keyword,
Once control is returned to GASP, the simulation is executed. End
of Activity events are scheduled by Subroutine $CHAT. SCHAT uses SAMPL
which calls the random variato generators, RNORM, TRNGL I GAM, BETAXPI
PERTXF t DISCR I
 and DRAND, These routines sample from the distribution types
to obtain the times for activities. The and of activity events are filed
into the filing Arrays with FILEM,
GASP removes events from the files with Subroutine RMOVE and collocts
statistics with HISTO, CSTUP, COLCT I and COLCC, 'When the simulation Is
complete, a call to SUMRY produces the output, Subroutine ADJST scales
histograms and GREADv GSAVe, and ASSGN are used to read, save And punch
empirical distributions,
217
Figure 5.1.1 Subprogram Cross Reference
V
"I
From the following diagram one may see which subprograms
are used in any GRASP subprogram, For instance,,^ the subroutine
OATIN uses support subroutines:
FILEP1
NFIND
BETAXF
PERTXF
GREAb
GSAVE
ERROR
Subroutine `DATIN is called by subroutine GASP. In addition, the
line numbers where each subprogram starts is also given. The	
r
.
	
	
i
random number generator used is the FUNCTION RANF (ISEED)
This function is system dependent and is not shown in this
cross reference,t	 ^
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Table 5.1.1 GRASP Subprograms
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i
SUBROUTINE DATIN
SUBROUTINE GASP
SUBROUTINE FILEM (JD)
SUBROUTINE SCHAT (NODE)
SUBROUTINE MOVE (KCOLL, JD)
FUNCTION NFIND (NVAL, JQ, JATT, IRNK)
SUBROUTINE_ HI_STO (XI, ND)
SUBROUTINE COLCT (XX, N)
SUBROUTINE COLCC
FUNCTION CSTUP (DUM)
SUBROUTINE SUMRY
- Data Input
- Executive routine that controls
execution of the simulation
- Inserts and ranks entries in
file JD
- Schedules activities leaving a
node
-"Removes entry KCOLL from file JD
Finds IRNK-th entry in file JQ
whose JATT.-th attribute has
value NVAL
- Records observation XI in
histogram ND
- Records observation XX of
statistic N
- Updates C-node Time and Cost
and Tests T2 and C2 Values
- Calculates current accumualted
costs
- Produces output at end of
simulation
o
M
s
SUBROUTINE SAMPL (DEV)- 	 Calls for samples from distribution
types and returns value as DEV
FUNCTION WORM (JD)	 - Produces normal sample from
parameter set JD
FUNCTION TRNGL (JD)	 - Triangular distribution
FUNCTION GAM (ALPHA, ISEED)	 Gamma variate generator
SUBROUTINE BETAXF 	 Beta variate generator
SUBROUTINE PERTXF	 Generator for distribution
Type 9
SUBROUTINE GREAD 	 Reads empiricai., , distributions	 ;'`
Table 5.5.1 (continued)
SUBROUTINE GSAVE ,NOD, JQ, K, KWORD)	 - Saves or punches histogram at node
NOD as empirical distribution
JQ. K and WORD are for error
processing
FUNCTION D'ISCR (JP)	 Samples from empirical distribution
JP
r
SUBROUTINE ASSGN (JD)	 - Establishes pointers for efficient
sampling from empirical distribu-
tion JD	 j
SUBROUTINE ADJST	 - Scales histograms with negative	 {
cell widths
SUBROUTINE ERROR (J)	 - Error processor
FUNCTION RANF ISEED)
	
- Random number generator (system
dependent)
,a
K`
F.
E. '
l	
r
a
-	 i
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5.2 GRASP Filing Structure
, Several references have been made to the filing arrays of GRASP. All
information on arcs and events are maintained in a single array contained
in blank common. This array is QSET. It is EQUIVALENCEed to the array
NSET (in the FORTRAN sense) so both integer and real number representations
may be maintained in the same array.
Information in NSET/QSET is arranged into files. Each node has a file,
which is numbered the same as the node number. " In other words, node 5
information is maintained in file 5. The contents of this file are the
attributes of all arcs leavin g the node. Thus, the information on Data
Card NEW-4 goes into the file of the start node of the arc. Each arc in a
file is an "entry", anj the entries are ranked in decreasing order of their
probabilities (Field 1, NEW-4) and then by order of input (if there are
ties in the probabi11 ties).
Events in-GRASP simulations are the completions of the activities on
I
4
1
j
^i
the arcs. Those events are all stored in file 1. This explains why no node
can be numbered one. File one is reserved for events.
Two buffer arrays, ATRIB and JTRIB, each of length six, are used to
transfer information into and out of NSET/QSET. Each entry in NSET/QSET	 -
F
consists of 14 consecutive locations. The first 6 are the JTRIB'S, the
second six are ATRIB'S, and the last two are a predecessor and successor
pointer, respectively.
The contents of the predecessor location is the number of the location 	
q
in NSET/QSET which contains the JTRIB (1) of the immediately preceding
entry in that file (recall that the entries in a file are ranked and, there-
fore, have an order). The successor pointer has the same information for
y
,Y
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the immediately following entry. If an entry has no predecessor, the
pointer is 99999. If an entry has no successor the pointer is 77777.
If the entry is the last one which will fit in NSET/QSET (i.e., the filing
array is full) then the successor pointer is 88888. Table 5.2.1 and 5.2.2
show the contents of the entries for node files and the event file.
As an example, suppose the first type NEW-2 card that is read by
GRASP describes an arc that leaves Node b. This information will become
an entry in File 6 and will be stored in the first available group of 14
consecutive locations in NSET/QSET. A record is kept of the address where
file 6 starts. Since we are considering the first NEW-4 card, this will be
the first 14 locations of cells in NSET/QSET. Hence, in file 6 NSET(1) will
contain the arc's end node (JTRIB(1) -- see Table 5.2.1) and QSET(12) will
correspond to ATRIB(6) (not used for node files). Since this is the first
entry in File 6, it has no predecessor and NSET(13) will be equal to 99999.
Since no successor exists, NSET(14) = 77777.
Now, if the next arc read also leaves Node 6, its information will
also go into file 6, but it will go into NSET/QSET locations 15 through 28.
The successor pointer for the first entry (NSET(14)) will be changed to
point to the address of the first cell in the second entry. In other words,
NSET(14) will equal 15. The predecessor pointer for the second entry
(NSET(27)) will equal one (since the first cell of the first entry is
z
NSET(l) and the successor pointer will equal 99999. In this way, a chain
of entries in the filing array is built which permits locating any entry.
r`
in the file. For simplicity in this example, we have assumed that the two
arcs have the same probability. If the probabilities differed, the first
entry would be the one with the higher probability.
This elementary description of the filing structure is necessary to 	 t.
F
interpret the file dump produced by Subroutine ERROR. A complete
description and an example of this dump is given in ;5gction 5.3.
3
Also, since the filing array is in blank common, the program can be
lengthened or shortened by changing the dimension of QSET in the main
program (GRASP) only. QSET is dimensioned to length one in all other
subprograms. Hence, if core storage is a prime consideration, and if
the systems to be simulated don't have very many arcs, the program can
be easily shortened by changing the length of QSET. Array adjustment
r
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Table 5.2.1
	
Contents of Entries in Node Files
' Location
Within Buffer Array\
Entries Contents Equivalence
k 1 the arc's end node JTRIB (i) `` r
2 parameter set JTRIB (2).
3 distribution type JTRIB (3)
a
4 count type JTRIB (4)
` # 5 activity number JTRIB (5) Y
x 6 associated C-node JTRIB (6)
probability of arc ATRIB (1)
8 not used ATRIB (2)
9 fixed cost ATRIB (3) i
10 variable cost ATRIB (4)
11 not used ATRIB (5')
12 not used ATRIB (6)
13 predecessor pointer --
14 successor pointer --
t
pe
pr	 _
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Table 5.2.2 Contents of Entries in File 1 (Event file)
Location
i	 Within Buffer Array	
VEntries Contents Equivalence
1 the arc's end no	 	 de JTRIB	 (1)
t	 2 parameter set JTRIB (2)
r	
3 distribution type JTRIB (3)
d
4 count type JTRIB (4)
5 activity number JTRIB (5)
6 associated C-node JTRIB (6)	 F
-	 7 activity completion time ATRIB (1)
8 time mark node activated ATRIB (2)
9 fixed cost ATRIB (3)
10 variable cost ATRIB (4)	 4
11 network cost at time ATRIB (5)
mark node activated
Y^	 A'. p b	 ^5
5:3 Flle Dumps
GRASP files are dumped whenever a call is made to subroutine ERROR by
another subprogram which has detected an error condition. In addition, a
file dump can be requested as a debugging aid by the user by specifying an
appropriate value for field 19 on date card type NEW-1.
Part of a file dump for the example in Figure 3.4.2 is shown in Figure
NEW-1. The event file
1 will be listed. This
se the dump is produced
dump is produced as a
in general, not be empty,
5.3.1. This dump was requested on data card type
is empty for all such dumps, so no entries in File
will always be true for user requested dumps becau
before or after the simulation is performed. If a
result of an error condition, the event file will,
and File 1 entries will be printed.
Now, referring to Figure 5.3.1, we see that this dump was produced
at time 500. In other words, this dump was produced after the network was
simulated. The "P=" and "S=" notation indicates the predecessor and
.
successor pointers in NSET/QSET.
Files 2 through 8 are shown in Figure 5.3.1. Recall that these are
node files, so the entries in these files will correspond to the arcs
leaving nodes 2,...., 8 in Figure 3.4.2. Of course, there will also be a
file for every other node in Figure 3.4.2 that has a leaving arc. T
'	 Each entry in a file is represented by three lines. The f •',-st fine
^.	 starts with "CELL=".	 The value to the right of this is the cell number of
NSET/QSET which contains the first value (JTRIB(l)) of this entry. 	 In
other words, this entry in File 2 is physically stored in NSET(1) through
NSET(14).
	
This is not the only entry in File 2.	 It has no predecessor,
q a
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' ORIGINAL PAGE ISFILE STATUS AT
F=PREOECESSORhPOINTR1100 S.SVCCESSOR POINTER OF POOR QUALITY
FILE
2 ' re
CELLn 1 PP 99999 S=	 10
4
JTRIO ] 1 ! 0 0 0 3
ATRIO 0.1000E+01 000 040 000 0.0	 0.0
'CELL* 13	 ' F"	 I So	 29 1
JTRIN A 0 10 0 -t 0
ATRIS 0.4000E+01 040 0.0 000 0.0	 0.0
CELL+ 29 P-	 IS S• 77777 f
JTRIO 7 4 10 0 -t 0
ATRIA 0.1000E+01 000 0.0 0*0 0.0	 0.0
FILE 3
J
06.1.0 43 P• 99999 So	 67 ?
a JTRI! 2 2• 0 ^t O
ATRIS 001000E+01 0.0 0.0 000 0.0	 0.0
1 CELL= 37 P•	 43 Sr	 7I
JTRIO 6 0 t0 0 0 0 k
ATRIA •0.400019401 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0	 0.0
CELL; 71 Pw	 57 S. 77777
JTRIO 7 0 10 0 0 0
ATRIB 0.1000E+01 000 000 000 000	 0.0
6°
FILE 4
.
^
CELL= as P. 99999 So	 99
JTAIC S l ! 0 0 0
ATRIL 0.10006401 Go* 0 0 0*0 0.0	 0.0
CELLw 99 Ps	 as S=	 113
JTRIO 6 0 10 0 -1 0
` ATRI! 0.1000E+01 000 0.0 000 0.0	 000
CVtw 1t3 P=	 99 Sn 77777
JT4111 T 0 10 0 ^1 0
ATRIO 00,+0004+Ot 0.0 0.0 000 0.0	 000
E TILE . 3 j
CELLV 127 P• 99999 S+	 141
JTRIO 4 2 4 0 -1 0
' ATRIS 0.1000E+01 0.0 000 0.0 O.Q	 0.0
CELL= 141 127 So	 ISO
JTRIB 6 0 t0 0 0 0
ATRIS 00t000E+01 0.0 0.0 0.0 000	 0.0 i
CELLn 155 P'	 141 So 77777
JTRIA 7 0 10 0 0 0	 •_,	 ,
ATRIO 0.1000E+01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0	 0.0
RILE 6 ,.
CELLn 169 P= 99999 S+ 77777 3
JTRIO 7 0 10 0 0 0 i
ATR10 0.1000E+01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0	 0.0
FILE 7
c CELL= 163 99999 S= 77777
JTN1O 6 0 t0 0 -t 0
6
ATRIS 0.1000E+01 0.0 0.0 000
f,
0.0	 0.0
., FILE a
k
CELLM 197 P= 99994 SP 77777
JTRI! 9 3 1 0 0 0.
LATRIO 0.1000E+01 000 000 0.0 0.0	 0.0
Figure 5.3.1 Dump of Node Files for Figure 3.4.2
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P = 99999, but it has a successor, S = 15. Since we have 3 arcs leaving
node 2, we have three entries in We 2. Each entry represents an arc.
The meaning of JTRIB and ATRIB values (refer to Tables , 5.2.1 and 5.2.2)
agree with the information supplied in Figure 3.4.2. The second entry
corresponds to the arc (2,6) and it has P = 1 and S = 29. This indicates
that the previous entry starts at NSET(l) and the next entry starts at
NSET(29). The last entry in this file corresponds to arc ( .2,7), S	 77777
indicates that this is the last entry. Files 3, 4 and 5 also have 3
entries each. Files 6, 7, and 8 have only one entry each. P = 99999 and
S = 77777 for each of them.
The way in which a chain is built by the predecessor and successor
pointers make the storage allocation very efficient. The program always
keeps track on the first available space in NSET/QSET, the address of the
first and last entry in eae/,,, Oile by using some other pointers. This
mechanism is the same as in GASP IV (reference 19).
The statistical and histogram storage arrays are also dumped whenever
the dump is produced from an error condition or the user requests it after
execution.
°L
e	 1
x
The array SUMA contains the information from which the node summaries
are produced. If X,represents the observations then each row of SUMA will
contain the following
SUMA(-J)	 =	 sum of X's
SUMA(•,2)	 -	 sum of squares of X's
SUMA( • ,3)	 number of observations
SUMA( • ,4)	 minimum of the observations
SUMA(-,5)	 maximum of the observations
229
ORIGINAL PAGE 19
OF POOR QUAD"
ARRAY SUMA
9(	 0) 0.5000E+03 0.2500E+06 0.1000Et01 0.5000E + 03 0.5000E+03
7(	 0) 0.4527E+03 0.1233E+05 0.20002f02 0.6122E+01 0.4504E +02
6(
	
0) 0.4924E+03 0.1414E+05 0.2100E+02 0.7072E+01 0.4741E+02
9COST 0.0 0.0 0.1000E+01 0.0 0.0
7COST 0.0 0.0 0.2000E+02 0.0 0.0
6COST 0.0 0.0 0.2100E+02 0.0 0.0	
a
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}	 Figure 5.3.2 is a dump of SUMA after execution for Figure 3.4.2. The rows
of SUMA are printed in order.
	 Each statistics node requires at least two
.a
1
rows in SUMA. One collects time statistics and the other collects cost
statistics. In addition, if count types exist, each statistics node will
require a row for each count type. Further, if C-nodes exist in the network,
the last two rows in SUMA will contain the information for the master time
and cost accumulators, in that order. Each row is labeled with the number
	 +!
of the associated node. Rows for time statistics are listed first. Count
type information immediately follows the time information. The notation
11 6(1)" would indicate that that row is for node 6, count type 1. The
a
cost ^ iows follow these, and finally the time and cost accumulators are
	 i
listed.
Included in the dump of statistical arrays is a printing of the
histogram storage array JCELS. The 32 cells of each histogram are printed
and labeled with node numbers. Time histograms are printed first and then
cost histograms. As before, the last two rows in JCELS contain the histograms
for the master time and cost accumulators. See Figure 5.3.3 for the dump
of JCELS for Figure 3.4.2.
5.4 Compatibility and Portability
With current array dimensions, GRASP requires about 33000 10
 words of
core memory. In addition, if self-scaled histograms are utilized, a disk
storage device is required.
	 k,
Specific user actions are as follows;
1. The variables in the main program for card reader (NCRDR),
i
printer (NPRNT) punch (NPNCH) and disk file (NHIS) equipment
numbers must be set properly. Further, if the dimension of
QSET is changed, the variable MAXQS must beset equal to the
232
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dimension of QSET, IMN = maximum node number allowed,
and MAX = the maximum number of empirical distributions
permitted
k 2. Function RANF is the function that generates uniform
pseudo-rand6n, numbers on the interval (0,1). Its 	 -±
argument ISEED is defined by the user and automatically
r
i'
changes every time this function is called. It is
:j
recommended that the random number generator contained on the
user's computer system be used.
3. GRASP was originally developed on a CDC 6400 system (reference
y	
21). This AMDAHL version includes some new features, such a;
as the node release mechanism, and does not retain some of
e	 `
the earlier characteristics. For instance, the initial value
of the seed for the random number generator is no longer
available during the simulation because it is not needed for
most purposes. Other omissions are the use of the random
number generator as a specific subprogram, and the subroutine
previously used for time limit checking. A time limit is
always available through the job card when we run the program.
5.5 Adjusting the Array Sizes of GRASP
The maximum size network that GRASP can accommodate is determined
0
by the dimensions of certain arrays that are contained in the labeled 	
{.
^
	
	 hr.
COMMON blocks GL throgh G7. These COMMON statements are shown in Figure ly	 5.4.1	 This section will list the present size limitations for GRASP and
give instruction on how to alter those dimensions if desired.
F
-
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pv Q
	
ORIGINAL PAQF 'S	 r
OF POOR QUAL'Ty,
 ;
b
COMMON QSET(5600) 	 00000010
COMMON /GY/ :,iFA,MvC,IPRT,ICRD lI11,1bt2,blAXQS,NT2R,NC2R,NOQ,NSNK, 	 00000011
1 NRUN,NRNS,ISED,TNOW,ATRIB(6),JTRIG(6),NAME(20),JCELS(200,32) 	 00000012
COMMON /G2/ FIFE(300),MLE(300),NQ(300),PARM(100,4),SUM1(300), 	 00000013
1 SUM2(300),SUM3(300),SUM4(300),SUt15(300),NT2C2,EPS	 00000014
COMON /G3/ KST1(100),XLOW(200),NREL1(300),NREL2(300),NREL(300), 00000015
1 MREL(300),KST4(100),KST3(100),NTYP^v(300),WIDTH(200),NSTS,NCTS 	 00000016	 k
COMON /G4/ XSTUS(100),SI);ICT,CSTUS(100),NCND,NCNL,NCNU,T2,C2,
	
00000017
1 ITFLG,ICFLG,,TYYY,T000,TIMTD,COSTD
	 00000018
C01,510N /G5/ MSTN(2000,2),,IST(300),KST2(300),IGRF,JGRAF,SCAL
	 00000019
COMON /G6/ NCEL(10),PROS(32,10),VAL(33 0 10),ISEC(3,10),IIAX,NIIIS, 00000020
1 KIIIST,NPNCH	 00000021
COMMON /G7/ ID,ItiN,IDMP,NDTU,NSKD,NSTR,NETR,TSTR OTETR,NSRC,NDRT, 00000022
1 NSORC(100),NPO(100),NABA(200)
	 00000023
w 'x
i
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Immediately following this text are tee numbered sections. Each
section describes an attribute of a GRASP network that is limited by array
sizes. There are three parts to each section. The first is a variable
or expression that can be computed from the GRASP network that the user
intends to simulate. When this value is obtained, it must be compared
to the "current maximum" value which is the second part of each section.
If the actual value is not greater than this maximum, then the array
sizes are sufficient to process the network.
If some attribute of the network exceeds one or more fo the current
maximum values, then the "Arrays Affected" must be redimensioned. The
affected arrays are the third part of each numbered section. The minimum
r	 ,
t
sizes for these arrays are given in terms of the variable or expression
a
that was computed for the users network. Note, however, that when the
COMMON blocks are changed, numerical values must be inserted in place of
the variables shown in the "Arrays Affected".
For example, consider Section 1: Largest Node Number. The variable
name is IMN. Suppose the largest node number in our network is 115. The
current maximum is 300. Since 115 is less than 300, no arrays need to be
changed. On the other hand, if the largest node number is 341, the dimensions
of all of the affected arrays must be changed to at least 342.
The variable name or expression given in each section is intended to
M	 help the user in computing the values for his network and in figuring the
minimum dimensions required if some arrays must have their dimensions changed. 	
s
}
With three exceptions, the user is not required to set values for these
{ variables in GRASP. The three exceptions are IMN the variable for the
maximum node number, MAX, the variable for the maximum number of empir•icaT
t
I
I
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distributions which can be stored by GRASP at one time, and MAXQS, the
variable for the length of QSET. Values for these variables must be
set by the user in the main program whenever the arrays in Sections 1, 90
or 10 are, changed.
In t>ther words, when changing array dimensions for those arrays
mentioned in Sections 2 through 8, the only FORTRAN statements that the user
must change are the COMMON statements. When changing the arrays in Sections	
,1
1, 9, or 10, the FORTRAN statements that set values for IMN, MAX, and MAXQS
must also be changed.
1. Largest Node Number
Variable:	 IMN
Current Maximum = 300
We can have at most 299 nodes in the network since we cannot have
node #1.
Arrays Affected:	 MFE(IMN), MLE(IMN), NQ(IMN), NREL1(IMN)9
NREL(IMN, NTYPE(IMN), NFTBU(IMN), NREL2(IMN),
MFEN(IMN, LSINK(IMN), MREL(IMN)
(The variable 'MN must be set in the main
program whene±ier these arrays are redimensioned).
2. Largest Number of Statistics Nodes
Variable: NSKS
Current Maximum: 100 	
,A
Arrays Affected:	 JCELS(2*NSKS,32), NSINK(NSKS), XLOW(2 *NSKS),
WIDTH(2*NSKS), NSNR(NSKS), JSINK(NSKS),
XSTUS(NSKS) CSTUS(NSKS)
Note: The first dimension of JCELS must be greater than or equal
to 44, since the array is also used during subsystem input.
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3. Maximum Number of Count Types
Variable:	 NCTS < C NXX	 NX	 _ 2NSKS
Current Maximum: 2*NCTS + (NCTS*NSKS) + 2 < 250
where NXX is the first dimension of SUMA and
NX = 0 if no C-nodes, NX = 2 if C-nodes in
the network.
	
[ ] menas truncated to the
next lower integer
Arrays Affected:
SUMA(2*NCTS + (NCTS * NSKS) + 2, 5);
t 44 Maximum Number of Count Types (NCTS) Plus Statistics Nodes
Expression:	 2*NSKS + (NCTS * NSKS) +2
_ Current Maximum: 123 with C-nodes
125 without C-nodes
Arrays Affected: SUMA(2 * NSKS + (NCTS * NSKS) + 2, 5)
r	 5. Maximum Parameter Set Number
Variable:	 NPRMS
Current Maximum: 100
Arrays Affected: PARAM(NPRMS,4)
6. Maximum Number of Source Nodes
Variable:	 NCRC
Current Maximum: 100
Arrays Affected: NSORC(NSRC)
tl
`	 7. Cargest Positive Activity Number
a
Variable:	 MMACT
t
Current Maximum: 100
t
a Arrays Affected: NPO(MMACT)
i
^	 1
8. Maximum Number of Activities Tri ggering Modifications
MACT Plus the Number of Modifications MODS
Expression: MACT + 2 * MODS
Current Maximum: 200
Arrays Affected: NABA(MACT + 2 * MODS)
9. Maximum Number of Arcs in a Network that Can Occur
in a Simulation Run 	 x
Variable: ID	
i
Current Maximum: 400
Arrays Affected: NSETN(ID,2), QSET(14 * ID)
(when QSET is redimensioned,
the variable MAXQS msut be
set to the length of QSET
rin the main program)
10. Maximum Number of Empirical Distributions
Variable: MAX
Current Maiimum: 10
Arrays Affected: PROB(32,MAX), VAL(33,MA'),
ISEC(3,MAX), NCEL(MAX)
(The variable MAX must be set in
the main program whenever these
arrays are redimensioned)
2.
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APPENDIX A
A GLOSSARY OF IMPORTANT GRASP VARIABLESf	 _	 1
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Variable Use
ATRIB(6), JTRIB(6) Buffer array for data transfer.
COSRN Cost in C-node for this run.
COSTD Old cost-to-date in C-nodes.
CSTUS(100) Storage area used in collecting cost statistics.
C2 Termination criterian in a C-node (NEW - 6 card)
DD Character variable equal to 'D' characterizing
the output of a node.
OUM(1408) Working array equivalent to
EPS Threshold value within which 2 or more events are
considered to have occurred simultaneously
ICFLG Input variable indicating whether the C2-criterian
will terminate the simulation run or not.
ICHNG When equal to 1, indicate that the EDITrmode is on.
ICRD Number of the input file (usually = 5 for card reader)
ID Maximum number of entries that can fit in NSET/QSET.
IDMP Option for dumping the content of the files.
I
t 7
)
P _
6
fi
o
IGRF	 Option for the type of histograms to be printed.
IMN
	 Maximum node number allowed by array sizes (300).
IM1, IM2	 Length of array ATRIB, JTRIB (=6):	 tr y
INOUT	 Type of node, 1 for source, 2 for sink, 3 for stat.,
4 for a mark node. 	 t
D
(PARS	 Parameter set number
IPASS	 Indicates when equal to 0 that the number of arcs
in a particular subsystem is greater than 99.
IP2M
IRNK
ISEC(3., 10)
ISED
ISIM
ISIMX
ITFLG
ITED
JCELS'(. , 32 )
JGRAF
JJJ(50)
KACTS
KEYS((7)
KHIS
KHIST
`	 KOUNT(I)f'	 r
KST1(K)	 NODE
KST2(NODE) = K
I
x
r	 ;
d	 ^^
I
i
•	 t	 .
z
Device number for the output (usually = 6 for
line printer).
Points to the location of the lst available group
of 3 cells in the array NRP (.)
Dummy pointer in node replacement section.
Rank
	 of an area being edited,
storage area used in subroutine ASSGN and DISCR.
Seed For random number generation.
Number of simultaneous events at time TNOW.
Maximum value of ISIM at any time (=50).
Input variable indicating whether the T2 criterian
will terminate the simulation run or not.
Variable set equal to 1 if the number of subsystems
exceeds 10.
Storage array for histograms.
Takes the value 1 if ATRIB(3) or ATRIB(4) > 0.
Working array for simultaneous events.
Number of arcs in a particular subsystem.
Storage array for the key words NEW, RUN, STOP,
HIST, SAVE, EDIT and PUNC.
Number assigned to an empirical distribution.
Number of histograms to be collected.
Current value of count type I.
Array containing the statistics node numbers.
K is the k-th statistics node.KST1 and KST2 point
to one another.
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 It 
~' 1
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Use
Statistics code (,^.B,I,D,C) maintained in
the k-th statistics node.
Counts the number of times a statistic of type
KST3(K) has been collected in the k-th statistics
node
Copy number of a particular subsystem.
Subsystem type.
Storage for the keywords PARM, ARCS, NODE, CNOD
and ONE, used duri„'fig the EDIT mode.
Maximum number of arcs triggering modifications.
Maximum number of empirical	 distributions.
Maximum length of NSET/QSET.
Storage for the characters F,A,B,S,D and C
indicating the type 67 statistics to be collected.
Location in NSET/QSET of Ist available space for
storing an entry in a file
Location in NSET/QSET of 1st entry of file I.
Location in NSET/QSET of last entry of file I..
Largest number an arc can have (=100=/dimension
of NPO)
Variable
KST3(K)
KST4(K)
KSSP
KSUBS
KTYP(S)
MACT
MAX:
MAXQS
MDATA(6)
MFA
MFE(I)
MLE(I) .
MMACT
<j
sf
II
1
i
MOD1
MODS
MREL(I)
MREL1
MREL2
MSINK
Input variable equal to 1 if modifications exist
in the network.
Number of modifications in the network.
Current value of the release counter of node I.
N1 an input for the node being read in.
N2 an input for the node being read i n.
Type of statistics to be collected: f A,B,C D or I.
r	 t^
r;
1.
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I4 Variable Use
MST(NODE) = Y
'MST starts a chain of arcs that arrive to a
MSTN(I,1) = cell in node.	 MSTN(I,1.)	 is the location in NSET/QSET
NSET/ SET of an arc arriving at node NODE. 	 MSTN I2 l
MSTN(I O 2) = I2 is the next such arc, etc.
MXC 2nd	 argument	 in the size of arrayE JCELS(.,.)	 (=32)
€ NASA (100) Storage array for network modification.
NABYA (24) Buffer for storing the content of arc data card
in node replacement section.
NACTN An activity number that triggers the replacement
of a node to occur.	 if negative, it represents
a continuation of previous card information.
NACTS Number of activities in a particular subsystem.
r _
NAME(20) Array representing the general 	 information about
the network
NCEL(1) Number of cells in
	
empirical	 distribution #I.
NCELS Number of cells in current
	
empirical	 distribution.
NCLT Number of quantities on which statistics are to
be collected.
NCND Number of C-nodes.
NCRC Maximum number of source nodes allowed.
NCTS Number of count types,.
NC2R Current value of C2.
NDIN1 Indicates the Ist node in, in node replacement
section.
NDIN2 Indicates the next node in, in node replacement
section.
NDOUT Indicates the node out in node replacemen,
'section,
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NDR(N) If node N is to be replaced by another node, then
NDR(N) points to the location in NRP(. 	 where the
1st replacing node is located.
NDT Number of delay type nodes.
i NEND(50) Working array representing end nodes of arc term-
inating at the same time
a NETR Run number for end of tracing.
NHIS Number of the output file for storing an em-
pirical distribution in a histogram form.
a
NHIST Number of histograms collected.
-
NNSUD R^aNumber of node s in ^:wrt icular subsyste m.r
NOQ Largest node number read in.
NPNCH Number of the output f ile for intermediate
results to be used in a later simulation.
	
f	
,
NPO(NACTN) For activity type NACTN, it indicates the
sta^+ ing location in NABA where modification
information is stored, such that:
NABA(NPOS) = NABYA(I) = node out
NABA(NPOS+1) = NABYA(1+1) = node in
Entries in NABA are separated by zeros.
NPOS Total number of nodes affected by replacement._
Lt represents the number of items in NABA and
is an even number.
NPRMS Largest parameter set number,
NPRT Output option if equal to 1 then the input data
s
cards will	 not be printed out.	 w,
NQ(S) Current number of entries in file I.
1
# NREL(I) initial value of the release counter of node 	 i
I.	 It is	 either NRELV I) or NREL2 (I) ,
l
OL'iC1
i
d
t,
Variable Use
NRNS Input value specifying the total number of runs
for the simulation.
NRP(.) Contains a replacing node in each group of
3 cells.
NRUN Number of the current simulation run
NSBS Input value specifying the number of subsystems
in the network.
NSET(I) Integer representation of filing array. 	 Used
for integer attribute values and pointers.
NSINK(K) Node number of the K-th statistics node.
NSKD Total number of sink and delay nodes.
NSKND Number of sink and not delay nodes.
NSKS Maximum number of statistics nodes allowed.
NSKT Total number of (sink node releases to end the
simulation run;	 (the sink nodes must be different).
NSNK Total number of sink nodes.
NSORC(100) Storage array for source nodes.
NSRC Total number of source nodes.
NSSP Number of times a particular subsystem occurs.
NSTC Total number of accumulator nodes.
NSTD Total number of stat. and delay nodes.
NSTND Total number of stat. and not either a delay
or accum.nodes.
NSTO1(99) - NST08(99)
	
Temporary arrays for storing node information
needed for subsystem generation.
NSTR	 Run number for beginning of tracing.
r	 ,^
i
L^tl
MFMF
Variable
	
Use
1y	 I
F
Number of statistics nodes.
Number of statistics, sink and accumulated
type nodes.
Storage area for input subsystems.
NSTS
NSTST
NSUBI(10,4)
NT = NTYPE(NODE)
NUACT
	
Used for subsystem arcs in NEW-0 input card.
NUNOD
	
Used for subsystem nodes in NEW-2B input card.
NT2C2
	
Number of times system exceeded both T2 and C2.
NT2R
	
Current value of T2
PARM(,4)	 Storage area for parameter sets:
PP	 Character variable equal to 'P' specifying that
the output of a node is stochastic.
4	 a
a
a
{
}
i
y
i
PRAM(4) Parameter values as described in Table 4.3.2.
PRMV Character variable characterizing the input side
of a node.	 Can take values equal	 to HH =	 'H',
AA =	 'A',	 or UU =	 'U'?
PROB(32 9 .) Probability storage for empirical 	 distributions.
PTOPT Output characteristics of a node equal	 to PP = 'P'
for stochastic nodes or DD = 'D' or blank for
deterministic nodes.
QSET(.) Real valued representation of file storage areas.
SCAL Scale factor for distribution type 10.
'	 STO1(99)	 - ST06(99) Toniperary arrays for storing arc information
needed for subsystem generation.
SUMA(.,5) `Statistical storage for node summaries.
SUMCT Total cost for an activity.
TCCC Cummulative cost of still active C-nodes at end
of runs.
4
# Variable Use
TIMTD Old time-to-date in c-nodes.
TIM1 If TIM1 = 0, then start tracing when TNOW > 1"IM1.
TIM2 Stop tracing when TNOW > TIM2.
TIMRN Time in C-node for this run.
TNOW Current simulation time.
TYYY Cumulative	 times of still active C-nodes at
end of runs.
T2 Maximum value for C-node time accumulator
statistics.
VAL(SS,) Cell values for empirical distributions.
i WIDC Same as WIDH but for cost histograms.
WIDH Width of each cell of a histogram.
WIDTH(200) Storage area for width of cells at nodes where
F histograms are to be collected. 	 4
G	 r WTC1 Same as WTT1 but for costs.
WTT1 Width of cell for master C-node time histogram.
XCOST Accumulated cost in C-node to date.
XLC Same as XLL but for cost histograms.
XLC1 Same as XLT1 but for costs.
XLL
i
Lower limit of the second cell of a histogram.
XLOW(.) Storage array for the lower limit of the second
cells of the	 histograms.
XLT1 Lower limit of second cell of master C-node
time histogram.
4
SXTUS(100) Work storage area used in collecting time statistics.
XTIME Accumulated time in C-node to date.
j
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APPENDIX B
GRASP ERROR TYPES	 '
r^,
Error Number	 Subroutine	 Probable C''
10	 GASP	 The program is very likely going
through an infinite loop. Check
the network model around the
node indicated
11 RMOVE Attempt to remove an entry from an
empty event file.
	 Since entries
that are removed from the event
file are scratched, it is likely
that the program stopped because
the flow of transactions ends at
a node that is not a C-node or
a sink node
13 DATIN Attempted to Edit in arc that does
not exist i
14 GSAVE Attempted to save a histogram with
no observations recorded
22 GASP Number of statistics nodes to realize
the network is < 0.	 Probable
cause is incorrect dimension of
QSET
23 SCHAT Pointing error in filing array.
Probable incorrect dimension
of QSET of value of MAXQS
87 FILEM Filing array field. 	 Increase
dimension of QSET and check
value of MAXQS
88 FILEM Filing pointer error.
	 Increase
dimension of QSET and check
value of MAXQS
89 NFIND Entry in file to be located; has
negative location. 	 Probable
incorrect dimension of QSET
90 COLCT Probable cause is incorrect data
	 F-
input of number of statistics
	 .
nodes or count types
a
Error Number
95
97
Subroutine
DATIN
RMOVE
98 GASP
99	 DISCR
Probable Cause
Increase dimension of array NASA
Attempted to remove an entry from
a file that does not exist.
Probable incorrect dimensions
of QSET or attempt to release a
node that has no arc originating
from it.
There are too many simultaneous arc
completions. Check the model or
increase the dimension of MEND,
JJJ and change the value of ISMIX
in the subroutine GASP
Requested sample from empirical
distribution number greater than
MAX. Check data input and value
of MAX
f
F
GRASP LISTING
APPENDIX C
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C J00000011
C GRASP VERSION OATE'D JULY	 1ST.	 1981a THE CAPAOILITY TO PROCESS 00000002; 4
C SIMOLTANeOUS eVFNTSs	 *-lULTIPLZ ANV COMPOI )ND NODE REPLACEMENTS 0000030
C WAS ADOeD TO THS GRASP VERSION DATED JUN F	 ISTs	 1979. THE IQ79
C VERSION CCNTAINS EXTENSIONS TO THE NODE RELEASE MECHANISMs 00000005
C AND IS BASED ON THE MARCH 159	 1976 VERSION * THE FIRST VERSI,:N 00000006
C OF GRASP WAS BASED ON SUBSYSTEM AND C--NODE ADAPTATION OF 00000007
C GFRTS—IIIZ9 VERSION DATED JUNE 209	 1973. 00000008
C 00000009
COMMON OSET(5600) 00000010'
COMMON /GI/ MFAsMXC9IPRT91CRD91MI9IM2 t MAXQS * NT2R * NC2R 9 NOQ9NSNK9 00000011
I	 NRUN * NRNS * ISED•TNOW•ATRIB(6)9JTRIB(6)•NAME(20)9JCELS(200932) 00000012
COMMON	 /G2/ MFE(300)9MLE(300) 9 NQ(300)9PARM(10094)9SUMI(300)9 00000,013I	 SUM2(300)9SUM3(300)9SUM4(300) * SUMS(300)oNT2C29EPS 00006014
COMMON /G3/ KST1(100) * XLOW(200) * NPFL1(300) * NREL2(300)9NREL(300)9 00000015,
I	 MREL(300)9KST4(100)sKST3(100) * NTYPE(300)oWIDTH(200)9NSTS gt ICTS 000000161
COMMON /G4/ XSTUS(100),SUMCT9CSTUS(100)oNCN09NCNL9NCNU * TR * Cev 00000017.
1	 ITFLG91CFLG * TYYY * TCCC * TIMTD,COSTO ocl 0000ls ^COMMON /G5/ kiSTT1(200092) * MST(300)9KST2(300)91GRFvJGRAFPSCAL 00000019 j
COMMON	 /G6/ NCEL(10)9PROB(32410)9VAL(33910)91$EC(3 * 10)•MAXoNHISt 00000020 1^
1	 KHISToNPNCH OOO00021l
COMMON /G7/ ID * LMNiLDMPoNOTUoNSKOoNSTR•NETRvTSTRoTETR•NSRCeNOPTo 00000022,
1	 NSORC(100)9NP0(100)9NA8A(200) 0000002 3-
DOUBLE PRECISION SUMI,SL)M2 0000002 4
C 00000025
C*****,'ET EQUIPMENT NUMBERS FOR CARD RF.ADER(ICRD)	 s	 PRINTER (IPRT) 00000026
C***-**	 9 PUNCH(NPNCH)v AND HISTOGRAM STORAGE(NHIS)(OPTIONAL) 000000271
C*****SET MAX LENGTH OF QSET(MAXQS)9 MAX NODE NUMBEP(IMN)f	 AND MAX 000000251
C*****NUMB-=R OF =-MPIRICAL DISTRIBUTIONS(MAX) 00000029
C 00000030
ICR0=5 00000031" A
IPRT=6 00000032^^
NPNCH=2 00000033
NHIS=1 0000003'
MAX03=5600 0000003!i
IMN=300 0000003 6
MAX=10 0000003 7
1-41=6 0600003 E
I Im 02 = 6 0000003.
I D l if-) = 0 00000040
lo=MAXQS/( Im1+1-142+2) 00000041
10 CALL GASP 0000004Zt
GO TO	 10 0000004 2
END 0000004 4
C 0000000
SUBROUTTME DATIN 00)0000,
r	 T ( 56, 0 0)-)I -A IZ- NS 1 014	 NS noo0000	 ,000
DIMFNi	 N;Nrr'YA( 24) v	 ^QATA(()) 9	 O RAM(4) q	 KF-Ys( 7) 9	 KT'(*3 (I ON	 5) 0000000
I	 Du lll ( 1 40-t3) 0000000.
0 
1 
MEN S I ON NSU a I ( 10 ( 4 ) 9	 NS T 0 A ( 99) 9	 NST 011- P9) v	 NS T 0 3 (99)	 N 5 TQ4 9 1) 00000001
',)1 14;-7NSTON NST05(99)9	 NSTG6(99)s	 N5TC7(9 q )9	 C; T)1(9 c) )t	 STOZ(99) 03000.00
'DIMENSION ST03(79)9	 ST04(99)9	 ST05(99)9	 STOfj(09) 9 	NST05(9Q) 0000000
COMMON OSET(5603) 0000000
	
.
COMMON	 IG I /	 'AF A 9.44XC 9 IPP7 s ICPD o IR1 s IM R P 'k'iAX GS 9 J4T2R 9 N-C2R 9 NJQ v NSMK 9 00000011',
I	 i'lTRUN % 111RNS 9 1 SEDp TNOW 9ATR IB (6	 9JTR19( 6	 9 NAME ('t"O) 9 J C--LS (200	 32) 001)0001
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COMMON /G2/ 14FE(300)9MLE(300). NG(300),PARM(100.4).SUM1(300)9 00000012
1	 SUM2(3300)•SUM3(300),SUM4(300)9SUM.9(300)9NT2C2*EPS 00000013
COMMON /G3/ KST1(100),XLOW(200)*NRELI(300)9NREL?_(300)•N REL ( 3 00) ,. 00000014
-	 1	 MREL(300)•KST4(100) ►KST3(100)9NTY nE(300)rWIDT H (2 00)r NST5 9 MGTS 00000015 5
COMMON /G4/ XSTUS(100),SUMCT,CSTUS(100),NCND# NCNL,NCNU9T2,C2• 00000016
1	 ITFLG,ICFLG•TYYY,TCCC*TIMTD,COSTD 00000017
COMMON /r5/ MSTN(2000.2) ♦ MST(300)9KST2(300)+IGRF,JGRA F ,SCAL 00000018
{	 COMMON /G7/	 IDsIMN,IDMP * NDTU, NSKD ,NSTP,NETR•TSTR,TETR,NSRC*NDRT9 00000019
1	 NSORC(100),NPO(100)9NA8A(200) 00000020 fi
EQUIVALENCE	 (JCELS(19l)9DUM(1))9	 (NSTO1(1)9DUM(l))r 00000021
1	 (NST02(1)*DUM(100)),	 (NSTO3(1),DUM(199))9	 (NSTO4(1)•DUM(298))v 00000022
2	 (NSTO5(l),DUM(397))9	 (NST06(1),DUM(496))9	 (NST07(1),DUM(595))-, 00000023
3	 (NST08(1)tDUM(I288))v	 (STO1(1)9DUM(694)),	 (STO2(1),DUM(793))9 00000024
4	 (ST03(1)*DUM(892))9
	
(ST04(1)9DUM(991))s	 (.ST05(1)90UM(1090))9 00000025
{	 5	 (ST06(1),DUM(1189)) 00000026
EQUIVALENCE (NSET(1)90SET(i)) 00000027
.i(	 DATA PP/1HP/,DD/lHD/9UU/lHU/*AA/1HA/,HH/1HH/*BLK/1H / 00000028
DATA MOATA(1) * MDATA(2)9MDATA(3),MDATA(4),MDATA(5)* MD A TA ( 6 ) /1 HF, 00000029
I	 1HA,IHB.IHI.IHD9IHC/ 00000030
DATA KEYS(1)•KEYS(2),KEYS(3),KEYS(4)*KEYS(5)9KEY S (6) /4HNEW , 00000031
`	 1	 4HRUN .4HSTOPs4HHIST94HSAVE94HEDIT/,KEYS(7)/4H PUNC/ 00000032
DATA KTYP(1).KTYP(2),KTYP(3)•KTYP(4).KTYP(5)/4HPARM94HARCS•4HNODE•00000033
1	 4HCN0Dr4H0NE / 0000003Yy	 DATA KNOsKYES /2HN093HYES/9IBLK/1H / 0000.0035
DOUBLE PRECISION SUM19SUM2 00000036
C 00000037
IF (IOMPmGE.2)	 CALL ERROR ( —IDMP) 00000038
NRUN=I 00000039
KSSP=O 00000040
ITED=O 00000041
f	 ICHNG=0 00000042
ITFLG=O 00000043
I CFLG=O 00000044
FPS=.00001 00000045
C	 EPS IS THE THRESHOLD VALUE WITHIN WHICH 2 OR MORE EVENTS ARE 00000046
C	 CONSIDERED TO HE TIED * OR TO HAVE OCCURED "SIMULTANEOUSLY". 00000047
C THE PROGRAM CAN EASILY BE CHANGED SO THAT THIS VALUE CAN SE 00000048
C SPECIFIED ON INPUT.	 IT IS ASSUMED THAT EVENTS EI ♦ E2 * E3 SUCH 00000049
C THAT TI ,4E(E2) =TIME((E1)+EPS9 TTME(E3)=TIME(E,2)+wPS, 	 ARE ALSO 00000050
C CONSIDERED TO BE TIED ALTHOUGH TIME(E3) —TIME(E1) = 2*E.PS. 00000051
C :3Y DIVIDING THE INPUT VALUE OF CPS BY No THEN AS MANY A7 N 00000052
C EVENTS CAN BE CONSIDERED AS TIED IN THE SENS SPECIFIFD ON INPUT. 00000053	 X
DO 10 K=1,200 00000054
WIDTH(K)=O. 00000055
10 CONTINUE 00000056
20 ,READ (ICRD,1410 * ENO=1300 * ERR= 1300) KWORDON07,KHES 00000057	 s
WRITE	 (IPRTPI400) 00000058 k
30 DO 40 K=1,7 00000059
IF (KW0RDs EQ.KEYS(K)) GO TO 60 00000060
-40 CONTINUE 00000061
WRITE (IPRT91420)	 KWORD 00000062
50 CALL EXIT 00000063 `.,
60	 'IF (K 9 FQo5 * OR.K.EQ.7) WRITE	 (IPRT-* 1430)	 KWORD,NQD,KHIS -00000054
IF (K9NE_• .:3.AN0.K.NE.7) WRITE	 (IPRT91430')	 KWORD 00000065
GO TO	 (13091 290 9 50 9 70,80,90,80).	 K -00000066
le
^•w
r ^-
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70 CALL GRE'AA
GO TO ?0
80 CALL GSAVE (NUO9KHIS.K•K-WORD)
GO TO 20
90 ICHN3=1
KSSP=O
KSU9S=0
WRITE (IPRT91440) NAME
100 READ (ICRD91410 9 END=13009ERR=1300) KWOR09NOD.KHIS
00 110 K=195
IF (KTYP(K).EQ.KWORD) GO TO 120
110 CONTINUE
I'CHNG=O
GO TO 30
120 WRITE (IPRT91430) KWORD
GO TO (630 970 0 9 2.2091180.14-0);r K
130 TTED=O
C
C*****DATA CARD TYPE NEW-1
C
140 READ (ICRD91450,END=1300 9 ERR=1300) NAME9NPST9NSNK9NSTS9MODI9IGRF.
'1 NCND9NCTS,NSBS.IDMP,I'SED9NRNS9NSTR94NET49TSTR9TETReSCAL
WRITE (IPRT9 ! 460) NAME
IF (NRNa.LE.0) NRNS=l
IF (SCAL.E0.0.) SCAL=1.
IF (TSTR.GT9O..AND+NSTR.G'T.0) GO TO 160
IF (TSTR.L.EO..AND.NSTR.LE.0) GO TO 160`
IF (TSTR.GT.0) GO TO 150
TSTR=O.
TETR=99999599.
GO TO 160
150 NSTR= 1
NETR=NRNS
160 IF (NPPT9E0.0.) GO TO 170
WRITE (IPRT 91470) NSNK,NSTS9MODT9 IGRF.NQN:),NCTSvNSE3So ID.mP9ISED
WRITE (IPRT91480) NRNS.NSTR9NFTR.TSTR,TFTR*SCAL
170 IF (NETR.GE*NSTP) GO TO 180
WRITE (INRTr14t)O)
I T(--.D=1
180 IF (TETR9G=.T_STR') GO TO 190
WRITE (IPRT91490)
ITFD=1
191 IF (NSS i.LE910) GO TO 200
WRITE (IPRT91500)
I TF.D=1
203 IF'(ICHNG.EQ.1) GO TO 100
00 210 I=19tH^!
KST2(I)=0
,'-1TYP ( I )=0
213 CONTI NUr°
NS.I<ND= 0
NSKD=NSN?:
NSTO=NSNK+NCNO
NSTND=?IISr
NDRT=O
9. 54
r
00000067,	 a
00000069	 p
00000059
00000070
00000071x
00000072
00000073
00000074
000000751
00000076	 j
00000077	 a
00000078[
00000079.P
00000080
00000081
00000082'
000000,93
00000084`
00000085
00000086'	 i
00000087
00000088i;
	 a
OOOOOva9
00000090
000000911
00000092
00000093
00000094
00000095	 I
00000096;
00000097
0000 0096;
0000009?_
00000100
00000101
0000010
0000010.'.
0000010
000001Oa
00000106
0000010
00000104!'
000001Ot+
000001 l
00000111
000001'12
00o00.1 0 x
00000114
00000.11«,
00300110
000'.0117'` .
0000011-
00^3OU12^
000001-;1
f.
l>
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NSTC=NSNK+NCNO 00000122
C
00000123
*****NSKND--Sli4K NODE AND NOT A DELAY NODE 00000124
C*****NSKD--SIP4K AND OF—LAY NODE 00000125
C*****NSTD--STAT AND DELAY NODE 00000I26
C*****NSTND—STAT AND NOT EITHER A DELAY OR AN ACCUMULATOR NODE
r.
00000127
C*****NSTC--ACCUMULATOR NODE 00000128
C OOQ00129
NDT=0 00000130
NNCN=O 00000131
NSTST=O 00000132
C 00000133
l C*****NDT--NUMBER OF DELAY TYPE NODES 000001.34
C*****NNC, --NUMBER OF ACCUMULATOR TYPE NOD ES'N -00000135
,C*****NSTST--NUMBER OF STATi SINK 9 AND ACCUMULATOR TYPE NODES 00000136
C 00000137
N00=0 00000138
NSRC=o 00000139
KSU9S=0 00000140
IPASS=O 00000141
NSS 0=0 00000142
KSSP= O 00000143
jGRAF=0 00000144
220	 IF	 (NPRT * NE * 0 * )	 WRITE	 (IPRT * 1510) 000001-45
C 00000146
C*****DATA CARD 'TYPE NEW-2 AND 2Be 00000147
C 00000148
2.30	 READ	 (ICRO,1520vEND=1300vERR=1300) NODE91NOUToMRELIt^MREL2,VPTOPTio 00000149
t	 PRMVvXLLoWIDH•MSINK ► XLCvWIDC ► NUNOD 00000150
C 00000151
C*****NOTE-:--THF. LAST CARD OF THIS TYPE MUST HAVE ► 0 ► 	 IN CoLUmN .3 00000152
C	 INGOT CODE	 I=SOLJRCEY 2=SINK• 3=STAT• 	 4=MARK ►	 0=OTHEPWISE 00006153
C	 MSINK	 KST3	 DESCRIPTION 00000154
C	 F	 I	 STAT NODE FOR IST STATISTICS 00000155
C	 A	 2	 STAT NODE FOR ALL STATTSTTCS 00000156
C	 8	 3	 STAT NODE FOR BETWEEN STATISTICS 00300157
C	 1	 4	 STAT NODE FOR INCREMENT STATISTICS 00000158
C	 0	 5	 STAT NODE FOR DELAY NODE STATISTICS 00000159
C	 c	 6	 STAT NODE FOR ACCUMULATION NODE STATISTICS 00000160
C*****FOR ACTIVITIES COMING INTO A D — NOOE ► WE CANNOT HAVE COUNTER TYPES 00000161
C*****THF. SAME APPLIES TO ACCUMULATOR TYPE NODES 00000162
C 00000163
IF	 (rCHNG * EQ * l * ANDoNOQEoEQ * 0)	 GO TO 100 00000164
IF	 (PTOPTo l=04PP)	 GO TO 240 00000t6S
IF ( 0T0P. TeEQ.8LK) OTOPT=00 00000166
TF (PTOPT.EQ.00)	 GO TO 240 00r)00167
I TE r)= 1 00000168
240	 IF (NODEsE090)	 GO TO 480 00000169
P4RR=O 00000170
I,F	 (KSUBS.GT-0)	 GO TO 540 00000171
250	 IF (NOO * LT,NODE) iNCQ=NODE 00000172
IF	 (MRELI&EQ.0)	 MPEL1=1 00000173
IF (MREL2wFQ,0)	 MREL2=1 00000174
NRELI (NODE) = .IAP E.Ll 00000175
NREL2(NODE)=MREL2 00000176
pp►GORIGINAL 256FOR QUALITY
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IF ( INOUT.E00) GO TO 420 00000177`
IF (ICHNG.LE•O)	 GO TO 260 00000172
KKK=KST2 (NODE) 00000170' !
F GO TO 410 00000180:
260 GO TO
	
(310.270v2709300)9
	
INOUT 000001.81 r
w 270 NSTST=NSTST+1 0000018F IF (MS.INK.EQ * I9LK) MSINK=MOATA(1) 0000018
DO 2130 INPT=1,6 00000184
IF (MSINK•EO.MOATA(INPT))
	
GO TO 290 000001H
280 CONTINUE 0000018
WRITE (IPRT+1530) NODE,MSINK 0000013
ITED=1 0000018
290 IF (TNOUT.GT.2) GO TO 360 0000018
w GO TO 320 0000019
00000191 1300 KST2(_NODE)=-1
GO TO 420 00000197
310 NSRC=NS'RC+ l 00000191,
NSORC (NSRC) =NODE 000 00194
GO TO 420 00000190
320 IF (INPT.LE.4)
	
GO TO 350 00000196
KKK=NSKD 00000197
NSKD=NSKD-1 0000019f
330 NDT=NDT+i °00000199
340 KST3(KKK)=INPT 0000020
GO TO 400 0000020
350 NSKND=NSKND+1 0000020
KKK=NSKNO 0000020
IF (NSKNO.GT * NSNK) GO TO 390 0000020
GO TO 340 0000020'
0000020` 360 IF (INPT * LE.4)	 GO TO 380
IF (INPT.GT.S)
	
GO TO 370 00000201
NSTD=NSTD+1 0000020
KKK=NSTD 0000020<
GO TO 330 0000021 I
370 KKK=NSTC '0000021
NSTC=NSTC-1 0000021
NNCN=NNCN+1 0000021,
IF (NSTC.LT.NSNK)	 GO TO 390 000002.1
GO TO 340 OOtSl1021
313 KKK=NSTND 00000-''.1
l` NSTNP=NSTNO-1 0000021,
IF (NSTNO-NSNK.GE.NCNO,)	 GO TO 340 0000021•'
390 WRITE	 (I-P RT. iS40) , ^BODE 0000021
ITED=1 00000221
GO TO 420 0000022
400 KST1(KKK)=NODE 0000022;
KST2(NOOF)=KKK 0000022:. 
410 XLOW ( KICK) =XLL 0000022, t.
WIDTH(KKK)=WIDH 0070022°
ISUS=KKK+NSTS 0000022¢
X1_ ow('ISU3) =YLC 00000221
F WIDTH( ISUB)=WIDC 0000022;
42a IF	 CNPPT.GT.O * )	 WRITE	 (IP T•1550)	 NOD E ,"iZE'L1 (NODE),NKEI._211,4 0E) q oaoo02.2^
1 -PRMY.PTOPT•MS1Nk 00000231Z
` 'IF (ICHNG.`7.I)
	
GC TO 230 0000023	 i'
Offir4NA^ VA-Z (8
'OF POOR-,Rt,)
257
IF (PRMV * EQ * HH) GO TO 440
IF ( O RMV * NE,AA) GO TO 430
NRR=2
SO TO 450
430 IF (PRMV * NE * UU)' ^;O TO 450
NRR=3
GO TO 450
440 NRR=l
450 IF (PTOPTeEQoPP) GO TO 460
NTOPT=l
GO TO 470
460 NTOPT=2
470 NTYPE(NCOE)=2*NRR+NTOPT
IF (KSSP,GTol) GO TO 570
GO TO 230
480 IF (IPA55) 490#490#550
C
C*****TEST IF THERE ARE SUBSYSTEMS*
490 IF (NSBS * EQ * O) GO TO 610
500 KSSP=O
NNDS=O
00000232
00000233
00000234
00000235
00000236
00000237
00000238
00000239
00000240
00000241
00000242
00000243
00000244
00000245
00000246
00000247
00000248
00000249
00000250
00000251
00000252
00000253
00000254
C*****DATA CARD TYPE NEW-2A. 00000255
C*****READ IN suosys ,rem INFORMATION. 00000256
C*****NNSU8=NUMeER OF NODES IN PARTICULAR SU6SYSTEMo 00000;;4Z
C*****NSSP=NUM5ER OF TIMES PARTICUt,,AR SUBSYSTEM OCCURS * 00000lztd
C****#NACTS=NUM q ER OF ACTIVITIES IN PARTICULAR SUBSYSTEM * 00000259
C 0 0 0 0 0 2,15-P
READ	 (ICR09I5b0 ,* EN0=I300vERR=I300) NNSU9vNSSPipNACTS 000002k.,
C 00000262
C*****TEST FOR ERROR CONOITIONSe 00000263
C 00000264
IF (NNSUB * LEo99)	 GO TO 510 00000265
WRITE	 (IPRTtt57O) 00000266
ITC0=1 00000267
510 IF (NSSPoLZ!e20) GO TO 520
WRITE (IPRTvI580)
I TF-0= I
520 IF (lNlACTS9LE*99) GO TO 530
WRITE (IP.PT*1590)
JTF.0=1
5'2 0 rPASS
KSSD=KSSP+l
KSU8S=KS'U.9S+l
c
C?,;****STf)i-,E SUE SYSTEM INFORMATION.
C
N SIJ131 (KSUSS v, I ) =KSUFS
N$U8l(K'-;;)9Spa)=NSSP
NSUBI (KSLMS,p3) --NNSU8
NSUBI(KSUSS#4?=NACTS
C
C****-*WRITF- OUT SUBSYSTEM HEADING.
000002619
00000269
00000270
00000271
00000272
.000 0 0V.73
000009-74
000002. 75
0000OP76
00000:Z'77
00000;17)^
00000279
00000280
00000281
00000282,
00000283
003002)3,&
00000285
0000028—
lo
258
i
00 0 00281}
00000288`
00000289
00000290,;
1.	 00000291
00000292
00000293
C	 00000294
C**+***STORE SUBSYSTEM NODE INFORMATION.	 00000295.,:,,
C*****STO-( ) AND NSTO
— ( ) ARE THE TEMPORARY ARRAYS WHERE THE NODE: AND 00000.296
C*****ARC 'INFORMATION NEEDED FOR SUBSYSTEM GENERATION IS STORED.
	
00000297
C	 00000298
NSTO1(NNDS)-NO0E 00000299
NSTO2(NN0S)=INOUT 00000300
NST03(NNDS)=MRErL1 00000301
NST04 ( NNDS) =MR E)_2 000 0 03o.,, -
STO1(NNDS)=PTOP'T 00000303:
ST02(NNOS)=PRMV 00000304'
ST03(NNOS)=XLL 00000305,
ST04(NNoS)=WIDH 00000306#
MSTO5(NN05)=4S,"NK 00000307
STO r)(NNDS)=XLC 00000305;
5T06(NNDS)=WIDC 00000309
NST06 ( ►AND S) =NUNOD C0000031C
C 00000311
C*****PRQ --SS NODE INFORMATION. 0000031'
C 0000031
GO TO 250 0000031
550 IF (NNt)S.EQ.NNSU8) GO TO 560 000003.1
`NRITE	 (IPRT91610) 0000031
ITE0=1 00000311
C 0000031
C*****TEST IF ALL SUBSYSTEMS OF THIS TYPE ARE GENERATED, 00000.315
C 0000032
560 IF (K SSP. EQoNSSP) GO TO 590 0000032
NN:75=0 000 0032
KSSP=KSSP+L 0000032
G 0000032
Clc ****`GENERATE NEW SUBSYSTEM (NODE INF'OR'MATION). 0000032 w
C 0000032,
IF	 (NPRTeGTo0o)	 WRITE
	 (IPRT•1600')
	
KSUAS.KSSP 00000321,
570 :IF	 (NNDSeEf),NNSU6)
	
GO TO	 $60 0000030'. ,^i
t4Nt)S =NNDS+1 00000325
NODE=NSTO1(NNDS)+NNS08 000003"3(
NST01(NNDS)=N0DE 0000033)
INOUT=NST02(=NNDS) 0000033r
MRFL1=NST03(NNDS) 0000033:
IARFL2=NST04(NNDS) 00000334 w
PTf3PT=STO1(NNDS) 0000033-.
PRMV;=ST02 ( NNDS) 0000033'
XLL=STQ3(NNUS) 0000033
W IDH=ST04 ( NNDS) 0000033
MSTNK=NST05(NNOS) 0000033
XLC=STO5 (hJNDS) 0000034
W I DC=,ST06 ( NNDS) 00000:334
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IF (NPRT.GT * Oo) WRITE (IPRT.1600) KSU13S.-KSSP
GO TO 230
C
C*****READ IN SUSSYSTEM NODE DATA.
C*****THE LAST CARD OF THIS TYPE: MUST HAVE A ZFRQ IN FIELD
C
540 NNDS=NNOS+1
1X^
{
i
t
F
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d rs	
_^F,
,^	 t
1^	 NUNOD=NST06(NNDS)	 00000342
^C 00000343
•C*****PROCESS NF_W SUBSYSTEM NODE INFORMATION. 00000344
C** yx**FIRST TEST TO SEE IF NODE INFORM.AT'ION IS TO BE CHANGED.	 IF NOT 00000345
C*****PROCEED.
	 IF SO * READ IN NEW DATA AND UPDATE VARIABLES9 THEN 00000346
C*****PROCEED. 000003.47
^ C 00000348
IF (NUNOD—KSSP)
	
25095809250 00000349
C 00000350
C*****DATA CARD TYPE NEW-2C4 00000351
C 00000352
530 READ (ICRD916209END=1300 * ERR=1300). INOUT.MREL1•MREL2,PTAPT9PRMV, 00000353
1	 XLL9WIDHiNSINK9XLC.WIDC * NUNOD 00000354
;.	 NST06(NNDS)=NUNOD 00000355
GO TO 250 00000356
C 00000357
C*****IF ALL SUBSYSTEMS OF A PARTICULAR TYPE_ ARE PROCESSED9 CHECK TO SEJE00000358
^
!C*****IF ALL DIFFERENT TYPES ARE PROCESSED. IF ALL ARE PROCESSEO. 00000359
C*****PROCEED9
	 IF NOT CONTINUE. 00000360
C 00000361
590 IF (KSUBS.NE.NSSS) GO TO 500 00000362
IPASS=O 00000363
KSUBS=O 00000364
KSSP=O 00000365
IF (NCND.LE.NNCN)	 GO TO 600 00000366
E	 WRITE
	
(IPRT,1630)
i 00000367
ITED=1 00000368
600 IF (NSTS.LE.NSTST) GO TO 610 00000369I WRITE	 (IPRT91640) 00000370
ITED=1 00000371
6.10	 IF	 (NPRT.GT.O.)	 WRITE (IPRT91650) (NSORC(J).J=loNSRC) 00000372
IF	 (NPRT.GT.O.)	 WRITE (IPRT91660) (KSTI(K)9K=1•NSNK) 00000373
IF (NSNK.EQ.NSTS) GO TO 620 000003774
KPP=NSNK+1 00000375
F	 IF	 (NPRT.GT.O.)	 WP ITE	 (TPRT91670) (KSTl(K).K=KPP9NSTS) 000003'76
620	 IM=IMI-1 00000377
M XC=32 00000378
NPRMS=O 00000379
C 00000380
C *****fOATA CARD 'TYPE NEW- 3. 00000381
C 0040038,
630	 IF (NPRT.GT.O.)
	
WRITE (IPRT91660) 00000:83
640 READ	 (.ICRO* 16909ENQ y '1300,EP.R=1300) IPARS. (PRA:41(J) •J=1v4) 00000384
IF	 (ICHNG.'EQ.i. AND.I PARS.EQe0)	 GO TO 10^ 00000385
IF (IPARS.FQ.0)	 GO TO 660 00000386
DO 650 J=1 94 00000387
'FARM(IPARS9J)=PRRM(J) 00000388
` 650 CONTINUE 00000389
IF	 (NPPT.GT.O.)	 WRITE	 (IPRT'91.700)
IF (IPARS.LE.NPRMS) GO TO 640
IPARSs(PRAM (J)9J=1 ,4) 00000390
000,00391
NPRMS =IPA'RS 00000392
i GO TO 640 00000.393C
00000394
C*****INITIALIZE NSET 00000395
Fjg C 00000396
259
ti	
k
F7
260
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660 KQL=77777 00000397
f KO==88888 i0000039taa
MXl=IM1+IM2+2 00000399+
MX2=2*(Mxl-1)+1 00000400
INDX=O 000004.0 .1^
t 00 670 J=19ID 00000402
INDX'=INDX+MX1 00000403 1
NSET(INDX)=INDX+I 00000404
00000405"NSET(INDX-1)=XN0X —MX2
670 CONTLNUE 00000406
3
NSET( IMI+1'42+1)=0 00000407 ,
NSET(INOX)=KOF 00000406
70 680	 I=1910 00000409
MSTN (I , l) =0 00000410
MSTN(I+2)=I+1 00000411
680 CONTINUE 00000412
MSTN( IO •2)=KOF 00000413'
DO 6190 K=19NOQ 00000414!
MST (K)=0 00000415%
N0(K)=0 00000416;
MF1-(K)'+;0 00010417
MLE (K )':O 0000041 81
_	 690 ''am71Ui 1z 00000414,
MF %A=1 000 0 042 01
MFAN=1 00000421*
NDTL=NSKD+1 00000422!
NOTU=^lSKD+NDT+NCND 00000423
' NCNL=NSTC+1 000004241
NCNU=NC1,4L+NCND-1 00000421,
`
c
P	
.00000426,';
k	 ^r	 C*****WRITE MAIN HEADING AND INITIALIZE STATISTICAL POINTERS 00000427C 0000042°
NCLT=LASTS*(NCTS+2)+2 00000425
NHIST=LASTS*2+2 0000043
700 IF	 (.4PRT * GT.0-)	 WRITE	 (IPRT+1710) 00000431
NiJAC'T=0 00000432
C 000004"2-
C*****DATA CARD TYPE NEW-4 AND 4A. 00000434 w
C 0000043.
710 READ	 (ICR>'0o1720,END=t300,EF.R=1300)
	
ATRIB(I vJ09(JTRIB(JK) V JK-1, 0000043c
1 IM).ATRI3(3).ATR16(4)!pNUACT.JTRI F3(6).T,,'NK 00300431,
IF	 (ICHNG.=Q..1.AN0.JQ.EQ.0)	 GO TO	 100 0000043=' -
r IF	 (JTPIB(3).EOoO)	 JTRIB(3)=1 000:00431
IF	 (ATRIH(l)-LC.O.) 	 ATRIB(I)=1.0 0000044(
IF	 (ATRI9(3).GT.0.)
	
JGRAF=1 00000441,
IF (ATRl8(4).GT.0.)	 JGRAF=1 0000044
000004
ATR T'3 (a)=0. 0030044=
{ IF	 (JQ.EQ-.0)	 GO TO 910 0000 044P':
J0=TA8S(JQ) 000 006-4F
IF (KSU3S.GT.0)	 GO TO 930 0000044- 1
C 0000044.
C*****PROCSSS ARC INFORMATION. 0000044;
C 00000450
7ZO JD=JTR'rB(3) 00000453	 4
s	-„
261
z
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IF	 (JD.EQ•10)	 GO TO 840 00000452
If {JO.CQ.i3)
	
GO TO 040 00000453 i
J=JTRIB(2) 00000454
IF	 (J.GT.0)	 GO TO 730 00000455
JTRIS(2)= —J1'RID(2) 00000456
GO TO 840 00000457
730 IF 	 ( OAPM(Js4).GE.0.0) GO TO 740 00000458
C WRTTE (IPRT•1730)	 J 00000459
GO TO 840 00000460
740 GO TO (8409840.840984097509840F7R09790.800s840981098209840), 	 JD 00000461
750 PARM(J,4)=ALOG((PARM(Js4)/PARM"(Jr91))**2+1.0) 00000462
PARM( J91 )=ALOG(PARM(J ► 1)) — .5*PARM(J94) 00000463
PARM(J 9 4)=SQRT(PARM(J,4)) (►0000464
,t
IF	 (PARM(J92) * GT.O•)	 GO TO	 760 00000465
i
PARM(J92)=-1.0E20 00000466
GO TO 770 00000467
760 PARM(J92)-=ALOG(PARM(J97A)) 00000468
770 PAR4(J93)=ALOG(PARM(J93)) 00000469
! GO TO 830 00000470
780 CALL SETAXF 00000471
GO TO 830 00000472
`	 790 TEMP=PAPM(J,4)**2 00000473
PARM(J.4)=PARM(J, 1)* #*2/TE1AP 00000474
f' PARM(J,1')=PARM(J*1)/TEMP 00000475
GO' TO 830 00400476
300 CALL PF_RTXF 00000477 # y
GO TO X330 000008 ; 8
1	 810 PAR;4(J,4)=PARM(J,3) — PARM(J92) 00000479
PARM(J,1)=(PARM(J91) —PAP,M(J92))/PARM(J94) 00000480 :	 1
E GO TO 830 00000481 r
820 'FAM (J 9 1) =1 . /PARM (J. 1)R 0000 0482 7
r PARtM(J,4)=1./PARM(J.4) 00000463
830 PARM(J94)= —PARM(J,4) 00000,484
840 IF	 (ICHNG.LE90) GO TO 870 00000485
IF	 (IRNK.EQ.0)	 IRNK=1 00000486
INOX=NFIND(JTR.I8(1)9JQ,19"IRNK) 00000487
IF	 (INDX * EQ.0)	 CALL ERROR	 (13) 000004810, ")
00 850 K=1 v V41 00000489
NSET(INDX)=JTRIS(K) 00000490
INDX=INOX+1 00000491
'	 850 CONTINUE 00000492
00 860 K=29'IM2 00000493
QSET(IN0X+1)=ATRI8{K) 00000494
INDX=INDX+t 00000495
860 CONTTNUr= 00000496
GO TO 900 00000497 ;
fj 870 KCOLN= A4FA 00000498
CALL FILE`1	 (JQ) 00000499
JJ='JTRI p (I) 00000500
IF	 (NTYnE(JJ).LE.4)	 GO TO 900 00000501
NDRT=l 00000502
:MEANT=M STN ( MEAN• 2) 00000503 x°
IF	 (MST(JJ). 170.0)	 GO	 TO 830 00000504
MSTN(MFAN 2)=MST(JJ) 00000505_
GO TO 890 00000506
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880 MSTN(MFANr2)=KOL 00000507*
}	 890 MSTN(MF- AN• 1)=KCCLN 00000508,
1	 MST (JJ)=MFAN 00000x09
'AFAN=MFANT 000005/0 n
i	 C 00000511
C*****WRITE INDIVIDUAL ARC. 00000512
C 00000513
900	 IF	 (NPRT.GT.Ob)	 WRITE	 (IPRT91740)	 JO•(JTRIB(JK)•JK=19IM).ATRLB(1) ► 00000514
1	 ATRIB(3)'+ATRIB(4)9JTRIB(6) 00000515
IF (KSSP.GT.1) GO TO 940 00000516
GO TO 710 00000517
C 00000518
6i	 C*****TEST TO SEE IF THERE ARE SUBSYSTEMS,@ 00000519
C 00000520
910 IF (IPASS.GT.0)
	
GO TO 960 00000521
IF (NSBS * EQ.0)	 GO TO	 1010 00000522
920 KSSP=O 00000523
t '	 KACTS=O 000005249
iP45S =1 000005251
KSSP=KSSP+1 00000526
KSUBS=KSU85+1 000005274
C 00000528
C*****WRITE SUBSYSTEM HEAD.LNG. 00000523 -
C 00000530
`	 IF (NPRT * GT.O.)	 WRITE	 (IPRT,1600)	 KSU8S.KSSP 00000531
GO TO 710 00000532 '-F 	
C 000 00533
C*****READ ARC OF SUBSYSTEM. LAST CARD MUST HAVE A ZERO IN FIELD 1. 00000534'
C 00000535 +
930 KACTS=KACTS+1 00000536
C 00000537
C*****STORE SUBSYSTEM ARC INF = ORMATION. 00000538
C 00000539''
NSTOI(KACTS)=NUACT 00000540•
STOI(KACTS)=ATRIB(1) 00000541
NST02(KACTS)=JQ 00000542
NST03(KACTS)=JTRIS(I) 00000543
NST04(KACTS)=JTPIB(2) 00000544
NST05(KACTS)=JTRIE(3) 00000545
NST06(KACTS)=JTRT5(4) 00000546
NST07(KACTSY=JTRI8(5) 00000547
ST0.2(KACTS)=ATR.18(3) 00000548
9T03(KACTS)=ATR.IB(4) 00000549
NST0$(KAC'TS)=JTRIB(6) 000009501 .
K(	 GO TO 720 00000551
C 00000::52
-j	 C ,4= *:***TEST IF ALL OF PARTICULAR SUBSYSTEM'S ACTIVITIES APF 	 IN.	 IF NOT,- 0000055
C*****THEN GENERATE NEXT ONF.
`I 00000554EC 00000555r	 940	 IF (KACTS.,EO.NSU8I(KSU3S94); GO TO 990 00000556`
950 KACTS=KACTS+1 _00000551;
JQ=NST02(KA(:TS)-+NSUBI'(KSUES93) 00000558.
NST02(K ACTS) =J ti 00000555
A`TR IB (1) =STO1 (KACTS) 0000056
JTRI3 1)=NSTO3(KACTS)+NSUc71(K SUSS v3) 00000561 '
r` R ! F
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NST03(KACTS)=J'TRIB(1 )
JTR 19 (2)=NSTO4 ( KACTS )
JTRI3(3)=NST05(KACTS)
J TR Its (4)=NST06 ( KACTS )
JTRIS(5)=NST07(KACTS)
ATR I F3 (3)=-JTO?. (K ACTS )
ATRIQ(4)=ST03(KACTS)
NUACT=NSTOI.(KACTS)
JTRIB(6)=NST08(KACTS)
IF (JTRIB(6).LE.0) GO TO 960
JTRIB(6)=JTRIB(6)+NSUBT(KSUBS,3)r	 960 NSTOS(KACTS)=JTRIB(6)
263
177
 t
00000562
00000563
00000564
00000555	 a
00000566
00000567
00000568
00000569
00000570
00000571
00000572
00000573	 j1
r
4	 ^$
f}
C	 00000574
C*****PROCESS NEW SUBSYSTEM ARC INFORMATION
	 00000575
'C*****FIRST TEST TO SEE IF ARC IS TO RE CHANGED.	 IF NOT PROCEED,	 00000576
C*****IF SO READ IN NEW DATA AND UPDATE VARIABLES AND THEN PROCEED*
	
00000577
:C	 00000578
IF (NUACT—KSSP) 720,9709720	 00000579
C	 00000580
C*****DATA CARD TYPE NEW-48.
	 000005611
C	 00000582
970 READ
	
(ICRD91750,ENO=1300,ERR='1300)	 ATRIB(1)9 (JTRIB(JK) *JK=2.I^-1),
	 00000583
1	 ATR_IB(3)%ATRIB(4)-NUACTvJTRIB(6) 	 00000584 =,
NSTOI(KACTS)=NUACT	 00000585
IF	 (JTRIB(3).EQ.0)	 JTRIB(3)=10	 00000586
IF	 (ATRI3(1).LE.0.)
	
ATRIB(1)=1.0	 00000587
IF	 (ATRIB(3).GT.O..OR.ATRIB(4).GT.O.) 	 JGPAF=1	 00000588
GO TO 720
	 00000589	 +
980	 IF (KACTS.EQ.NSUBI(KSUGS94))
	
GO TO 990
	 00000590
00000591
0000059.2
00000593
00000594
00000595
00000596
00000597
0000059;
0000059'9
00000600
00000601
00000602
C	 0000 06 03 	 *,
Cr**** TRITE NEW SUBSYSTEM HEADING AND 'THEN GENERATE NEXT SUSSYSTFM.
	 00000604
C	 00000605
IF (NPRT.GT.O.) WRITE (IPR.Tvl6OO) KSUSS.KSSP
	 00000606
GO TO 950
	 >00000607
t	 C
€€ C*****SEE IF ALL SUBSYSTEMS GENERATED.
t `G C
1000 IF (KSU6SeNE.NS6S) GO TO 920
r `.0
C*****.TEST PROBABILITIES AND PROCEED.
c
r	 KSUSS=0
:1010' 00 1090 JQ=2,NOQ
C
C*** ** IF ALL SUBSYSTEM ACT IVIT IES NOT READ IN CORRECTLY,
C*****PRINT ERROR. MESSAGE.
C
WRITE (IPRT91760)
ITED=1
990 IF (KSSP.EQ.NSUBI(KSU8S,2)) GO TO 1000
KACTS=O
C
C*****GENERATE NEW SUBSYSTEM.
C
K SSP=KSSP+ i
00.000608
00000609
000`00610
00000611
00000612
kJ!J000613	 `(
00000614
00000615
00000616
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PROF=0.0	 . 000006174e
LINE=MFF(JQ) 000006le,
IF	 (LINE.LE.0)	 GO TO 1090 0000061D
1020 NT =NTYPE(JQ) 00000620 f {a^
IE=LINE +i(4 00000521
IQ=IE+1 00000622
t
DPROB=QSET(10) 00000623
!M
GO TO	 (1040,103091040,1030.1040..1030 	 1040, 1030)• NT 00000624
1030 QSET ( I0)=QSET(I0)+PRQ6 00000625
i PROS=PROFS+DPROS 00000626
f	 1040 INDX=LINF_+IM1+rM2+1 00000627
LINE=NSET(INDX) 00000628
E IF (LINE-77777)	 102091060,1050 00000 a29
I	 1050 WRITE	 (IPRT91770) 00000630
CALL EXIT 00000631'
1060 GO TO
	 ( 1090, 1070. 1090 * 1070,1090,1070, t 090, 1070 ).
	 NT 00000632,
1070 IF (PROB * LT..99S)
	 GO TO 1080 00000633
IF	 (PROB . LE.1.002)	 GO TO 1090 00006341
1	 1080 WRITE	 ( IPRT91760)	 JQ 000006351
ITED= 1 00000$36'
1090 CONTINUE 006"00637-
MMACT=100 00000638'
= DO	 1100 J=1; raMACT 0000063d;3
NPO(J)= 0 	 — 00000640
1100 CONTINUE 00000641
IF	 (MODI.LE.0)
	 GO TO
	 1170 00000642
IF	 (NPRT.GT.O.)
	 WRITE	 (IPRT91790) 00000643
NPOS=O 00000644
1110 NPOS=NPOS+1 00000645
i	 C 00000646
C*****DATA CARD TYPE NEW-5. 00000647;1.
^.	 C 00000648
READ (ICRD,180096N0=1300.ERR=1300) NACTN,NABYA 00000640
IF	 (NACTN)	 1270,11E+0.1t20 00000550
112a
`
NPG(NACTN)=NP0S 00000651
1130 DG	 1140	 I=1 .?4.,?. 00000652
IF	 (NAHYA(I).LF.0)	 GCS TO 1150 00000653
NABA(NPOS)=NABYA(I) 00000654
JA9A (NPOS+1) =NABYA (I+1 ) 000006-55
XNTI=I+t 00000655
N DOS=NPOS+2 00000657
1140 CONTINUE 00000658
1150 NA8A(NPOS) =0 00000559
s IF	 (NPRT.GT .O.)	 WRITE
	
(IPRT,1610)	 NACTU,(NA3YA(J,).J=1•KNTl) 00000660,
GO TO	 1110 00000661)
1160 NABA(NPOS)=0 0000066?—
00000663`
C*****DATA CARD TYP E. NE W-6. 00000664
r 00000665
x1170L• IF	 (NCND.LE90)	 Gil TO	 1250 0000066E
1180 READ	 (ICRnsI320•END=13009EIFt=13OG)
	
T2•C29XLTl * %!TTI,XLCIvWTC1, 0000066'7
r	 1 I TFLG , I CFLG 0000066 ,r"
r^
 
	
y'
NWWW=NHIST-1 0000066.
XLOW ( NWWW) =XLT 1, 0000067'...
WIOTH(N:WWW)=WTT1 0000067
t
H
A
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XLOW (NHIST) =XLC 1 000 0 q, 6 72
W I DTH (NH I ST)=WT C 1 00000"673
IF (ITFLG * NE * O)	 ITFLG=2 00000674
IF (ICFLG-NE * O)	 1CFLG=2 00000675
IF	 (WTCI * GT * Oo)	 GO TO	 1190 00000676
IF	 (NPFIToGT.O.)	 WRITE	 (IPRT#1830) 00000677
1190 IF (WTTI * GToO * ) GO TO 1200 00000678
IF (NPRToGTe0 * ) WRITE	 (IPRT,184b) 00000679
K=KNO 00000680
IF (ITFLG * NE * O) K=KYES 00000681
IF (NPRT * GT * O * )	 WRITE	 (IPRT * 1850)	 K 00000682
K=KNO 00000683
IF	 (ICFL(^',!.wNF-*0)	 K=KYES 00000684
IF (NPRToGT * I * )	 WRITE	 (IPRT*1860)	 K 00000685
t200 IF (T2 * EO90 * 0)	 GO TO -1210 00000686
IF (T2 * LT * 0 * 0)	 T2=0&0 000006$7
IF (NPRT * GToOs)	 WRITE (IPRTvl870)	 TZ 00000688
GO TO 1220 00000689
1210 T2=-1 * 0 00000,690
1220 IF (C2 * EQ-0 * 0)	 GO TO	 1230 00000691
IF (C2eLT * 0 * 0)	 C2=080 00000692
IF	 (NPRToGT * Oo)	 WRITE	 (IPRT#1880)	 C2 00000693
GO TO	 12-40 00000694
1230 C2=-t.0 000006q5
1240 IF	 ((T2 * GE * O * O * GRoC2 * C-E-: * O * O) * AND * NCN09LE * O)	 GO TO	 1250 00000696
GO TO 1260 00000697
1250 T2=-I.O 00000698
C2=-I.O 00000699
1260 IF	 (ICHNG * EQ * ,I)	 GO TO	 100 00000700
GO TO 20 00000701
1270 NPOS=NP0S-1 00000702
GO TO	 1130 00000703
1250 CALL ERROR (95) 00000704
GO Tb 20 00000705
;C 00000706
:^ C*****INITIALIZE FOR THE NEXT RUN 00000707
00000708
i2 q 0 TNOW=0.0 00000709
IF (lOr4P * EQo1.OR * IDMP * EQ * 3)	 CALL ERROR	 (-ID.14P)
IF	 (TTEDmEQ * 0-)	 GO TO	 1310 00000711
1 -In WRITE	 (IPRT * 1390) 00000712
GO TO 20 0000071:3
1310 00 1320 L=19NSTS 00000714
CSTUS(L)=O.O 00000715
XSTUS(L)=-1 .0 00000716
1320 CONTINUE 00000717
RNUM=RANF(ISED) 00000718
00 1330	 T=I * NCLT 00000719
Sliml ( I )=O.DO 0000,0720
SUM2(1)=0.00 00000721
SUM3(1)=O. 00000722
SUM4(1)=l.OF-20 00000723
SUMS(I)=-I.OE20 00000724
1330 CONTINUE 00000725
IF (NHIST)	 12809136091340 00000726
266
00000727^
000 0072 8,^
00000729
00000730,
00000731^
00000732;
00000733
00000734
00000735
,00000736,---
00000737
00000738
0000073 9
0000074 
0
0000074 
1
L340 DO 1350 K=ItNHIST
00 1350 L=IoMXC
JCELS(KvL)=O
1350 CONTINUE
1360 IF (NPPMS * LE * O) GO TO 1380
DO 1370 I=tvNPRMS
PARM(1#4)=A5S(PAPM(194))
1370 CONTINUE
1380 00 1390 K=l#NSTS
KST4(K)=O
1390 CONTINUE
IF (NPRT * GToOn) WRITE (IPRTsl400)
RETURN
C
C
1400 FORMAT ( IHI 00000744
1410 'FORMAT (A4,2I4) 00000743
L420 FORMAT (///lX9P-4H UNRECOGNIZABLE KEYWOR0=vlX9A4) .00000744
t430 FORMAT (l.XvA49XXvI593Xv2HASqI5) 0000074q
1440 FORMAT (/91X * 3(IH*)o*EDTT GRASP SIMULATION PRQJ6CT : l vlXv20A4v/) 0000074,d
1450 FORMAT (20A4 * /i9I3i/94I!0 * 3Fl0 * 0) 00000747
14'60 FORMAT ( I 	 GRASP SIMULATION PROJECT :
	 1 920A4) 00000748
1470 FORMAT (/42XvZ3H**NETWORK DESCRIPTION**/9/91SXs 0000074q
I	 'NUMBER OF SINK NODES:	 NSNK = l q13/l5Xs*STA l v 00000756
2	 O TISTICS COLLF.CTED ON:
	 NSTS =*sI39*	 NODESo l /15X * 00000754
3	 'ARE THERE MODIF 0 9 4 1CATIONS IN THE NETWORK?:
	 MODI = 1 913/15A * 00000754
4	 @ TYPE OF HISTOGRAMS 4 9 0 TO BE COLLECTED:
	 IGRF = 9 913/1.5X9 00000751
5	 I N11MBER OF ACCUM *	NODE TYPES t v l :	 NCND ='vl3/15X * 0000075^
6	 I NUMBER OF COUNT TYPES: NCTS ='sI3/l5Xv $ NUMSER' *
.7	 OF SUBSYSTEM TYPES:
	 NSBS = 9 913/15X4 1 DUMPING OF FILES OPTIUN:
0000075:
10000075
,8 l v 0 DMP = l 913-p/15X * l 5EFD
	 FOR	 INITIAL RANDOM NU VBER:	 IS ED = 1 ,1110) 00000757,
1480 FORMAT (15Xt I NUMO-ER OF RUNS TO END THE SIMULATION: NRINS.= 0 9 110 9 0000075,$
I	 /15X9 1 RUN NUMEER TO BEGIN TRACING:	 NSTR =*9rl0/15X4 0000075'^
2	 'RUN NUMBER	 O v s TO END	 TRACING:	 NETR = l #It0#/15Xv 0000076ri
3	 O T14E TO BEGIN TRACING:
	 TSTR l v l 	 = l zPl0&0v/19Xv 0000076 li4	 O TIMF TO END
	 TRACING:
	 TETR = t vFl0-0/l5Xv*SCAL ,-- l v
5	 FOR CONSTANT TIMFS:	 SCAL =',F,10.0/)
00000;6 1
1491) FORMAT ( I
	INPUT ERROR:	 NETR < NSTP	 9	 OR	 TETR < TST-?.') 00000764
1500 FORMA7 (/IOX919HNSBS EXCEEDS LIMIT/) 0000076 F,
1
1510 FORMAT (//942X * '**NODE DESCRIPTTO!11** l s//v5H NCDE * 6 X96HNUMBER f 5Xo 00000766
I	 ISHNUMSER OF RELEASES 14X 95HA=AND * I 1 X16HOUTPUT 9 4X 9 00000 715 1
2	 16HSTATISTICS TYPE /8X * 8HRELEASESv8Xq49.FOR	 * 6HRFPEAT95X9 00000765^
3	 17HH= HALT v	 U=A U H93X94HTYPF—/) 0000076
1520 FORMAT (413s2AIv2F6 * 2--mAl92Fl0-49Ii) 0000077 
C
1530 FORMAT ( 9	INPUT [-;;RROR * 	 NODE	 1 9139 1	 HAS AN	 ILLEGAL	 STATO	 CODE*.	 * l,
(/5X,4HNCDE,I4v6lH CAUSES NOo OF STAT / SINK NODES T(-', EXCEE00000771
00000771
I	 At) 0000077
1540 FORMAT
ID THE NQe SPECIFIED * ) 000 0 07 74,
1550 FORMAT ( I X 9 14 9 19 s 1 18 9 13 Xv A 1 # 1 3X 4A 1 9 .1 4 X s,%3 9 A4 9 1 4) 0000077'a v
1560 FORMAT (7TS) 000,0 077(
1570 C ORMAT (/l0Xve0HNNSU6 LIMIT EXCEEOED/)
0 
00'6077*i
1580 F—ORMAT (/IOX * 19HNSSP LIMIT EXCEEDED/) 0 0 0 0 0 77,;
1590 1 --C RM A T (/10X * 20^-NACTS LIMIT EXCEEDED/) 00 0 0 077t
1600 FORMAT (//ISX * 15HSUBSYSTEM TYPE 91999X95HCOPY
	 9.15//) 000-0078^
1610 =ORMAT (/IOX#31HALL SUBSYSTEM NODES NOT R ,-- 6 0	 I.N/) 0000078'.
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1620 FORMAT (3Xr3T3 r2A 1,2F6.2•A 1 r2F10.4, 13) 00000702
1630 FORMAT ( /5Xv36HALL ACCUMULATION NODES NOT PROCESSED /) 00000783 3
1640 FORMAT (/5X,42HALL SINK AND STATISTIC NOUNS NOT PROCESSED/) 000007R4
:'
1650 FORMAT (/l,5X9l9HSOURCE NODE NUMF1ERS/( 17X, 1018)) 00000785
1
i
L660 FORMAT (/I5X917HS "INK
 
NODE NUMBERS/(17Xa1015)) 00000786
1670 FORMAT (/1SX+34HSTATISTICS COLLECTED ALSO ON NODES/(17X,2015)) 00000707
'	 1610 FORMAT (//39X923H**	 ARC PARAMETERS
	
**//16X•9HPARAMETER 32X, 00000789
1	 IOHPARAMETERS/17X.6H SET
	 916X91H1,13X * 1ti2s13X*1H3.13XfIH4/) 00000789
1690 PORMAT (I'3v4F10.4) 00000790
1700 FORMAT (1XvT2097X,4F14.4) 00000791
r	 1710 FORMAT (//42X924H ** 	ARC DESCRIPTION	 **//3X9'SHSTART92Xr3HE°NDs3 *00000792
1	 9HPARAMETERv2X.12HOISTRIBUTION•2X•SHCOUNTv2X9SH	 ARC	 .2X: 000007932	 11HPROSABrL.I TY *4X,5HSETUP95X,8HVARIA8LE94Xv 00000794
3	 1SHASSOCIATED COST/4X,4HNODE92X,4HNODE,4X,6H SET
	
,7X.94HTYPE 7,X,00000795 a
4	 4HTYPE•3Xt6HNUMBER..18X 9 4HCOST98X,4HCOSTr11X,6HC—NODE/.) 00000796
1720 FORMAT (F8o3,6I3,2F9.2,2I3g28X,I2) 00000797
t{	 173+0 FORMAT (/1OX,13HPARAMETER SET,I5,3X,22HWAS MODIFIED ONLY ONCE) 00000795
1740 FORMAT ( 1X,IS, I79I10.111,2I10sF13.4.2F11.2s119913) 00000799
1750 FORMAT (F8.396Xv4I3.2F9.292I3) 00000800
1760 FORMAT ( /LOXe36HALL SUBSYSTEM ACTIVITIES NOT READ IN/) 00000801
1770 FORMAT (///36X 9
 26HERROR EXIT, 'TYPE 70 EPPOP 9) 0000`0802
L780 FORMAT (/5Xs4HNODE9I4959H HAS OUTPUT BRANCHES WHOSE PROr3ABILITIE S 00000803 t
100 NOT SUM TO ONE./) 00000804
1790 FORMAT (//39Xr25H**NETWORK MODIFICATIONS **//iXgSH	 ARC	 912(1X. 00000805
1	 9HNODE NODE)/9X912(lX99HOUT
	 IN )/) 00000806
1800 FORMAT (2523) 00000807
1810 FORMAT (1X,I492X912(I5vI5)) 00000808
1820 FORMAT (2F10.492F6.2,2F10.492I2) 00000809
1830 FORMAT (/SX941HC —NODE TOTAL COST HISTOGRAM HAS NO VALUES) 00000810
1840 FORMAT (/5X,41HC—NODE TOTAL TIME HISTOGRAM HAS NO VALUES) 00000811
E	
1850 FORMAT (/SXa37HWILL T2 CRITERION END SIMULATION P.UN-9A4) 00000$12
1860 FORMAT (/5X•37HWILL C2 CRITERION ENO SIMULATION RUN— •A4) 00000813
1870 FORMAT (////15Xr22HT2 VALUE FOR C—NODE TS.SXvF10.4) 000001314
1880 FORMAT (//l5X,22HC2 VALUE FOR C—NI30E IS,SKvF10.4) 00000815-
 FORMAT (/9 4 DATA SET CANNOT BE PROCESSED BECAUSE OF AN ERROR'. 00000816
1	 IN THE DATA OR IN THE NETWORK MODFL') 00000817
END `00000,918
C OOOOOOOt
SUBROUTINE GASP 00000002
DIMENSION NSET(5600)9
	
NEND($O). JJJ(SO)•
	
NQ;?(300),	 NRP(300), 00000.00:3
1	 KDUNT(250) 00000004 i
COMMON OSET(5600) 00000005 w
COMMON /G1/ MFAsMXC	 IPRT.ICRD.Tull•IM29MAXOS.NT2R.NC'2`R *NOQ,NSNK, 00000006
I	 NRUN,NRNS.TSED9TNGWrATRIB(6),JTRI8(6'), NAME (2_0).JCELS(2009a2) 00000007
C04MON /G2/ MFE(300),MLF(300)•NQ(300).PAP4(100,4),SIJMI (300)+ 00000008
1	 SUM2(300)95UM3( 300).SUM4(300),SUM5(300),NT2C2,EPS 00000009
k COMMON /G3/ KST1(100) * XLOW(200).NFELL(300)gNiZEL2(300).NREL(300). 00000010
k i	 MREL(300),KST4(100),KST3( 100),NTYPE(300).tl l	 TH(200).'4STS,NCT, 00000011
COMMON /G4/ XSTUS(100),SUMCT,CSTUS(100)oAICND•NCNLoNCNt),T29C?, 00000012
1	 I TFLG . I CFLG s TYYY v TCCC , T I NI TD . Cf. S TO 0000 0013
COMMON /G5/ MSTN(2'000,2),MST(300) v.KST2(3G0) ♦ IGRF,JGRAF,SCAL 000000!14 F'
' COMMON /G6/ NCEL('10),PROB( 32v lO)-PVAL(33,I0)+ISEC(3910) 9 '1AXrNHTS, 00000015
1	 KHISTNPNCH 00000016 a
CO-MMON /G7/ IO, IMN,IDMPoNDTIJ.NSKD,NSTR,NETRsTSTR+TETRrNSRC*NORT O 000000L7
I	 NSORC(100),N p O(100),NABA(200) 00000018 }'l	 .
a
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EQUIVALENCE (NSET(1) •OSET(1)) 00000019'
DOUBLE PPECISION SUMI•SUM2 OOOOOozO^
C 00000021.
00	 10	 MU=1.I'A1 00000024
JTRTB(MU)=0 00000023
10 CONTINUE 00000024
00 20 M=19IM2 00000025 1
ATRIA(M)=O. 00000026
20 CONTINUE 0000002' ^`•
00 30 I-L•IMN 00000028
NREL 1 (I)=0 00000029
t NRELE(I) =0 00000030
30 CONTINUE 00000031
00 40	 1=10100 00000032
KST4(I)=0 00000033 1
KST3(I) ,=0 00000034
KSTI(I)=0 000000357
00 40 J=39,4 00000036;
r
PARM(I.J)=0 600000037,
40 CONTINUE 0000003a
C INITI-ALI'ZE IS114X=MA,XIMUM VALUE FOR ISIM=MAX.IMUM NUMBER OF TIED 00000039;
%;;EAST s THAT CNN a€	 iANi^i_EO=D IMES:aION O F °:El'(L'=10G 00x0:00040
aSIMX=50 00000041';
C MAXRP IS EQUAL TO 3 * THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF NODE REPLACEMENTS. 00000042;
MAXRP=300 00000043$
CALLDATaN 00000044'
r 'TIMTD =0. 0 00000045#
COSTD=0.0 00000046,
TCCC=0.0 00000047;
TYYY=0.0 00000049
NT2R-0 00000049''
00000050{NC2R=0
NT2C"2=0 00000051
KHIST=O 00000052
NCLT=NSTS*(NCTS+2)+2 0000005
4CLT=NCL_T—NSTS-2 0000005
C 00000055
C**** INITIALIZE FOR THIS RUN OF THE SIMULATION 00000056
C, 00000057
50 DO 60 MU=1 • IM I 0000005e
JTR T F3 (MU) =0 00000059,
60 CONTINUE 00000060
00 70 M=1.1M2 0"000061
C ATRIa(M)=O* 0000006
10 CONTINUE 0000005 '.
CALL FILEM (1) 0000006
T1111W=0. 0000076.
00 >30	 I=1,, 11AXR?.3 0000006.,
NRP(I)=0 00000067
E NRP( I+1)=I-3 00000064
`. a
NRP(I+2)=1+3 0000006;?
tt $Q CONTINUE 0000007C.
..? FT'R;at:(AX(2p) =1 0000007
NRP(2)=MAXRP-2 0000007
'+ IP1=1 0000007
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tt
f
ATRItl(1)IS
NSTSR =1
IF (NCTS . LE.0) GO TO 100
00 90 J=1,NCTS
KOUNT(J )=0
90 CONTINUE
100 DO 110 ,1J=2,NO0
NDR(IJ)=0
MREL ( IJ)=NREL1(IJ)
NREL(IJ)=NREL1 (IJ )
110 CONTINUE
SUMCT=O .0
ARCST=O.
TOLD= 0.
ITRACE=O
IF (NSTR , LE*NRUN . AND.NRUN . LE *NETR.) ITRACE=I
ITRC=1
^	 IF (TSTR.GT.O.) GO TO 120
IF (NSTR•GT.0) ITRC=2
4	 GO TO 130
#1	 120 ITRC=3a
IF (NSTR.GT * O) ITRC=4
1-,1,0 IF (ITRACE . EO. 1) WRITE ( IPRT91020) NRUN
C
C*****OBTAIN NEXT SVENT WHICH IS FIRST ENTRY IN FILE 1.
C*****EVENT TIME. J'TRIB M IS THE ENO NODE
C
00000074
00000075
00000076
00000077
00000078
00000079
00000080
00000081
00000082
00000083
00000084
00000085
00000086
00000087
000000$8
00000089
00000090
00000091
00000092
00000093
00000094
00004095
00000096
0000 0097
0000009E
00000099
00000.100
00.000101
00000102
000001 03
00000104
00000105
00000106
00000107
00000108
0000010!9
00000110
00000111
0'0000112
00000117
00000114
00000115
00000116
00000117
00000.1.18
00+000119
000001ti0
00000121
00060122
00+000123
00000124
00000125
00000126
00000127
00000123
NDSP=O
f NEAT=O
140 ISIM=O
ij 150 ISTM=ISIM+1
KCOL=MFE(1 )
CALL RMOVE (KCOL.1)[
IF ((ATRIS ( 1) —TNOW) . LE.EPS) GO TO	 16(
NDSP=JTRIB(1)
NE(1T=1
GO TO 170
160 NEAT=NKOT+1
IF (NEOT.LT.100)	 GO TO 170
WRITE (IPRT.1030)
	
NDSP•NF_OT.TNOW
CALL ERRG4-	 ( 10 )
170 TNOW=ATRTS(1)
GO TO
	 (200,200,180,190).
	 ITRC
180 I TRACc=O
IF (TNO eGT.TETR) GO TO 200
IF	 (TNOW * L.T.TST1?)	 GO TO 200r	 .. I TRACE= 1
GO. T r) 200
190 I TRACE=O
^,.. IF (NRUN . GT.NETR) GO TO 200
IF (NRUN * LT * NST9)	 GO TO 200
r IF (TNOW.GT.TETR) GO TO 200
r IF (TNOW.LT.TSTR)	 GAT TO 200
T TRACE-1
F 200 NEND(ISIM)=JTRIS( 1)
JJJ(ISIM)=JTRIB(S)
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C 00000129
C*****IF END NODE IS ZERO START NETWORK BY SCHEDULING ACTIVITIES 00000130
C*****FROXi EACH SOURCE NrOE 00000131
C 00000132,
IF (NEND(ISIM))
	 250.2109230 00000133
210 DO 220 N=IrNSRC 00000134
M=NSORC(N) 00000135
CALL SCHAT (M) 00000136
MREL(M)=NREL2(M) 00000137
a
NREL(M)=NREL2(aM) 00000138 f
220 CONTINUE 00000139
GO TO 140 00000140
C 00000141
C****#REDUCE RELEASE COUNT	 (MREL(NEND(ISIM))) BY 1
	 IF ARC NUMBER IS 00000142
C***** .GE. ZERO.	 IF NEGATIVE•
	 INCREASE BY ( —JTRIB(5)) 00000143#
C 00000144`
230	 IF (JTRIS(5).GE.0) GO TO 240 00000145	 .,
MREL(NEND(ISIM))=MREL(^^!ENO(ISIM)) —JTRID(5) 00000146	 r
GO TO 250 Ob000147°
240 ;MREL(NEND(ISIM))=MREL(NEND(ISIM))-1 00000148
250 LL=O 00000149
L=JTRIS(4) 0000OL50
-` IF (L.LF.0)	 GO TO 260 00000151`,
LL=KOUNT(L)+1 000001524
KOUNT(L)=LL 00000153
C 00000154
C',t****CHECK FOR TRACE ON THIS RUN 00000155;
. r 00000156"
260 COSAR=SU9MCT—ARCST 000001571
r)Up=TNOW-TOLD 0000015°l
IF	 (ITRAC_E.EOe l)
	 WRITE	 (IPRT•.1040)	 TNOW, JTFZIO(5 ). (JTR18(N) oN
	 1, 4 ),00000159.
1	 LL9MREL(NEND(ISIM) ),COSAR T DUR 00000160'
ARCST=SUMCT 00000161
TOLO=TMOW 00000162
C 00000163
r*****APC HAS 6FEN COMPLETED.
	 IF A C—NODE IS ASSOCIATED WITH THIS 00000164
C*****ARC. UPDATE THE C—NODE RUNNING COST. 00000165
C 07000166
IF	 (JTRI9(6).LE.0)
	 GO TO 270 00000167
KC=JTRI3( 5) 030001 C:8
KK'=KST2(KO) 00000169
COST=ATRIM( 3) +A'fR18(4)*(TNOW — ATRIA 05)) 00000170,
LCLT="dCLT+KK 00000171
CALL COLCT (COST.LCLT) 00000172
LCLT'=LASTS+KK 70000172
CALL HISTO (COST,LCLT) 00000174
k	 it ATRIr3(6)=0s0 00004175IF	 ( ITFLG.EO•'.GR.ICFLG'.EG.3)
	 GO TO 850 0000017ris
273	 IF	 (61EM0(ISIA).LE.0)
	
GO TO	 140 00000177
IF	 (MFE(1).EQ.0")
	
GO TO 280 00000178;
INEXT=MFF (1) +t, 0000017e
ti TIME1=0SFT( INEXT) 00000180•
t IF (ISIM9 GT.ISIMX) CALL ERROR
	 (98) 00000181'
IF ((TTME1 — TNOW).LE.EPS)
	
GO TO 150 000 00182
a C 00000183
fi1
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s!
air REINITIALTZE THE RELEASE COUNTERS FOR OVERF!LODEO NODES. 00000184 a
C 00000185
#' 280 DO 300	 1=191SIM 00000te6 ^	 a
IF	 (NREL(NEND(T)).GE,.0) GO TO 290 00000187
IF	 (MREL.(NEND(I)).L1'.NREL(NENO(I)))
	 ,MREL(NENO(x))=NREL(NENi)ii))00000188
GO TO 300 00000189
290
	
IF	 (MREL.(NENO(I )) .GT.NREL(NEND(I)))
	 MREL(NEND(I))=NREL(NEND(I) )00000400 #	
j
300 CONTINUE 00000191
C*****NETWQRK MOD IFICATION SECTION 00000192
r FOR EACH NODE IN THE NETWORK GO THROUV;H ALL THE ARCS THAT 00000198 i
C TERMINATE AT THE SAME TIME. FOR EACH ARC• I.P ANY # THAT TRIGGERS 00000194
C A REPLACEMENT OF TH IS NODE BY ANOTHER ONE, GO THROUGH THE LI ST 00000195
C OF TIED ARCS ONE MORE TIME, IF AN ARC THAT TRIGGERS THE OPPOSITE 00000196
C REPLACEMENT CAN BE I= OUND # THEN THE REPL.,ACµrirNT (I F THE ?MODE IS 00000197
C CANCELED* OTHERWISE THE REPLACEMENT HOLDS. 00000198
C 00000199
00 470 N=2.NUQ 00000200
DO 460	 1=19 ISIM 00000201	 a
J1=JJJ(I) 00000202.
IF (J1.LF..0) GO TO 460 0000020-
a NPI=NPO(J1) 00000204
IF	 (NP1.LE.0)	 GO TO 460 00000205
310	 NDOUT=NABA(NPI) 00000206
IF (NDOUT.E0.0) GO TO 460 00000207
IF (N.NE.NDOUT) GO TO 450 00000208 g
NDIN1'=NABA(NP1+1) 00000209
DO 340 I L- 1 , I S I M 00000210
J2=JJJ(II) 00000211
IF	 (J2.L.E.0)
	
GO TO 340 00000212
NP2=NPo(J2) 00000213
IF (NP2.LE.0) GO TO 340 00000214
320	 NOIN2=NABA(NP2+1) 00000215
IF (NDLN2.LE.0) GO TO 340 00000216
IF (NDIN2.NE.NDOUT) GO TO 330 00000217
IF (NA8A(NP ")'.c'O.NDIN1)
	
GO TO 450 00000218
330	 NP2=NP2+2 00000219
GO TO 320 i00000220
340	 CONTINUE 00000221	 a
00000222
IF THE OUTPUT OF NODE N IS TO BE REPL,ACF0 BY THE OUTPUT OF ONE 00000223
OR SEVERAL NODES UPON ITS RELEASE THEN NJP(N) POINTS TO THE 00000224
LOCATION	 IN NRP(.) WHERE THE FI RST REOL4CING NOCE IS LOCATED. 00000225
IN OTHER WORDS N WILL BE REPLACED BY NODE t %JRP(NDR(N) ). IF THERE 00000226
IS MORE THAN ONE REPLACEMENT THEN NkP(N'DR)+2 POINTS TO T HE NEXT 001700227	 :a
REPLACING NOQEs
	
OTHERWISE	 I`i' IS ZERO. ETC.	 TP1	 IS A POINTER 00000228
INDICATING THE LOCATION OF THE FIRST AVAILABLE GPCUP OF :3 CELLS 00000229
IN NRP(.).	 IP1+1 POINTS TO THE PREVIOUS AVAILABLE CELL AND J0000230
IP 1 +2 POINTS TO THE NEXT ONE. THE WORKING MCCHANISM CF NRP (,) 0000023t
IS THE SAME AS IN QSET>NSET. WHEN ENTAVI S ARE INSERTED CR 000002:12
DELETED FROM NRP'(.) POINTERS ARE UPDATED ACCsORDINGLY * 00000233
00000234
IF	 (NOR(N).GT.0). GO TO 420 00000235
NDR(N)=IP1 00000235
N'PP ( IPI ) = NDI N1 00000237
NRP (NRP (I P 1 +1) +2) =NRP (I p l+• 2) _ 00000238
A	
ar
CC
C
C
C
CC
C
C
C
C
C
Ll
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NRP(NRP(IPl+2)+l)=NPP(IPI+1) 000002391
NRP(I'Pl+t)=O 00000240^
,
IPI=NRP(tPI+2) 00000241.1
NPP(NOR(N)+R)=O 00000242
CHECK IF	 IT	 IS 10,40T A REVEPSE REPLACEMENT. 00000243 1
350 JP=NDR(NOINI) 00000244
:360 IF (JP * EOeO)	 GO TO 450 00000245
IF	 (NRP(JP) * EO * N)	 GO TO 370 00000246
JP=t4R*(JP+2) 00000247
GO TO 360 00000248
370 NRP(JP)=O 00000249 o4
IF (NRP(JP+2) * GT * O) GO TO 390 00000250
IF (NRP(JP+I)oGT * O) GO TO 410 000002st
NOR(NOTMI)=0 00000252
380 NRP(,JP+2)=IPI 0000OZZ3
NPP(jP+I)=NRP(IPI+I) 00000254^
NRP(IPI+I)'=JP 00000255'
IPI=JP
GO TO 450
000002561
00000257
390 IF (NRP(JP+I) * GT&O)	 GO TO 400 00000258^
NDRjNOINl)=NPP(JP+2) 00000259'
NPP(N0R(NDINl)+l)=0 00000260i
GO To 380 000002-611
400 NRP(NRP(JP+I)+2)=NAP(,JP+2) 00000262,1
NPP(.NRP(JP+2)+.I)=NRP(JP+l) 00000263
GO TO 380 00000,164
410 NRP(NPP(JP+I)+2)=O 00000265
GO TO 380 00000266
420 IF	 (NRP(NDR(N))wEQoNDINl) 	 GO TO 450 00000267:
I'P2=4DR (N) +2 000002681
4,10 IF	 (NRP(TP2)oEQeO)	 GO TO 440 00000269^
IF	 (NRP(NRP(IP2)) * EGsNDINI)	 GO TO 450 000002701
TPZ=NRP(IP2)+2 00000271
GO TO 430 00000272
440 NRP('IP2)=IPI 00000273
NRP(IPI)=NQINI 00000274
NP6 (NPP(IPl+l)+2)=NRP(IPl+2) 00000275
MR P C N RP ( 1 P 1+ 2) + I	 NR P	 I P I	 1 00000276
TPI=N,R rl ( IPI^-2) 00000277
NRP(NRP(IP2)+l)=IP2-2 00000278
NPP(NP0(IP2)+2)=0 00000279
GO TO 350 00000280
c 00000281
450 NP 1 =NP 1 + 2 000002A2
GO TO 310 00000.1,1183
460 C 0 4 T'l, NU E- 000002-84
41 TO CONT I INUE 0000028,fl
c 000002861
Or, S40 00000287,
c 000002,981
C*,**'r*DELAY AND
	
^CCUMULATOR NCDE SECTION 0 0 0 0 0 2 8 91
C 000 0 01,1 90 ,i
K=KS T2 (NJEND^ (l 1 00000291
T ,F	 (fKoLE * NSKr-)-ORvK,GT4NDTU) 	 GO	 Tf.1	 480 00000292,^,-
IF	 (XST*JS(K)4GEe0)	 GO TO 480 00000293
273
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XSTUS(K)=TNOW`•
	 00000244
	 +
'	 IF ( K. GE.MCNL.ANO.K.LE.NCNU) GO To 480
	 00000295
CSTI)S(K)=CSTUP(DUM)	 00000296
480	 IF	 (Nf2FL(MEND(II) ).LT.0) GO TO 490
	 00000297
IF	 (MREL(NEND(I:I)).GT.0)	 GO TO 840	 00000298
GO TO 5!0	 00000299
490	 IF	 CARFL.(NENO(I'I))) 	 8409510:• " 510	 00000300
C	 00000301
C*****MARK NODE SECTION.
	 00000302
• C	 00000303
500	 ATRIO(2)=TNOW	 00000304
ATRI8(5)=CSTUP(DUM)
	 00000305
NT=NTYP6(NEND(II))
	 00000306
GO TO 560	 00000307
510	 MREL(NEND(II))=NREL2(NENO(II))
	 00000308
NREL(14END(II))=RREL2(N_END(II))
	 00000309
C	 00000310
G	 C*****TEST TO SEE IF STATISTICS ARE TO BE COLLECTED ON THE NUDE.
	 00000311
C* ** **NODE HAS BEEN RELEASED.
	 00000312
C	 00000313
IF	 (K.EQ. -1) 	 GO TO 500
	 00000314
IF	 (K.EQ.0)	 Gil TO 530	 00000315
JSKA=IABS(KST3(K))
	 0000OZ
IF	 (KST3(K))
	
6809530 9 520
	 00000317
520	 IF	 (KST3(K).GT.1)
	 GO TO 660
	 00000318
r	 GO TO 670
	 00000319
530	 NT=NTYPE(NEND(II))
	 00000320
IF	 (NT.LF.4) GO TO 560 	 00000321
KK=MST(NEND(II))	 00000322
540	 INDX=MSTN(KK91) 00000323
IF (NSET(INOX).LT.0)
	 NSET(INOX)=-NSET(INDX)
	 00000324
KK=MSTN(KK, 2)
	 017ko00325
IF	 (KK.LT.77777)
	
GO TO 540
	 •rL000326
K=MFF_(1)
	 00000327
IF	 (K.E_Q * O)	 GO TO 560
	 0000032,5
550
	 INDX=K
	 00000329
NTT=IA8S(NSET( INO.X)) 	 00000330
IF	 (NTT.EQ.NEND(It))
	 NSET(INDX)=NTT
	 00000331
NTT=INDX+IMI+IM2+1
	 00000332
K=NSET(NTT)	 00000333
IF (K.LT.77777) GO TO 550
	 00000335
560	 GO TO
	 (6109610957095709610961095709570) 9 'NT
	 00000335
570
	
ATR6B=ATRIB(??	 00000336
CTS 88=A"rRI515)	 00000337
580	 KCOL=NFIND(NEND(II).191r 1)
	000003313
k-	 IF (KCOL9LF.0)	 GO TO 600 0000A339
CALL RMOVE (KCGL9 1) E	 0000 340
C	 00"- 0?41
C***'**REMOVAL OR EVENTS. ADD COSTS ACCRUED TO LATE FOR C-NODE
	 0000034.2
r	 C*****.AnNITORED COST ACTIVITIES.
	 00000:43
C	 00000344
IF
	 (JTRIB(6).LE * O) GO TO 590	 00000345
	 F
KO=JTRIB(6)	 00000346
KK=KST2(Kl)
	 00000347
COST=ATRIS(3)+ATR IB(4) x: (TNOW-ATRIB(6))	 00000348
u
r
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LCLT=MCLT*KK
	
O	 Pp^R`'QUAL.I'1`lf	 00000349'
CALL COLCT
	
(COST,LCLT)
	 00000350
LCLT=NSTS+KK
	 00000351'
CALL HISTO	 (COSTiLCLT)
	
00000352.
ATRIB(6)=0.0	 00000353
IF (ITFLG.EQ.3.OR.ICFLG.EQ+3)
	 GO TO 860	 00000354
590	 SUMCT=SUMCT—(ATRIB( 1)—TNOW ) *ATRIB( 4)	 00000355
GO TO 580	 00000356	 J
600	 A'TRIB(2)=ATR88	 00000357
ATRIB(5)=CTRBB	 00000358
610	 NODE=NEND ( II)	 00000359	 j
a
" 	 NNN=NDR(NODE)	 00000360
IF (NNN.NEo0) GO TO 630
	 00000361
IF (NO(NODE))	 850*8409620-	 00000362
620	 CALL SCHAT (NODE)	 00000363
GO TO 840	 00000364a
a	 630	 NODE=NRP(NNN)
	 00000365'
IF	 (NOR(NODE).EQ.0) GO TO 640 	 000003661
p	 NNN=NDR (NODE)
	 00000367
00 TO 630	 00000368
640	 IF (NQ(NODE).LE.0) GO TO 650
	 00000369
CALL SCHAT
	
(NODE)	 00000370;
650	 NNN=NRP(NNN+2)
	 0000037i!	 ;?
IF	 (NNN *EQ.0) GO TO 840	 00000.372
GO TO 630	 00000.373
`	 660	 KST3(K)=—KST3(K)
	 00000374
KST4(K)=KST4(K)+1
	 00000375
GO TO 690	 00000376
C	 00000377
C***'*#REDUCE SINK NODE COUNT BY ONE. COLLECT STATISTICS.
	 00009378
C	 00000379
57`0	 KST3(K)=0	 00000380;
6<30	 IF	 (.K.GT.NSNK)
	 GO TO 690	 00000381;
NSTSR=NSTSR-1
	 00000382,
690	 IF	 (JSKA.EQ.0)
	 GO TO 720	 00000383
GO TO	 (72097209730.74097009700) 9
 JSKA	 00000384
C	 00000385
C*****DELAY AND ACCUMULATOR NODE STATISTICS
	 00000386
C	 00000387
700	 YY=TNOW—XSTUS(K)	 00000388'
XSTUS(K)=-1.0
	 00000389	 x
IF (K.LT.NCNL)	 GO TO 710	 00000390
IF (K.GT.NCNU)	 GO TO 710	 00000391
COST=CSTUS (K)
	 0000 0392
CSTUSS'(K Y=0.0	 000003974`
GO, TO 750	 00000;3'ill'i 
710	
COST=CCC—CSTUS(K)
	 go	 0'o"t' SFr}^ r.r
	
r x^^!
C
GO TO 750	 00906	 x 6	 ar;
C*****FIRST OR ALL S'TAl" IST ICS	 000003991'
y	 C	 '.	 000004001. . 4
j	 720
	
YY=TNOW	 000004x01.
k	 C045T=CSTUP( DUM) 	 00000402'
G© TO 750
	 00000403
t
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C*****BETWEEN STATISTICS
to C
730 YY=TNOW-XSTUS(K)
CCC=CSTUP (OUM )
COST=CCC—CSTUS(K)
CSTUS(K)=CCC
x XSTUS(K)=TNOW
IF (YY —TNQK) 750,750.830C
C*****INCREMENT STATISTICS
C
740 YY=TNOW—ATRIB(2)
COST=CSTUP(OUM)—ATRI.B( 5 )
750 CALL HISTO (YY*K)
NL=K+(K—L)*NCTS
CALL COLCT (YY.NL)
IF (K * LT.NCNL) GO TO 760
C IF (K.LE.NCNU) GO TO 770
760 LCLT=MCLT+K
CALL LOLCT (COST*LCLT)
LLLT=NSTS+K
—
x
CALL HISTO (COST S -CiLT )
770 IF (NCTS)	 830.8309780C
C*****COUNTER STATISTICS
!	 s	 C
780 LINE=MFE(1)
j IF (LINE.LE.0) GO TO 810
790 INOX=LINE+IM1
00000404
00000405
00000406
00000407
0000040°,
00000409
000004 10
00000411
00000412
00000413
00000414
00000415
00000416
00000417
00000418
00000419
00000420
00000421
00000422
00000423
00000424
0000042
00000426
00000427
00000428
00000429
00000430
00004431 1
00000432
00000433
:s
`f
3
i
IF (TNnw* NE.4SET(INDX)) GO TO 310 _	 00000434
t 	q INDX=LINE+3 00000435
IF (NSFT(INOX).LE.0)	 GO TO 800 00000436
t=NS ;':T(INOX) 00000437
KOUNT(L)=KOUNT(I–.)+1 00000438
NSET(1'gDX) .=0 00000439
800 JLI:N =LINE+IMl+IM2+1 00000440
LINE=NSET(J1'...INE.) 00000441
IF (LINE.LT977777) GO TO 790 00000443
810 DO 820	 I-19NCT .S 00000443
NL=NL+1 00000444
U. XC=KOUNT(.I) 0000044:5
CALL COLCT (XC,NL) 00000446
820 CONTI NUE 00000447
8-30 IF ( ITFLG.F_0.3.OR.ICFLG.EQ.3) GO TO 9160 00000K4
C
00000449'
rr****TEST TO SEE IF SIMULATI(:N RUN .IS COtdPLETE. 00000450
C 00000451
' IF (NSTSR)	 $509860.530 00000452
^.,,. 040 CONTINUA 00000453	 r
GO TO 140 0030045-4
E 850 CALL ERROR (22) 000004554	 g C 00000456
C*•****NETWORK HAS :SEEN! SIMULATED ONE MORE TIME. 00000457
C 00000458
)
...:;..... _ _: ..	 a u^._,....^....^.W _
216
4
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C*****IF ANY C-NODES, COLLECT RUN STATS AND CONTINUE, OTHERWISE SKIP 0000016'0;,"
t_ C,f***THIS SECTION. 000004614
C 00000462
860 IF (NCNO.LE40)
	
GO TO 910 00000463
XTIME=0.0 00000464
XCOST=0.0 00000465
DO 870 KXK=NCNL,NCNU 00000466 \
MXM=KXK+( KXK-1)*NCTS 00000467
LXL=MCLT+KXK 00000468*
XTIME=XTIME+SUMl(MXM) 00000469
XCOST=XCOST+SUM1(LXL) 000004704
C 00000471
E C****'*IF ANY C-NODE IS STILL ACTIVE * UPDATE STATS TO FINAL VALUES. 00000472
t C 00000473'
IF	 (XSTUS(KXK).LT * O.)	 GO TO 870 00000474'
TYYY=TYYY+(TNOW-XSTUS(KXK)) 000004751
4 870 CONTINUE 00000476
C 00000477,
C*****XTIME--ACCUMULATE=) TIME IN C-NODES TO DATE. 000004781
.0*****XCnST--ACCUMULATED COST IN C-NODES TO DATE. 000004791
C*****TIMRN--TIMR IN C-NODES FOR THIS RUN. 000004801
C*****CGSRN--COST IN C-NODES FOR THIS RUN. 00000431 ,r
C*****TIMTD°OLD TIME-TO-DATE IN C-NODES. 00000482
C*****COSTD--OLD COST-TO-DATE IN C-NODES. 00000483
C*****TYYY--ACCUMULATIVE TIMES OF STILL ACTIVE C-NODES AT END OF RUNS 00000484
C*****TCCC- •-ACCUMULATIVE COSTS OF STILL ACTIVE L-NGDES AT ENO OF RUNS 00000485
C**'***UPDATE COSTS FOR ANY COST AkC MONITORFaD BY A C-NODE. 00000486
r
C 00000487
LINE=MFF_(1) 00000488
` IF	 (LINE.LE.0)	 GO TO	 900 00000489
880 IN00X=LIN +IMI 00000490
IF	 (QSET(INDQX+5).LE.O.)	 GO TO 890 00000491'
TCCC=TCCC+QSET(INDGX+2)+QSET(INDQX+3)*(TPIOW-OSET(INDQX+5)) 00000492
990	 IS0e,=LINE+IH1+IM2+1 00000493
LINF==NSET(ISU5) 00000494
IF (LINE.LT.77777) GO TO 880 0000049=
900 XT IMr=XTIME+TYYY 00000496'
XCOST=XCOST+TCCC 00000497
C 0000049?''
C*****CALCUL,4TE TIME AND COST OF C-NODES OF TINS RUN AND THEN 00000499
C*****UPDATE TIME AND COST TO OATE.. 00000500
C 00000501
TIMRN=XTIME-TIMTD 00000502
COSPN=XCOST-COST) 00000503
3 T IMT0=XT.'IME 0000050
COSTO=XCOST 0000050
C 0000050,?
...•	 ^1 C i, ***? UPDATE C-NODE RUN TIME AND COST STAT VARIABLES. 00000507
^ C 0000050
KXKK=NCLT-1 0000050
CALL COLCT (TIMRN * KXKK) 0000051 ;
NHIST=NSTS*2+2 00000511'
iMXKK=NP IST-1 0000051
CALL HISTO (TIMRN * MXKK) 0000051.. t:
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CALL HISTO (COSRN9NHIST) 00000515
'	 910 DO 940 K=19NSTS 00000516 !	 1
IF (KST3(K))	 920 * 9309940 00000517
920 KST3(K)=-KST3(K) 00000518
GO TO 940 00000519
930 KST3(K)=1 00000520
``
	 940 CONTINUE 00000521
4 IF (NDRT.EQ.0) GO TO 960 00000522
INDX=1 00000523
DO 950 K=1910 00000524
NSET(INOX)=TABS(NSET( INOX)) 00000525
j INDX=INDX+IMI+ IM2+1+1 00000525
;-	 950 CONTINUE 00000527
j	 960 OD 970 M=19NSTS 00000528
XSTUS(M)=-19 00000529 -y
970 CONTINUE 00000530
C' 00000531
C*****INITIAL.IZE FOR ANOTHER RVN BY REMOVING ALL EVENTS FROM EVENT 00000532
%C*****FILE AND REZE'TTING NETWORK VALUES. 00000533
C' 00000534
980 IF	 (NQ(1))	 850910009990 00000535
990 KcOL=MFE (1) 00000536
CALL RMOVF (KCOL91) 00000537
GO TO 980 00000538
C' 00000539
C*****TEST TO SEE IF ALL RUNS HAVE BEEN MADE. 00000540•
C 00000541 E
1'.000 IF	 (NPhl5oLE.NRUN)	 GO TO	 1010 00000542k
'r
MRUN= #^,kw
 .0 +1 00000543
i GO TG 50 000005441. 00000545
a	 1.010 d,9, 4-L SUMRY 00000546
RETURN 00000547
' 3
	C 00000548
C 00000549
C 00000550
ID20 FORMAT	 (///40X9l** EVENT TRACE FOR RUN 1 9I59' 00000551
1	 '	 END OF	 "ARC' 94X9 'ARC' 94X_9 V END' 93X, l PARAM.' 92X9'OISTR.'.2X, 00000552
2	 ''COUNT' 98Xv'RELEASE'98X9'ARC*vI?X+ *ARC '9/94X,'TIME'•6X,'NU48ERv OQ000553
3	 2X9'NODE'93X9'TYPE'94X9'TYPE'93X9' TYPE = 	 (	 )0,2X+•COUNT'99X. 00000554
4	 • CO5T • 99X9'DURATION'9/) 00000555
1130 FORMAT	 (//9'	 NODE	 ' 9 139'	 MAY FEE TRAPPED IN AN	 INFINITE_ LOOP.' 9/9 00000556
$ I	 • 'THERE ARE	 ' v I39'	 SIMULTANEOUS ARC COMPLETIONS .%T TIME	 • 9 00000857
r 2	 Fld.Z) 00000558
'	 1040 FORMAT	 (1X9E129691X9I4921792I8vt79IS92(4X9Eic.6)`) 00000559
''E =ND 00000560 r
.SUBROUTINE FILEM (JQ) 00000001
UIMENSTON NSET(5600) 00000002
COMMON QSET(5o00) 00000003
COMMON /G1/ MFA9MXC9IPRT9TCRD,IMI,IM29MAXQSsNT2R9NC2R, f`Ig Q9NSNK9 00000004
1	 NRUN.t^lRNS9ISED,TNOW9ATRIB(6).JTRIB(6),NAME(20)9JCELS(2O0932) 00000005
COMMON /G2/ MFE(300.)9MLE(300) ,NQ(300)9PARM(100,4)9SUM1(300) -0 00000005
1'	 SU 142(300) 9SUMS(300 `) 9SUM4(300).SUM5(300	 *NT2C29EPS 00000007;
COMMON /G3/ KST1('100)-9XLOW(200)91,IF?ELI(300).NPEL2(300),NREL(30J)9 00000008
t`
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s
1 a' AREL(300)•KST4(100) sKST3(=-1'00)•NTYPE(300)swlOTH(200)•NSTS*NCTS 00000009`1
EQUIVALENCE
	
(NSET(1).OSET(1)) 000000101
DOUBLE PRECISION SUMI9SUM2 00000011
G 0000001.2
C*****TEST TO SEE IF THERE. IS AN AVAILA BLE COLUMN FOR STORAGE 00000013
C 00000014
IF (MFA.LE.MAXOS) GO TO 	 10 00000015
WRITE (IPRT,170) 00000016 1
C 00000017
CALL ERROR (87) 00000019`.
C 00000019
C*****PUT ATTRIBUTE VALUES IN FILE 00000020
C 00000021
10 INDX=MFA 00000022
F
DO 20	 I=191MI 00000023"
NSET(INDX)=JTRIE(I) 00000024 '!
k INDX=INDX+l 00000025.
20 CONTINUE 00000026
` 00 30	 I=1,IM2 00000027
" QSET ( INDX)=ATR IE( 1) 0000002£1 AJINDX=INDX+1 00000029
30 CONTINUE 00000030
?. FwX= MFE(JQ) 0000003i
KNT=2 00000032
INDX=MFA+IM1+IM2+1 00000033
NXFA =NSET(INDX) 00000034 {
MLE	 ' -'MLIE (JQ) 00000035
IF	 :'—EX)	 40 * 5 0 * 90 00000036
40 CALL ERROR (88) 00000037 j
50 IN0X=MFA+IMl+IM2 00000038,
NSET(INDX)=99999 00000039
► MFE(JQ)"=MFA 00000040t
60 INDX=INDX+1 00000041'
NSET(INOX)=77777 00000042
MLE(JQ)=MFA 00000043
70 MFA=NXFA 00000044
IF 04FA.GE.888$3)	 GO TO S O 00000045
INDX=MFA+IHI+IML 00000046
NSFT(INDX)=99499 00000047
80 NO(JQ)=NQ(JO)+1 00000048
RETURN 00000049
90 IN0XI=MFA+I41 00000050
` INDX2=',ILFX+ I M I OO^J 00051
IF	 (JQ.GT.1)	 GO TO	 100 000000512
IF	 (15ET( INDX1) — QSFT(INOX2))	 160. a,t0s 110 00000053
100 IF (QSET(INDX1).GT.QSET( INDX2))	 GO TO	 150 00000054 a
110 INDX=MLEX+IM1+TM2+1 0000005
MSU=NSFT ( ICI^X) -00000055'
NSET(INOX)=MFA 00000057
I NDX=MFA+IM 1 + I M2 0000 005V 1
t NSET( INDX)=MLrX .000000'54
t IF (KNT.EQ.2)	 GC TO 60 00000060
I INDX=MFA+1A"11+IF12+1 00000061
NSET( INDX ) =MSU 00000062
INDX=MSU+I MI+IM2 09000062 J
t
hk	 ^
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j NSET(INOX)=MFA
	 ^^ 00000064
GO TO 70
	
'' 00000065
120 IF	 (JTP`I'3(5).LT.0)	 GO TO	 130 00000066
IF	 (MREL(JTRIS(1)), NE. 1)	 GO TO	 140 00000067
ATRI5(1)=ATRIF3(1)+EPS 0000006/
QSET(INOX1)=ATRI8(1) 00000069
a GO TO	 110 00000070
130 IF	 (NREL(JTRIB(i)).GE.O.OR.(MREL( J•TR'I'B(	 ))—JTRIB(5)).GE.O.)	 GU TO 100000071
140 00000072
ATRIB(1)=ATRIB(1) —EPS 00000073
QSET(INDX1)=ATRI8(1) 00000074
GO TO 160 00000075
140 IF (NSET(INDXi-2).LT.0)
	
GO TO 150 00000076
IF	 (MREL(NSET(INDX1-6)—).NE.1)	 AGO TO 160 00000077
OSET(INDX2)=QSET(INDX2)+EPS 00000078
GO TO 160 00000079
150 IF (NREL(NSET(INOX1-6)).GE.O.CIR.(M7EL(NSET(TND:X1-6)) —N.SET(IMOX1- 00000080
1	 2)).GE.0)	 GO TO 160 00000061
QSET(IN0X2)=QSET(IN0X2) —EPS 00000082
GO TO	 110 00000083
160 KNT=1 00000084
INOX=ML.EX.+IMI+IM2 00000085.
:'ILEX=NSET(.INDx) 00040086
IF (MLEX.NE.99999) GO TO 90 00000087
INDX=MFA+IMI+IM2 00000088
NSET(INDX)=99999 00000089
k MFE(JQ)=MFA 00000090
INDX=MFA+IMi+IM2+ 1 00000091
k NSET(INDX)=MFEX 00000092I N0X=AFEX+ I M 1 +IM2 0000 0093
NSET( INDX) = fAFA 00000094
GO TO 70 00000095
C 00000096
C 00000097
170 FORMAT (//24H OVERLAP .SET GLVEN BELOW/) 00000098
END 00000099
C 00000001
SUBROUTINE SCHAT (NODE) 00000002
DIMENSION NSET(5600) 00000003
COMMON OSET(5600) 00000004
COMMON /GI/ MFAgMXC.IPRTsICR091M •IM2vMAXOS,NT2R.NC2R9NDO,9N5NK ► 	 00000005
1 NPIIN,NRNS9ISED,TNOW,ATRIE3(6),JTRIB(6),NAM (20).JCFI-S(200.32)
	 00000006
COMMON /G2/ '4FE(304),MLE(:300),NO(300).PAR-4(100*4),SUMI(300)9 	 00000007
t SUM2 ( 300) . SUM3 ( 300) ,SUMO ( 300) , SUM5( 300) tNT2C2, EPS 	 0000000S
COMMON /G3/ KST1(100),XLCW(200),NPEL1(300),NREL2(300),NREL(300)9 00000009
1— MREL(300) .KST4(100) .KST3(100)yNTYPE(300),WIDTH(200)vNSTS#NCTS 	 00000010
^EE COMMON /G4/ XSTUS(100),SUMCT.CSTUS(100)sNCN09NCNL,T I1CNi)*T29C2,	 00000011
f	 I ITFLG.ICFLG,TYYY TCCC.TIMTD.CQSTD
	 00000012.
EQUIVALENCE (NSFT().QSET(i))
	 00000013
DOUBLE PRECISION 5UM19SUM2 	 00000014
C	 00000015
C*****NEXT IS LOCATION OF FIRST ENTRY IN FILE OF AC'TIVITL S 'KITH START 00000016
C*****NODE— NODE. NT IS THE NODE TYPE.	 00000017
C	 0000001,8
III=O
	 00000019
6
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x
NT=NTYPE(NODE)
r^
00000020*R
NEXT=MFE(NODE) 00000021 
IF (NEXT.LE.0)
	
GO TO 80 00000022''	
r
GO TO	 (209 L0 * 20, 10.20. 10.20 * 10) .	 NT 00000023ro
C 00000024
` C*****GENERATE A RANDOM NUMBER RNUM. 00000025 a
C 00000026
10 RNUM=RANF(ISED) 00000027 3
C 00000028. i
C*****TEST IF DETERMINISTIC OR PROBABILISTIC NODE * 00000029
C 00000030
20 GO TO	 (30.90930.90930s90.30,90').
	 NT 00000031
30 00 40 1=19IMl 00000032
INDX=NEXT+I — 1 00000033
JTRI!3(I)=NSET( INDX ) 00000034
40 CONTINUE 00000035
C 00000036
C*****OBTAIN SAMPLE FOR ARC. 00000037'
C 000000381
CALL SAMPL (DEV) 000000391
ATR I8 (1)=TNOW+0FV 00000040`
IN0X0=NEXT+ IM1+2 00000041
_ ATR I8 (3) =07ET (.YNDXO) 00000042 1
ATRI8(4)=0SET(INDX0+1) 00000043
SUMCT=SUMCT+ATRIB(3)+DEV*ATRIB(4) 00000044
IF (JTRIB(6).GT.0) ATRtB(6)=TNOW 00000045
C 00000046
C*****FILE END OF ARC EVENT IN EVENT FILE. 00000047 i
r C 00000048
p CALL FILEM (1) 00000049
IF (JTRI3(1).LE.0)
	 GO TO 50 00000050 a
y NSUB=JTRIB(l) 00000051
NTI=NTYPE(NSUB) 00000052
IF (NTT.LE.4) GO TO 50 00000053
NSET(NFXT)= NSET(NEXT) 00000054
50	 III=1 00000055
Gn TO	 (60s80*60980.60 9 80r6098O)o	 NT 00000'056C
00000057
C*****DETERMI,NE IF OTHER ACTIVITIES ARE IN FILE. 00000058 `	 #
C 00000059 S
60	 INOX=NEXT+I tiII+.LM2+1 00000060
NIEXT=NSET(INOX) 00000061 ",
F IF (NEXT-77777)	 20980,70 000100062
x. 70 CALL EPROP (23) 0000006380	 IF	 ('II'I.NF.0)	 GO	 TO	 100 00000064
WRITE
	
(IPRT9110) TNOW,NODE 00000065
IF (NEXT.E0.3)	 CALL EXIT 00000066,
IF (NEXT.NE.0)
	
GO TO 30 0000006
1 CALL EXIT 0000006a
90	 INDX=NEXT+IM1 0000006'
C 00000070,'
F CT****TEST RNUM AGAINST PROBABILITY (CUM.) OF REALIZING THE rARC.	 007000711
C 00000072E
' IF (GSET(INDX).GT.P,NUM)	 GC TO 30 0000007
GO TO 60 00000074 t
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100 CONTINUE 00000075
C
RETURN 00000076 
00000077
00000078
^ Cc 000000791.1Q FORMAT (/12Xr20HSCHAT CALLED AT TIMEtF392t42H
	 ARC	 COULD NOT 800000080
IE SCHEDULED FROM NODEt15/) 00000081
END 00000082 1
SUBROUTINE RMOVE (KCOL t JQ) 00000001
DIMENSION NSET(5600) 00000002 {
COMMON OSET(5600) 00000003
COMMON /GL/ MFA• MXC9 1PRT9ICRO91MIsIM2tMAX4S#NT2R t NCZRoNOOoNSNK t 00000004
1	 NRUN •NRNS9ISED.TNOW.ATRIB(6),JTRIS(6)#NAME(20)tJCELS(200932) 00000005
COMMON /G2/ MFE(300)•MLE(300)tNQ(300)•PARM(10094) t SUMI(300) 9 00000006
1	 SUM2(300)%SUM3(300)tSUM4(300)tSUMS(300)*NT2C2sEPS 00000007
r EQUIVALENCE (NSET(1),OSET(1)) 00000008
' DOUBLE PRECISION SUMI.SUM2 00000009
IF (KCOL.GT.0)
	 GO TO .10 00000010
r IF ((MAXQS—MFA).LT.MAXOS) CALL ERROR 	 (11) 00000011
` CALL ERROR (97') 000,00912k	
gC 00000013
C*****PUT VALUES OF KCOL IN ATTRIS 00000014
r
_
-(ivvwva^
10 INDX=KCOL a00000016
k DO 20	 ^ =19 IM1 00000017
JTRIB(I)=NSET(INDX) 00000018
INDX=INDX+1 00000019
	
t
20 CONTINUE 00000020
DO 30
	 I=1•IM P 00000021
ATRIH(I)=OSET(INDX) 000000.22
INDX=INDX+1 00000023
`	 30 CONTINUE 00000024
_ INDX=KCOL+IMI+IM2 00000025
JL=NSET(INDX+1) 00000026	 3
JK=NSET(INDX) 00000027
IF (JLeF0.77777) GO TO 70 00000028
IF (JiK.E0.99999) 	 GO TO 60 00000029
I NDX=JK+IMI+TM2+1 00000030
NSET(INDX)=JL 00000031
INDX=JL+IMI +I M2 00000032
NSET (INDX)=JK 000 20033
40 INDX=KCOL+IM1+Im2+1 00000034
NSET(INDX)=MFA 00000035
NISFT(INDX-1)=99999 00000036
IF (MFA.GE&89888) GO TO 50 000000:37
INDX=FIFA+IMI+IM2 0000003%0
NSET(INOX)=KCOL 00009039
: SO MFA=I<COL 00000040
N9(J0)=NO(JQ)-1 00000041 ;.
w RETURN 00000042
60 1NOX=JL+1141+IM2 00000043
NSET(INDX)=99999 00000044
F MFE(JQ)=JL 00000045
GO TO 40 00000046
70 IF (JK•EO99999) GO TO 80 00000017
f `
30 A=XLOW(N)
W=WIDTIH(N)
IF (W') 80.70940
40 X=X1 —A
r..	
II
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INDX=JK+I Lll +IM2+1
NSET( INOX)=77777
mLK(JQ) =JK
GO TQ 40
130' MFE(JQ)=0
MLE(J©)=0
GO TO 40
END
C
282	 a,	 i
000000455
00009049
000000501
00000051'i'
00000052
00000053
00000054
00000055
00000001	 ja
FUNCTION NFIND	 (NVAL•JOsJATT•IRNK) 00000002'
DIMENSION NSET(5600) 00000003
COMMON OSET(5600) 00000004
COMMON /G1/ MFAvMXCsIPRT,ICRDsIMl * IM29MAXQSsNT2R•NCRRvNOQ * NSNK• 00000005
1	 NRUN•NRNS•ISEDrTNOW * ATRIB(6),•JTRIB(6) •NAME(?.0)+JCCLS(,,„00 * 32.) 00000006
COMMON /G2/ MFE(300) * MLE(300)sNQ(300)•PARM(100r4)9$UM1(300)9 00000007.
1	 SUM2(300)•SUM3(300).SUM4(300)•SUMS(300)vNT2C2 9 EPS 0000000np
EQUIVALENCE	 (NSET(1) * QSET(1)) 00000009P
DOUBLE PRECISION SUMI * SUM2 00000010}'
NEXTK=MFE(JQ) 000000111
K=1 000000121
IF (NEXTK)	 10.20930 000000131
10 CALL ERROR (89) 00000014
20 NF1ND=0 Ovvf%oAI
RETURN 000000161
30 INDX=NEXTK+JATT-1 00000017
IF (NSF.T(INDX).EQ.NVAL)	 GO TO 40 00000018
I NDS=NEXTK+I,'d1+I M2+1 00000019
NEXTK=NSET(INDS) 00000020
IF (NEXTK.LT.77777) 	 GO TO 30 00000021
GO TO 20 00000022
40 NFINO=NEXTK 000000231
IF (K.EG.IRNK)	 RETURN 000000241
K=K+1 000000257
GO TO 30 00000025`
END 00000027
C 00000001
SUBROUTINE HISTC (X1gN) 00000002
COMMON /G1/ MFA•MXC 9 IPRT, ICRO P IM19IM2#!4AXOS.,NT2 g oNCZ vVUOtigSNK t 00000003
1	 NRUNiNRNS*ISEO,TNUW * ATRIB(6)+JTRro(6) * NAM=('ZO)•JC:LS(200932_) 00000004
COMMON	 /G3/ KST1(100).XLOW(200)•NRELt(300)•NREL2(300).NRtL(300), 00000005
1	 MREL(300) * KST4(100)9KST2(100).NTYPF.(
	
00)9'NI'aTH(?00`).N:STS,NCTS 00 00006
COMMON /G6/ NCEL(10),PROB(32910),VAL(73,tJ),ISEC(Zola)9-4AX.NHIS• 00000007.
1	 KHIST,NPMCH 00000006'
NHI'ST=NSTS*2+2 001000004
IF (NoLE,NHIST) GG TO 20 00000010
10 WRITE
	 ( IPgT * 90)	 N	 m 000000:11
CALL EXIT 0000001
20-1F	 (N)	 10,10,30 0000001,-
00000O1lk
BY SURTRACTING A IF X.LE.A THEN ADD I TO FTRST CELL 00000015
0000041.
00000017
	
R
000000if.
00000019
00000020
'I
C
C#4*4#TRANSLATE X1
C
6'
t,
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k
t	 IF (X_ GE,O,) GO TO 50
IC=I
GO TO 60
C
f C*****OETER41NE CELL NUMBER IC. ADD 1 FOR LOWER LIMIT CELL AND 1 FOR
C*****TRUNCATION
C
50 IC=X/W+2.+.0001
C
IF (IC.LE.MXC) GO TO 60
IC=MXC
60 JCELS(N.IC)=JCELS(NsIC)+1
70 RETURN
80 WRITE (NHIS) X19N
KHIST=KHIST+1.
RETURN
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00000021
00000022
00000023
00000024
00000025
00000036
00000027
00000028
00000029
00000030
00000031
00000032
00000033
00000034
00000035
00000036
00000037
00000038
00000039
00000040
00000001
00000002
00000010.3
00000004
00000005
00000006
00000007
00000008
00000009
00000010
00000011
00000012
00000013
00000014
00000015
000000/6
00000017
00000018
00000019
00000020
00000021
00000022
00000023
40 RETU'dN
	 00000024
END	 00000025
 00000001
SUBROUTINE COLCC
	 0000000:2 `•
DIMENSION NSETCE600)
	 00000003
COMMON OSET(5600)	 00000004
COMMON /Gl/ MFAgM XC•IPRTsICRD ► IMI*IM2sMAXOSsNT?RsNC2RsNOQ9NSNK,
	 000000005'
1 NRUN,NRNSsISEDsTNOW•ATRIE(6)sJTRI9( 6)v NAME(20)sJCELS(230,32)
	 00000006
COMMON /G2/ MFE(300)•MLE(300)+NQ(300),PARM(1.00,4)sSUM1(300)s
	 00000007
1 SUM2 ( 300) . SUM3( 300) sSUM4 ( :300 )..SUMS ( 300) sNT2C2s EPS
	 00000008
COMMON /G3/ KST1(100) sXLOW( ;aOO) sNRELI(300)sNREL2(300)sNREL(300)
	 00000009
1 MREL(300)*KST4(100)sKST3(1OU)sNTYPE(300) g WIDTH(200)sNSTS,NCTS
	 00000010 F
90 FORMAT (19H ERROR IN HISTQGRAM9I4//)
E ND
SUBROUTINE COLCT (X,N)
CCuuO:= 
:31: '^Fn;MnCi'arnTsAC.r%tf rvLiis l "Zo t lm U-00 INlzm^if^..A=M NO f`^JfYh•
1 NRUN•NRNS91SED.TNOWgATRI
	 *rB(6)sJTRIS(6)IAME(20)sJCELS(?00,32)
COMMON /G2/ MFE(300),MLE(300)sNQ(300),P:ARM(10094)sSUMI(300)1
1 SUM2(300)sSUM3(300)sSUM4(300)sSUM5(300)sNT2C29EPS
COMMON /G3/ KST1(100)sXLCW(200),NRELL(300)vNREL2(300)•NREL(300)s
1 MREL(300)sKST4(100)sKST3(100).NTYPE(300),WIDTH(200),NSTS,NCTS
COMMON /G4/ XSTUS(100)sSUMCTsCSTUS(100).NCND•NCNLsNCNU9T2sC29
1 ITFLG.ICFLGsTYYY,TCCC.TIMTDsCOSTD
DOUBLE PRECISION SUM19SUM2
NCLT=NSTS*(NCTS+2)+2
IF (N.GT.0) GO TO 20
10 CALL ERROR (90)
2>0 IF (N * GT.NCLLT) GO TO 10
SUM) (N)=SUMI (N)+X
SUM2(N)=SUM2(N)+X*X
SUM3(N)=SUM3(N)+1.0
IF (X.LT * SUM4(N)) SUM4(N)=X
IF (X.GTs5UM.0*q )) SUM5(N)=X
IF (T2.GE,0.) GO TO 30
2IF (C.LT.0.) GO TO 40
30 CALL COLCC
i
d
C
e r
i
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COMMON /G4/ XSTUS(100)PSUMCTrCSTIJS(100)•NCND•NCNL*NCNU•T29C29 00000011
1	 ITFLG#ICFL!3 * TYYY#TCCCrTIMTDvCOST? 00000012
EQUIVALENCE	 (NSET(1)9QSET(1)) 00000013'
DOUBLE PRECISION SUM19SUM2 00000014`
TESTT=0.0 00000015
TESTC=0.0 00000016
IF (T2 * LT.O.)	 GO TO 30 00000017
KFLAG=ITFLG+i 00000018 -
GO TO	 (10930910930)9
	
KFLAG 00+000019
C 00000020
C*****CALCULATE ACCUMULATED TIMES. 60000021
C 00000022
I	
10 00 20 K=NCNL9NCNU 00000023
KK-K+(K-I)*NCTS 00000024
TESTT=TESTT+SUM1(KK) 00000025
IF	 (XSTUS(K).LE.O.) GO TO 20 00000026
I	 YYY=TNOW—XSTUS(K) 00000027
f	 TESTT=TESTT+YYY 00000028
20 CONTINUE 00000029
TESTT=TESTT+TYYY—TIMTD 0000000.
C 00000031
C*****TEST ACCUMULATED TIME AGAINST THE T2 VALUE. 000000321
C 00000033
IF	 (TESTT.LT.T2) GO TO 30 00000034
ITF4.G=ITFLG+i 00000035 a
NT2R=NT2R+1 00000036
IF (ICFLG.EQ.I.CR.ICFLG.EQa3) NT2C2=NTZC2t1 00000037
30	 IF (C2.LT.O.)	 GO TO 90 00000035 i
KFLAGICFLG+1 00000039
GO TO	 (40990940990)9
	
KFLAG 00000040:
c 000000411
C*****CALCULATE PRESENT COST IN C—NODES. 00000042;
c 00000043
40 DO 50 K=NCNL9NCNU 000000444`
L=NCLT—NST.S-2+K 00000045
j	 TESTC=TESTC+SUM1(L) 00000046.
50 CONTINUE 00000047,
C 010000048.
C*#***CALCULATE AND ADO COSTS FROM STILL ACTIVE COST ACTIVITIES• 00000049
C 00000050•.
C*****ATRI5(3)=0SET( INOQX+2) 	 SETUP COST OF ARC 00000051
C*****ATRT3(-t )=QSFT(INOQX+3)
	
VAPIAELE COST OF ARC. 00000052
C*****ATP I:B (6)=QSE'T (I NDQX+5)	 TIME ARC WAS STARTED 00000053
C 00000054
LINE=MFE(1) 00000055
IF (LINE.LF * U)	 GO TO 80 00000056
60 I NDQX=L INE+ I M'l 0000 0057 r
IF (QSET(IN00X+5).LE.0.) 	 GO TO 70 00000058
TESTC=TESTC+GSET( INOQX+2)+QSET('IPJGQX+3)*(TNr-W — QSET(TNDQX*a)) 00000059;
70 ISUH=LINE+IMI +TM2+1 000000601
LINE=NSF T (ISU$) 000000611
IF (LLNt -77777) 60.80980 000000621.
C 00000063'-
C*M***TEST ACCUMULATED COSTS :AGAINST THE C? VALUE. 0000006 ;1
C 00000065
at
i
^f
!i
w
C
a
E
C
i
r
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80 TE W?l C-TESTC — COSTD+TC CC
IF (TFSTC.LT.C2) GO TO 90
ICFLG= ICF'LG+1
NC2RacNC2R+1
IF (ITFLG.ECi.19OR..ITFLC.E4.3) NT2C2=NT2C2+1
90 CONTINUE_
RETURN
END
FUNCTION CSTUP (OUM)
DIME14SI +ON NSET ( 5600)
COMMON OSET ( 5600 )
COMMON /G1/ MFA,MXC, IPRTvICRD,IMI $ IM2#MAXOS•NT2R ► NC2R,NOU.NSAtKv
1 '+lRtJNvNRNSsISEDvTNOW.ATRII3(6) ► JTRIB(6),NA;tr(20) JCELS(200 ► 32)
COMMON /G2/ MFE(300),MLE(300) ,NO(300),PARM(IC^'-4), UMt(300),
1 SUM2(300),SUM3(300)sSUMO(300).SUMS(^100)•NT2Ct"NEPS
COMMON /G4/ XS1*US(100) ► SUMCT.CSTUS(100),NCND9NCNL,NCNU,T21OC29
1 ITFLG,ICFLG•TYYY•TCCC,TIMTO,COSTD
EQUIVALENCE (NSET(1),OSET(l))
DOUBLE PRECISION SUM1vSUM2
L IN==MFE (I )
CaTU^=SUMACT
IF (L.INE.LE.0) GO TO 20
10 INDX=LINE+11,41
CSTUP=CSTUP+(TNOW — OSET( INDX)) *QSF_T(INDX+'. )
ISUB=LINE+IMI+IM2t1
LINE=NSET(ISUB)
IF (LiNE.LT977777) GO TO 10
20 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE SUMRY
DIMENSION GRAF(50), XLET(6)
COMMON /G1/ MFA ► MXCvTPRT,ICRO91MI•IM2#MAXQS ► NT2R.NC2RvNOOsa'`$NK,
1 "IRIJNvNRNS•ISED ► TN(.)W*ATRIB(6)vJTPIB(6)vNAME(20)vJC=LS(?00 ► -.32)
COMMON /G2/ MFE(300).MLE(300),NO(300)•PARM(100 ► 4)v•SUMI(103)9
1 SUM2(300)vSUM3(300)•SUM4(300)vSUM5(300),NT2C2,EPS
COMMON /:G3/ KST1(100)vXLOW(200)vNREL1(300).P4REi,2(300).N'4,EL(300)
I MREL(300),KST4(100)vKST3(100),..NTYPF(300)oWIDTH(200),N5T,!,Uc`r_,5
COMMON /G43 XSTUS (10 0) . SUtMCT, CSTUS( 100) ► NCND ► NCNL. NCNU oTc ► C2 v
I I TFLG, 'ICFLG ► T YYY v TCCC v T I M`TO s COSTO
COMMON /GS/ NISTN(2000,2),MST(300) t KST2(3'07) • IGRFvJGRAF ► SCAL
DATA AA9BB9CC/1H* ► 1H 91HC/
DATA XLET/1HF,iHA91HB,1HTv1HD91HC/oT,CT/4HTIME94HCOST/
DOUBLE PRECISION SUM19SUM2
S'FLAG=0.0
NHIST=LASTS*2+2
HFLAG=0v0
NCLT=NSTS*(NCTS+2)+2
MCLT=NCLT—NSTS--2
CALL AUJST
WRITE (IPRT9340)
WRITE (IPRTv350) NAME•NRUN
K=1
t^
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00000066
00000067
00000068
00000069
00000070
00000071
00000072
00000073
00000070
00000001
00000002,
00000003
00000004
00000005
00000006
09000007
00000008
00000009
00000010
009o00it
000000.12
000 00013
00000014
00000015
00000015
00000017
00000012
00000019
00000020
00000021
00000022
00000023
00000001
00000002
00000003
00000004
00000005
0.0000006
00000007
00300008
00000009
00000010
000.00011
00000012
0000001_3
00000014
000000 1ti
0;)000016
00000017
00000018
00000019	
y
00000020
00000021
00000022
00000023
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`	 10 JJ=KST3(K)	 00000024*^	 f
J=1
	 00000025,
IF (JJ.RQ.0) GO TO 110	 00000026`
CODE=XLET(JJ)
	 00000027
20 1=(K-1)4 c (NCTS+1)+J	 00000028
JJ=J-1	 00000029	 l
30 I"F (SUM3(I).G'l.0.) GO TO 40
	 00000030
IF (JJ.NE.0) GO TO 100
	 00000031'
IF (IaGT.MCLi) GO TO 100	 00000032 1
WRITE (IPRT*360) KSTI(K)•JJ
	 00000033
GO TO 100
	 00000034
40 XS=SUM1(I)
	
00000035
xss=sUM2(I)	 00000036
J,	 XN=SUM3(1)	 00000037
AVG=XS/XN	 00000038
f	 IF (XN*XSS * GT.XS*XS) GO TO 50
	 00000039
i	 STD=0.0	 00000040.GO TO 60	 0000004.1
50 STD=SQRT(((XN*XSS) — (XS*XS))/(XN*(XN-1.0)))	 000000421
i	 C	 00000043
C*****TEST IF C —NODE RUN STATS ARE BEING PROCESSED.
	 000000441
i	 C.	 000000451
60 IF (SFLAG.E0.1.0) GO TO 280
	 0000004—	 Y'
IF (HFLAG.EQ.1 .0) GO TO 290
	 0000004
IF (J.GT.1) GO TO 90	 00000048,	 {
IF (KST3(K).LE.1) GO TO 70	 0000004
XN=KST4( K) 	 00000056
3	 70 PROEM=XN/NRUN	 00000051
1	 IF (I.GToMCLT) GO TO 80 	 0000005
'	 WRITE (IPPT s 370) KST 1 (K) +PROS eAVG',. STD. SU'43(I) •SUM4(I) •SUMS(I) •COAEOOOQ005^
(=MCLT+K	 0000005 1{{111
GO TO 30	 0000005
80 IF (JGPAF.EO.0) GO TO 100 	 0000005
WRITE (IPRT9380) AVG.STDsSUM3(I),SUM4(1),SUM5(I)
	 0000005
GO TO 
O90 WRITE (IPRT9390) KST1(K)•JJ•AVG*STO.SUM3(I),SUM4(1)sSUM5(I)
	 0000005
100 J=J+1
	 0000006
4 t	 IF (J.LE.(NCTS+.1)) GO TO 20 	
_	 00000061
11 0 K=K+1 	 00000062
IF (K.LE.NSTS) GO TO 10
	 00000062'
WRITE (IPRT,400)
	 00000064'
IF (T2.&E.0.) WRITE (IPRT9410) NT2R
	 0000006..
IF (C2.GE.0.0) WRITE (IPRT,420) NC2R	 0000006
IF (NT2C2.GT.0) WRITE (I PRT•430) NT2C2	 0000006/
IF (IGRF.EQ.1) GO TO 150
	 0000005Y	 WRITE (IPPT *440)
9110 130 1=19NSTS	 0000007NCL=MXC
	 0000007
IF (WlDTH(l).E4.0.) GO TO 120	 0000007e
WI©=ABS(WIDTH(I))
	 0000007"
WRITE (IPRT#450) KST1(I)vX1_O'W(I)oWlDv(JCELS( •J).J=1*+VCL)
	 0000007
1^ 0"	 IF (JGRAF. EQ.0) GO TO 130
	 00000073 ' '.
J=NSTS •+I	 0000007
IF (WIDTH(J).EQ_.0.) GO TO 130	 0000007-t
WID=A8S(WIDTH(J))
	 0000007
	
'
%X;;^:42^xrr z__:.m -	 ..:°	
-„	 4.. _....	 . 3 :er.°r_-c.....-_.,..._;_:._s__::..s_^x-^-.:,.--_«.zx«...z.,.^.:.:.._=.,:..._.____..»..'-mac:"-.,=e°=.....-,-.=,-_.. 	 e	 .._
	
__a.^_^.^..r,-arc a-^xtiee: ^wnme^^z.—..:-;:i:;.^-.__;tt_°a+_-_a7=.
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x
e WRITE	 (IPRT,460)	 KST1(1).XL10W(J)•WID•(JCELStJ.K â +K=I.NCL) 00000079
-130 CONTINUE 00000080
_
IF (NCND.GT.0) GO TO 270 00000081
140 CONTINUE 001000082.
RETURN 00000083
150 NNN=O 00000084
160 KKK=1 00000085
;- 170 I=KKK 00000086
I1=I+NNN 00000087
IF (WIDTH(11).E0.0•s	 GO TO 250 00000068 a
INDEX=II+(IL-1)*NC'TS 00000089
IF (NNN.GT .0)	 INDEX=MCLT+I 00000090
IF (SUMS'(INDEX).LE.O.) GO TO 250 00000091
1 IF (NNN *.GT.0)	 GO TO 180 00006092
WRITE	 (LPRT •470) KST 1 l I) 0000 0093
GO TO 190 00000094
180 WRITE (IPRT•480) KSTIM 00000095
190 WRITE (IPRT•490) 00000096
WRITE (IPRT•500) 00000097
CUML,=O. 00000098
x WIO=ABS(WIDTH( II)) 00040099 rf
00 240 J=1 •MXC 00000100 !
RELA=JCELS(I'L+J) 00000101
RELA=RELA/SUM3(INDEX) 00000102
CUML=CUML+RELA 00000103
MR=RELA*50.+.000001 00000104
`- MC=CUML*50.+.000001 00000105
00 200 N=1* 80 0000OL06
GRAF(N) 88 00000107
200 CONTINUr 00000108
GRAF(50)=XLET(4) 00000109
IF	 (MC.LE.0)	 GO TO 220 00000110
GRAF(MC)=CC 000001,11
` IF	 (MR.LE.0)	 GO TO 220 00000112
00 210 N	 1 • MFR 000001.1 5
GR.AF (N)=AA 00000114
210 CONTINUE 00000115
- 220 IF	 ((J-1).GT.0)
	
GO TO 230 00000115
WRITE	 (IPRT•510)	 JCELS(I1•J)•-RELA•CUML+aRAF 00000117
E9LOW=XLOW(II)—WI0 00000118
GO TO 240 00000119
230 BL0W=8LOW+WID 00000120
` RrTE	 (I pR'f •520)	 JCELS{ I19 J19R ,FL4•COMLsALOiW•GRAF 00000121
240 CONTINUE 00000122
K.09S=SU M3(INDEX)+.00! 00000122
WRITE	 (IPRT * 530) KO$S 00000124 >.'
C 00+0 01 25
r C*****-TEST IF C — MODE HISTGRAMS BEING PROCESSED AND IF DONE. 0000012A
C 00000127
"TOIF (HFLAG.E0*190)	 GO	 330 00000128
IF (SFLAG.EO.1.0.) 	 GO TO	 140 0000-0129
250 KKK=KICK+:1 00000130
Y:
IF (KKK.LE.NSTS) GO TO 170 00000131
. IF (NNN.GT.0) GO TO 260 05000132 1,
IF (JGRAf^ .LE.0) GO TO 260 00000133 ti".
^I
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NNN=NISTS 00000134'
GO TO	 160 0000013:
i 260	 IF (NCND)	 140 9 1409270 000001361
C 00000137'
C*****WORKING ON C—NODE STATS• SET FIRST FLAG AND PRINT OUT HEAOINGS. 09000138
C 00000139
270 SFLAG=1. 0 00000140
WRITE (IPRT..540) NRUN 00000141
C 00000142
C*****PREPARE TO PROCESS C—NODE TIME DATA. 0000001/43
rC 00000144
I=NCLT-1 000001.45
CODE=T 00000146
GO TO 40 00000147'
C 00000148:
C*****PRINT OUT C—NODE RUN TIME STATS. 00000149
C 00000150
280 WRITE (IPRT9550) 00000151'
WRITE	 ( IPRT * 560)	 CODE •AVG•STD • SUM3(I),SUM4 ( I)•SUMS ( E) 00000152
' C 00000153,
C**At*#PREPARE TO PROCESS C —NODE COST DATA. 000001.547
' C 00000155
HFLAG=1^0 00000156
SFLAG=0.0 000001571F I=NCLT 00000158
CODE.=CT 00000159
GO TO 40 00000160
210 WRITE	 (TPRT9560)	 CODE ipAVG,STO 9 SUM3(I).SUM4(.I)•SU,MS(I) 0000016/
i C 00000162
C*****PREPARE TO GET HISTOGRAM OF C— NODE DATA. 00000163
G 00000164
IF	 (IGRF.EQ * I)	 GO	 TO	 ).< 00000165
C 00000166
C*****STANDARD HI=STOGRAMS FOLLOW. FIRST TIME DATA. 00000167`
C 00000168
I=NHIST-1 0000016
NCL=MXC 00000170
IF	 (NIDTh1(I) * NE*O..OR.WIDTH(NHIST).NE.3.) 	 WRITE	 (IPRT•440) 00000171
IF	 (WIDTH(' I).EQ.O .)	 GO TO	 300 00000172`
WI ID=ABS(W'IDTH(I)) 00000173
WRITE
	 (I:PRT 9 570)	 XLOW(I),WTD•(JC,LS(I.J).J=1 	 vCL) 00000:74
C 00000175
C*****COST HISTOGRAMS. 0000017&
C 00000177'
300
	 IF	 ('tVIDTH(NHIST) * EA.O.)	 GO TO	 1#0 00000178
WILD=A6S(WIDTH(NHlST)) 00000175
VtRITF	 (I ORT * 580)	 XLOW(NHIST)•WID.(JCELS(NHISToK),K-*19NCL) 0000 018
[- WRITE	 (IPRT 9 340) 00000181
.	 - GO TO 140 0000018
..
C 00000183
C****#PLOTTED HISTOGRAMS. 00000184
C 0000018 W`
310 II=NHLST-1 00000186
INDEX=NCLT--1 00000181 :{
IF	 (tat IDTH(I I) .EA+O.) 'GO 	 TO 330 0000018
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WRITE	 (IPRT*590) -00000ta9
-1L	 c 00000190
C*****PREPARE TO PROCESS TIME DATA * 00000191
C 00000192
320 1 = 11 00000193
GO TO 190 00000194
C 00000195
C*****PREPARF- TO PROCESS COST DATAo 00000196
C 00000197
330 IF (WlDTH(NHIST)eE0#0o)	 GO TO	 1 140 00000198
WRITE	 (IPRT#600) 00000199
SFLAG=1 * 0 00000200
HFLAG=0 * 0 00000201
Il=NHIST 00000202
INDEX=NCLT 00000203
GO TO 320 00000904
c 00000205
C 00000266
c 00000207
340 FORMAT	 (lHI) 00000208
350 FORMAT	 (lX126HGRASP SIMULATION PROJECT	 :vlX * 20A49////,q3lXi—' 00000209
I	 $ **FINAL RESULTS FOR I * 180	 SIMULATION RUN(S)** I v//vl6X9*NDDE ! v 00000210
2	 4X9*P9O8o/*v8X* I MEAN*99X* I STANQe l 97X**ND OFl*6X90MIN6vl2Xv4MAXlv0000021I
3	 9X 9 9 NODE 9 9/v24X * O CCUNT*o23Xv l DEVe*o9Xi'OBS * 1 *33X* I TYPE I ) 00000212
360 FOPMAT	 (/lXvI17vII3s9Xvt8HNO VALUES RECORDED) 00000213
370 FORMAT	 (/IX#11793X#F9 * 494XoEl2o6o3X9Et2o69F8,092(3X9 5—^12.6)o4X9A3) 00000214
380 FORMAT	 (17X * 10HCOST	 t7X9El2*6v3X9El2o69F8*042i3XvEl2o6)) 000002I.C5
39 0 FORMAT	 ( I X 9 117 9 113 9 3 X 9 E 1 2 a 6,p 3 X 9 E 1 2 6 v ^F 8 a 0 s 2 ( 3 X 9 F, 1 2 * 6 000002,16
400 FORMAT	 (IHO) 00000217
410 FORMAT (IH0916X947HNUM5ER OF TIMES SYSTEM EXCEEDED T2 CRITERION IS00000218
1916) 0000ong
420 FORMAT	 (IH0916X947HNUMBER OF TIMES SYSTEM EXCEEDeD C2 CRITERIUN	 IS00000220
00000221
430 FORMAT (IHO * 16X958HNUMBER OF TIMES SYSTEM EXCEEDED BOTH T2 AND C2 00000222
ICRITERIA	 IS916) 00000223
440 FORMAT	 (//43Xot4H**HISTOGRAMS**//17XoSHLOWER97X * 4HCELL/6X94HNODE, 00000224
.1	 7X95HLIMIT97X*SHWIDTHio3lX9llHFPEQUENCIES) 00000225
450 FORMAT	 (/IX91992El2o494Xoll'l6/(38X9lll6)) 00000226
460 FORMAT	 (/tXo4HCOST91692EI2.494Xtlll6/(38X9lll6)) 00000227
470 FORMAT	 (IHI///20X923HSTAT HISTOGRAM FOR NODF,915) 00000p2a
430 FORMAT (IHI///20X * 23HCOST HISTOGRAM FOR NODEP15) 00000P.29
490 FORMAT	 (///20Xv4HOSSV95Xs4HRELAoSX94HCUML95X * IIHLOWER ^OVND96X * 00000230
I	 lHOt8X92H2098Xt2H4098Xt2H6O*8XsZH8097X93HlOD) 00000231
500 FORMAT	 (20Xs3(4HFREQv5X)v2Xip7HOF CELL#8X9lHIsl0(5Hee * I)) 00000232
510 FORMAT	 (/19X i l5t2(4X#FS * 3)99Xi^4H — INF99X9lHlv5OAl) 00000233
520 FORMAT	 (19X9l5v2.(4X9F5o3)9 ,4Xo F.= IP. * 4-o6XmlHl9SOAl) 00000234
530 FORMAT	 (2lX93H---v40XvlHltlO(5H * o.ol)/ISXvZ6) 00000a3s
540 FORMAT (lHl///24Xv5lH**FlNAL RESULTS FOP RUN DATA OF ACCUMULATO q N00000236
IOOES**v////931X * I **FINAL RESULTS FOP. 1 * 1$9 9	 SIMULATION RUN(S)4,*O/) OOQO0237
550 FORMAT	 (//17Xq4HTYPEol8X94HMEAN95X,$HSTn * DEV * v-5X9,9H P'iC J^F99X, 0,000OZ38
I	 4HMIN * * g X.94HM.AX * /62X94HCRS*//) 00000239
560 FORMAT	 (17X * A49llXt2El2o4*ZX*F7eO*2EI3*4) 00000240
570 FORMAT	 (//IZX 9 4HTIMF.,2FI294-o4X * 1,116/(44X,lll6)) 00000241
580 FORMAT	 12X 9 4HC DST 9 2E 1	 4 9 4X % 1 116/ ( 44X * 1116) 00000 242
590 c ORMAT (IHI///2OX942HSTAT HISTOGRAM FOR ACCUMULATION NODE TIMESY, 00000,143
-j... .fie ,_ . 	 a . 	 _	 . F	 s :r .:.	 ..	 _	 _	 .- 	 :.. ^+ 4..*ruasa:Wau+renc'wtwrrrr;r. ^:c,..^a-.:.xi-^.-
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600 FORMAT (1H1///20Xo42HSTAT HISTOGRAM FOR ACCUMULATION NODE COSTS) 000002441	 1
^SEND 000-0024x,
SUBROUTINE SAMPL (DEV) 00000001
COMMON /Gi/ MFA,MXC.IPRT• ICRO, IM1 r IM2,11AXOS NT2R,NC2R.NO0+N;SNK • 00000002
1	 NRUN * NRNS.ISEDvTNOWsATRIB(6) * JTRIS(6).NAME(20)tJCELS(20.0,o32) 00000003
COMMON /G2/ MFE(300)•MLE.(300),NO(300)•PAPM(10'094)•SUM1(300)i, 00000004
I	 SUM2(300)P,SUM3(300)•SUM4(300)•SUM5(300),NT2C2.FPS 00000005 .
` COMMON /GS/ MSTN(2000 *2)+MST(300) * KST2(300)9IGRF,JGRAF,SCAL 00000005
DOUBLE PRECISION SUM'1 • SUM2 00000007
JP=JTRIB(Z) 00000008 g
JD=JTRIB( 3) 00000009
GO TO	 (10920.30,409'1109 1209170. 18Or17O9l9O9210r220.230)9 _JD 00000010
} c 00000011
C CONSTANT 00000012 s
t C 00000013
10 DEV=PARM ( JP•1) 00000014
RETURN 40000015;
C 00000016
4 C NORMAL 00000017
F C 000000181
20 DEV=RNORM(JP) 00000019`
RETURN 00000;020
C _ 00000021
'EE C UNIFORM 00000022
4 C 00000023
30 A=PARiM (JP.2) 00000024
B=PARM(JP,3) 00000025
DEV=A+(B—A)*RANF(ISED') 00000026
RETURN 00000027 .
G C 00000028 =
+ C ERLANG 00000029
C 0000-0030
40 K'=PARiM(JP,4)+.001 OOOOOfl31 i
RNUM=RANF('ISF0) 00000032
K=K-1 00000033
IF (K.LE.0)
	
GO TO 60 0000.0034
DO 50	 1=19K 006'00035
RNUM=RNUM*RANF(ISED) 00000036
50 CONTINUE 00000037
60 DOM=—c3, AR1(JPv1)*ALCG(RNUM) 0000003
;c 00000039
70 IF	 (DUM—PARM(JP92))' 80#100*90 OOD00040 ",
80 DuM= PApm ( Jp 2) 0000 004.1
GO TO 100 00000042
3 IF (DUMeLE.PARM (JP 93))	 GO TO 'L00 00000043
DUM=P APb4 (JP v 3.) 00000044
& 100 DEV=DUAL 00000045
I' RETURN 00000046
(,.. C 00000047
C LOGNORMAL 0000004^,
	
, .	
.	
..
C 000000491
110 DEV=EX P( RNORM(JP)) 00000050"
RETURN 00000051
C 00000052
C POISSON 40000053:1'.
t rJ.
• ..a.___^^u ...__
	 _	
____ .__ 	 _..^,jm.. __
	 __	
a _.,^^.^	 __	 _	 _
T ^.
..^^.,.._. .
r
.
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C ORIGINq^, i'AGi; i3
00000054
120 NPSSN=0	 Off, pOVR 00000055
II, P=PARM (JP, 1 } QUALITY 00000056 1
IF (P,GT . 9o)
	
GO TO 140 00000057'
Y=EXP( —P) 00000058
X= 1e 00000059
130 RNUM=RANF( .ISED) 00000060
X=X*RNUM 00000061 y	
1
IF (X.LToY) GO TO 150 00000062
NPSSN=NPSSN+1 00000063
GO TO 130 00000064
140 TEMP=PARM(JP4)' 00000065
r	 s PARM(JP,4)=SQRT(PARM(JP91)) 00000066
FARM ( JP91)=PARM ( JP91)+PARM ( JPe2) 0000006.7
OEV=A Y NT (RNORM (JP )-10.5) 000 00068
PARM(JP•1)=PARM!(JP91) —PARM(JP92) 00000069
t PARM(JP*4)=TEMP 00000070
RETURN 00000071
' 150 KK=PARM(JP.2) 00000072
KKK=PARM(JP93) 00000073
NPSSN=KK+NPSSN 00000074
IF (NPSSN.LE.KKK) GO TO 160 00000075
'NPSSN=PARM(JP93) 00000076
160 DEV-NPSSN 0000007 1
RETURN 00000078 s
C 00000079
C BETA 04000080
C 00000081 :.
170 A=PARM(JP , I) 00000082
B=PARM ( JP94) 00000083
X=GAM ( A,ISED) 00000084
DUM=X/(X+GAM(B,ISED)) 000000815
DEV=DUM *( PARM ( JP93) —PARM ( JP,2))*PARM ( JP,A) 00000086
RETURN 000006,87
C 00000088
'
c GAMMA 00000089
C 00000090
130 A=PARM(JP94) 00000091
DUM=GAM(A9I5F_D)/PARM(JP•1) 00000092
GO TO 70 00000093 a
C 0000009Q
c SCALDz FACTOR 00000095
c 00000096
190 DEV =O • 00000097
IF (JP'.EQ+O)	 GO TO 200 00000098x
DEV=FLOAT(JP)/SCAL 00000099
. 200 RETURN 00000100
C 00000101
^- C TRIAN GULAR. 0 00 00102
'
C 0000010`3
210:DEV=TRNGL (JP ) 00000104
RETURN 00000105f C 00000106
C WEIBULL 00000107i C 00000108 .
^ t
I
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220 DUM=PARM(JP,t)*((-1.*ALOG(RA14F(IS^^O, 	 )**PARM(JP.4)) 00000t09
GO TO 70 000001L0
C 00000111`
C. DISCRETE 00000112'
C , 00000113
'. 230 DEV=DISCR(JP) 00000114
r RETURN 00000115
f	 C 00000116
END 000001t7
j FUNCTION RNORM (JO) 00000001,
COMMON /G1 3 MFA.MXC• IPRTs ICRD*IMI, IM2 9 MAXOS,NT2R•NC2R,NOQ9t4SNK, 00000002
1	 NRUN,NRNS . ISED , TNOM.ATRIB ( 6),JTRIB ( 6).NAME(20)sJCELS(200. 32 ) 00000003
COMMON /G2/ MFE ( 300'9 MLE ( 300) • NQ(300),PARM ( 1009 4 ) * UMI(300) 00000004
1	 $UM2(300;)•SUM3(300)sSUM4(300),SUM5(300)•NT2C29EP S 00000005
DOUBLE PRECISION SUMI9SUM2 00000006
J—JD 00000007
SUM=O. 00000008 r
i 00	 10	 I=1.12 00000009'
' SUM=SUM+RANF(ISED) 00000010
10 CONTINUE 0000001 1
V=SUM-6. 00000017,,,
RNORM=V*PARM(J * 4)+PARM(Jrl) 00000013
IF (RNORM—PARM(J,2))	 20.30 P 40 00000014
20 RNORM=PARM(Jp2) 00000015_
30 RETURN 0000001 oil
40 IF ( RNORM .LE.PARM(Jr3)) 	 GO TO 30 00000017
RNQRM=PARM(J93) 00000018
RETURN 00000019
k	 C.
00000020
END 00000021
._ FUNCTION TRNGL (JD) 00000001 j
COMMON /G1/ &IFA,MXC 9 1PRT•ICRD * IM1•IM24MAXOSsNT2R•NC2RsNO q .NSNK• 00000002
1	 NR6N9MRNS 9 1SED,TNOW•ATRI9(6)sJTRIG(5).NAME(20)4JCELS(2 00 .32) 00000003
COMMON /G2/ MFE(300).MLE(300)sNO(300)*PARM(10094)•SUM1( 3 00)9 00000004
1	 SUM2(300)+SUM3(300)•SUM4(300)*SUMS(300).NT2C2*EPS 00000005
DOUBLE PREC_LSION SUM19SUM2	 - 0000000
+	 '^f JP_JD 00000007
R-RANT (ISF_D) 0000000.
IF (R.GT.PARM(JP.1))	 GO TO	 10 00000009
` R=SQRT(PARM(JP•1)*R) 00000010
GO TO 20 oo:)Oo011
'	 10 R=1.—SORT((1.—PARM(JP.t))*(1*—R)) 00000012
20 TR.NGL=P*PA.RM(J p 94) 00000013
4
RETURN 0000001
C 0000001551
END 0000001 6
P FUNCTION GAM (ALPHA•ISED) 00000001' k
K=ALPHA 00000002	 t
FK •-K 0000 0003
GAM=O. 000000.9
r" IF (K.LE.7)	 GO TO 20 0000000
PROD =1 . 0 0+000000b
:00
	
10. 1=19 K 00000007
•,
PROD=PROD*R,ANF( ISED) 0000000-
10 CONTINUE 0000000
Oi
b-	
,_.,.., ._Y...,,_..	
-:".'^a°'.•c^«^°.'.^^'7S'!.:4'R^?,dF3...s,.`r.^tk^t? ^;s,^h... ,-
sq	
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GAM=—ALOG(PROO) 00000010
}t 20 O=ALPHA—FK D000001tIF (D.LE..015)
	
GO TO 60° 00000012
IF (D.LT.•985) GO TO 30 00000013
E
W=1. 0000001.4
GO TO 50 00000015
30 A=I./O 00000016
f)=1./ (1 .-0) 00000017
40 X=RANF ( ISEO)**A 00000018
Y=RANF(ISED)**B+X 00000019
IF (Y.GT. 1.) 	 GO TO 40 00000020
W=X/Y 00000021
{
50 GAM AF(ISHD>) :.
GAM+W*Y 000.00023
60 RETURN 00000024
C 00000025 F
END 00000026
SUBROUTINE BETAXF 00000001
C 00000002
C*****THIS ROUTINE CONVERTS THE GIVEN BETA PARAMETERS, MEAN + VARIANCE 00000003
C*****TO (1) THE MEAN AND VARIANCE OF A BETA DISTRIBUTION OVER THE 00000004
C*****INTERVAL (0.1)9 (2) THE K1 + K2 VALUES NEUDED TO OBTAIN A BETA 0000.0005
C*****VARIATe FROM THE RATIO
	
OF TWO GAMMA VARIATES 00000006
C 00000007
C PARAM(J•l) CONTAINS THE MEAN, AT CLOSE IT WILL CONTAIN Ki 00000008
C PARAM(J,2) CONTAINS THE LOWER LIMIT 00000009 y
C PARAM(J,3) CONTAINS THE UPPER LIMIT 00000010
C PARAM (J • 4) CONTAINS THE VARIANCE_ , AT CLOSE IT WILL CONTAIN K2 00000011
C 00000012 i	 a
rci COMMON /G1/ MFA.MXC9IPRT,ICR0,iMltIM2•MAXOS•NT2R9NC2R*NO09NSNK. 00:000013
1	 NRUN,NRNS,ISED,TNOW,A •TRIB(6),JTRIB(6).NAME(20)•JCELS(200,32) 00000014
COMMON /G21 IAFEC300).MLE(300)rNQ(300) * PARM(100.4)•SIJMI(300)9 00000015
` 1,	 SUM2(300).SUM3(300),SUM4(300),SUM5(300) NTZC2,r_PS 00000016L
DOUBLE PRECISION SUMI 9SUM2 00000017
J .=JTRI8(2) 00000018
BMEAN= (PARM(J • 1) —PARM (J * 2)) /(PA'RM (J.3) —PAR'4(J • 2)) 0000001
HVAR=(PARNI(J,4)/(PARM(J•3) —PARM(J 2)))**2 OOJ00020
PARM (J + 1) =BMEA N* (BME AN* (I . O-QMEAN) /B V AR- 1 , 0') 0000002t
PARM(J.4)=PAPM(J•l)*((a.O-RMCAN)/BMFAN) 00000022 }
RETURN 00000023
C 40000024
END 00000025
SUBROUTINE PERTXF 00000001
COMMON /Gyl/ MFA• MXC, IPRT,ICRDi-IMl plM2st4AXOS.NTr2Roi4C2RrMOQsNSNK9 00000002
1	 NPUN.NRNS9ISED,TNOW•A TRIB(6),JTRIO(6),NAME(20),JCELS `(20003L') 00000003
COMMON /G2/ MFE(300),MLE(300),NQ(300),PARM(10094).SUMI (300)• 00000004
( 1	 SU+'42 (300) , SUM3 ( 300) sSUM4 ( 300) * SUMS ( 300) ,NTZC2, EP4 00000005
r DOUBLE PRECISION SUMI9SUM2 00000006
JJTRIB(2) 00000007
PARM(J,1)=14.*P` ARIA (J91)+PARM(J•2)+PARM(J•3))/60 00000008
PARM(J44)=IPARM (J*3) —PARM(J•2))/6. 00000009
CALL BETAXF 00000"010.
RETURN 00000011 }
C 00000012
ENS 00000013 ;,
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SUBROUTINE GREAO	
1 00000001
COMMON /Gt/ -MFArMXC.IPRTrICRD * IMI,IM29iMAXQS.NT2R9NC2RoN009,,NSNK• 000000021;
1	 14PUNsNRNS9ISED,TNOW * ATRIB(6)•JTRIU(6)sNAME(20)sJG LS(?00.32) 00000003,
COMMON /G6/ NCEL_(t0),PRO$(32110)sVAL(33.10)9TSECC(7	 10) * MA X9NHIS• 0000000
a 1	 KHIST,NPNCH 00000005
10 READ (ICR7 9 60)	 JOrNCELSvWID 00000006
IF (NCELS, EQ.0) RETURN 00000007
IF (JQ.GT.MAX)	 GO TO 40 00000008
READ	 (ICRD,70)	 (PR05(J•J0)sJ=1,NCELS) 00000009
REAL' ( ICROs30)	 (VAL(JsJQ)sJ=1,NCELS) 00000010 i
WRITE (IPRT', 90) JQsNCELSsWID T0000011,
WRITE (IPRTs100)	 (PRQB(J9J0)vJ=1. 9 NCELS') 0000001
WRITE	 (IPRT9110)	 (VAL(J,JQ),J=1sNCCELS) 00000013
NOEL(JO)-.NCELS 0000001
00 20 J=29NCELS 00000015
PROS ( J,JQ)=PROB(J *JQ)+PRCB(J- 1. •JQ) 00000016'
20 CONTINUE 00000017 j
IF (ASS(PROB(NCELSoJO)-19) * GT..002) GO TO 50 0000001
30 CALL ASSGN (JQ) 0000001
VAL(339 JQ)=WID 0000002
GO TO 10 00000021,
40 WRITE	 (IPRT•120) JQ,MAX 00000021'
CALL EXIT 0000002
iG /^^	 n P O G/	 ^! LL	 0WRITE
	 1.34 ) JCF i^RV17 ("i^\.Sf Ji3 ).: A;OvQ V.^.v2~..
P.R08(NCELS•JQ)=1. 0000002..
GO TO 30 0000002" i
C 0000002.7
C 0000002
C 0000002
60 FORMAT	 (2I59E10.4) 0000003
I	 70 FORMAT (16FS.4) 000'00031
°J
80 'FORMAT (8E10.4) 0000003 t
«0 FORMAT (///IOH HISTOGRAMs.I595X,I5ip6H CELLS,5X,11HCELL WIDTH=$ 0000003
y 1	 E13.4) 0000003'
100 FORMAT	 (/5X,13',4PROEAatLITIES/(5XsSFIO.4)) 0000003
110 FORMAT	 (/5X.1IHCELL VALUES/(5X p 8E13.4)) 0000003
120 FORMAT (/IXP19(1H*)9SX954HWARNING — ATTEMPTED TO READ DISCRETE JISTRI0000003
ISUTION Nll;ti(SER, I4/15X.39HMAXI'FAUM ALLOWED SY PRESENT 0144aNSION 	 IS, 0000043
2 ,	 14) 0000003.
130 FORMAT
	
(/IX#9(1H*)947HWARNINO —PRO6A9ILITIES FOR DISCRF:TF DISTR15UT0000004_
1 ION s T 4 s 16H LS O NOT SUM T1'i 1 4/ I 1 X,4HSUM=, F10.5, 23H	 SUM WILL 3C SFT 00000041 -)
?TO	 1) 0000004'
END 0000004
SUBROUTINE G5AVE
	
(NOQEsJQvKsKW0RD)
	 ? 00000001
DIMENSION XCF_LS(32) 0000000
COMMON /GL/ WFA*MXC, IPRT, TCRD* IMI , IM2,,MAXOS NT2R,NC2R,NOQ*N»I NK." 0000000
1	 NFUNoNRAIS,ISEDoTNOWrATRIB(6),JTRIR(6),NAME(2G),JCELS(200932) 0000000
COMMON /G2/ MFE(300),MLE(300),NQ(300),PA9M(10014)9SU'A1(300)—, 0000000 .
1	 SU'42 ( 300) • SUM3(300) •SUMO( 300) ,SUMS( 300) ,N T 2C2,, EPS 0000000
COMMON /(+3/ KS'T.I(100) 	 XLCW(200)sNrELI( 300) ,NREL2(300).NREL(300), 0000000'
1	 MREL(300),KST4(100)sKST3( 100), NTYPF(300) * WIOTH(200),NSTSsNCTS 0000000;
COMMON /G5/ MSTN(200092) PMST(300) ,KST2(300)
	
IGRF,JGRAFsSCAL 000000G
	 °.	
t,,
COMMON /G6/ NCEL(10), PROS (32,10),VAL(33.10)91 SEC (3,10) ,p MAX ,NH'IS9
1	 KHIST,NPNCH
00000011
0000'001
-T^`^	 (.^C3+GT4MAX)	 GO TO	 20 00000013
KK=KST2(NODE) 00000014
IF	 (KST1(KK).NE.NODE)	 05`0 TO 20 00000015
KO=KK+(KK-1)*NCTS 00000016
SNUM=SUM3(KQ) 00000017
IF (SNUM.LE..5) CALL ERROR ( 14) 00000018
NCEL.( JQ)=32 00000019
WID=ABS(W'IDTH(KK)) 00000020
IF (WID.EQ.O.)	 GO TO 20 00000021
START=XLOW(KK)-2.0*WID 00000022
IF {K.EQ.7) GO TO 30 00000023
CUM=O. 00000024
00 t0 J=1932 00000025
VAL(J.JQ)=START+WID*FLOAT(J) 00000026
GUM=CUM+FL.OAT(JCELS(KKsJ))/SNUM 00000027
PROB(JsJQ)=CUM 00000026
e 10 CONTINUE 00000029
3 VAL(33.JQ)=WID 00000030
CALL ASSGN (JQ) 00000031
F RETURN 00000032
! f 20, WRIT- (IPR.T * 600 KWORDvNOOEsJOsMAX 00000033
CALL EXIT 00000034
•30 WRITE (NPNCH970) J09WID 00000035
DO 40 J=1932 00000036
{ XCELS(J)=FLOAT(JCELS(KK.J))/SNUM 00000037
i !40 CONTINUE 00000038
WRITE ( NPNCH • 80) XCELS 00000039
00 50 .J=I s32 00000040
XCELS(J)=START+WID*FLOAT(J) 00000041
50 CONTINUE 00000042
WRITE	 (NPNCH990) XCELS 00000043
RETURN 00000044
C 00000045
C 00000046
60 FORMAT	 (///1X•'9(1H*)925HWARNING— ON KEYWORD CARD =9A4vI5.5H 	 AS. 00000047
1	 IS.lH=/l0X.67H EITHER NODE IS NOT A STAT NODE * WIDTH OF :HIS"rOGRA00000048
2M EQUALS ZERO	 v/IOXs51H OR DISCRETE DISTR'IBUT'ION REQUESTED IS GRO0000049
1 3EATER THAN.IS) 00000050
70 FORMAT (15,3Xs2H329EI0#4) 00000051
80 FORMAT (16F5.4) 00000052
90 FORMAT (SF-10.4) 00000053
END 00000054
I "': 00000001
1 '
:
FUNCTIONt
DS
00000002
CO,MMON/Gl/	 AMF.MXCo I PRT• ICRD s IMI o IM2. MAXOSs NT?!.,,R.NCZP.^.NOQ.N•SI•dK-, 00000003
. I	 NRUNvNRNSsISEDvTNOWeATRIB(:6)^iJTRTB(6)•,'VAME:(20)•JCELS(200r3?.) 00000004
COMMON /G6/ NCEL(10)sPRCS(32 1,'10).VAL(33.10)sISEf:(3,10). R1 p XsNHIS. 00000005
1	 KHIST.NPNCH 00000005
... JQ=JP 00000007
IF (JQ.GT.MAX)
	
GO TO 40 00000008} K=T3EC(34JQ) 00000009
RNUM=RANF(ISEA) 00000010 ti
N=3.*RNU 1 90000011
IF (N.LE..0)	 GO TO 10 00000012
K=IS;-C(N.JO) 000000;13 t.
i
•
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OF POOR QUALITY
{	 10 NCELS=NOEL (JQ )— t 00000014
DO 20 J=K • NCEL. S 00000,111
IF (RNUM.LT.PROO(J.JG))
	 GO TO 30 0000001#1;
20 CONTTNUS 00000017
J=NCE1_(Ja) 0000001a
30 OISCR-VIAL(JoJQ)+VAL. ( 33sJQ ) *RANF(^ISED) 00000019
GO 'TO SO 00000020
40 WRITE
	
(IPPT•60)
	
JO 00000021
CALL ERROR (99) 00000022
50 RETURN 00000023
C 00000024
C 00000025
C 00000026
'	 60 FORMAT ( / IX.9(IH*) 944HREQUESTED DEVIATE FROM DISCRETE OISTRI SUTLON0000002'7
1914) 00000028
END 00000029
SUBROUTINE ASSGN (JD) 00000002JJJJJJ
COMMON /06/ NCEL(10)sPRO)3( 32, 1 0).• VAL(33910)-oISEC(3+10) MAX,NHISs 0000 0002
1	 KHIST,NPNCH 0000000
JQ=JD "J000000
NCELS=NCEL(JQ) 000000051
00 10 J'1 •NCELS 0000000
IF	 (PROS (J 9 JQ) .GT.O.)	 GO TO 20 —00000G0
10 CONTINUE 0000000
k	 20 ISEC(39JQ)=J 0000000
k K=l 0000001
00 SO J=I * NCELS 00000011
N=3 * *PROS(J •J0) 00000012!
IF	 (N —K)	 50.30 1 40 00000013
00000014k 30 ISEC(K+JQ)=J
K=K+1 00000015
GO TO 50 0000001
40 ISEC(KsJQ)=J 0000001
ISEC(K+1 •JQ)=J 0000001
R E TL)RN 00000019
50 CONTINUE 0000002
RETURN 00000021 9
C 00000022
END 0000002'
SUBROUTINE AOJST 00000001
COMMON /G1/ MFA *MXC 9 1PRT # ICRD v IM I r IM? 9 *AAXOS g NT2P *IlIC2R %iN*]O rh!StaK , 000.0000
1	 NRUNiNRNSsISED,TNOWPATRIB(6).JTRI R (6),NAt4E(20),JC=LS(2OOt l 2) 00000002
COMMON /G2/ M F E(300)tMLE(300)sNQ(300),PAAM(100.4) * St)MI(100). 00000004
1	 SUM2(300)*SVM3(300),SUM4(300).SUMS(300)•NT2C2.C-.P'S 0700000..
COMMON	 /r3/ KST1(100)/XLCW(200).NPEL.1(30 ,l)+NPEL2(300)9*NREL(300), 000 0000
¢ 1	 ^)REL(300) #KST4( 100) 9KST (( 100) sNTYPE(304 )'^YJI
	 TN120'3) rdVSTS+NC's i 0-0000(10f` COMMON /G61 iNCEL(10)aPROB(329.10)•VAL(331,1.7)iISF-C(3.10)sMAX,NHIS 0000000
Cr' 1	 KHTST,NPNCN 0000000=
0OU9LE PRECISION SUM.19SU:M2 00000010
C 000000.1 ^
IF (KHIST.EQ * O) GO TO 40 0000001
as KCLCT=NSTS*NCTS OOOOOOIa
NHIST=LASTS*2+?, 0000001
DO 20 KH=(•NHIST 0000001,c
TF	 (Wr0TH(KH).GE.0.)	 Gtr TO 20 0000001
A l
00000017
000000 to
00000010
00000020
00000021
00000.022
0000002'3,
00000024
00000025
00000026
00000027
00000028
00000029
00000030
00000031
00000032 I
000000,33
00000034
00000035
00000036
000000,17
00000038
000000'39
00000040
00000041
00000042_
00000043
00000044
00000045
00000046
00000047
00000048
0000004?
00000050
00000051
00000052
00000053
00000054
00000055
00000056
00000057
00000058
00000001
00000002
00000003
0000000 4
00000005
00000006
00000007
OOOOtl-008
00000009
00000010
00000011
00000012
00000013
' '^► 1Gt{^iA^- PAGE 1'S	
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t
p00R QUALITY
K0=KH+(KVtl) *NCTS
I g (KH.GZ oNSTS) KC=KCLCT+KH
IF (SUM3(K0) .LT.1`•5) GO TO 20
{ }	 XL=SUM4(KQ )
XH='S U45 (KO )
C
C***** SCALE THE HISTOGRAM
C
PT=(XH-XL)/32*
IF (ASS(PT).LE*1.E--10) GO TO 20
IN=1
IF (PT * GE•100.) IN=-1
10	 I=1+1
P=LO.**(I*XN)
Z=P*PT
IF (Z*LT*10++OR.Z.GE.100*) GO TO 10
K=10,*(Z-AINT(?))
PT=.5
IF (K.GT.S) PT=1.0
PT=AINT(Z)+PT
wrD=PT*10.**(-I*IN)
WIDTH(KH)—WID
K=IF"I X(XL/W IQ)+1
IF (XL.L.T.O„) K=K-1
XLOW(KH)=WID*FLOAT(K)
20 CONTINUE
C
C.***** PLOT HISTOGRAMS
r
REWIND NHIS
00 30 1=19KHIST
READ (NHIS) OBS,KH
WI7TH(KH,)= -WIDTH( KH)
CALL HISTO (OBS,KH)`
WIOTH(KH)=—WIDTH(KH)
30 CONTINUE
REWIND NHIS
40 CONTINUE
RETURN
G
CND
SUBROUTINE ERROR (J)
DIMENSION NSET ( 5600)
COMMON OSF.T(5600)
COMMON /Gi/ 14FA.,MXC, IPRT ► ICRDsIM1, IM2,MAXOS•NT2P,•NC2R.NOasNSNK•
1. NRUN,PIRNS•ISEDsTNGW*ATRIP(6) ► JTRIB(6),NIAME(20)eJCELS(%00.32)
COMMON /G7/ MFE(300)IMLE( 300)vNO(`304)),PARtA(10094)9SUM1(:300),
1 SU}j12(300) ,SUMO (300)•SUM4(300),SUM5(300),NT 2C2• EsPS
COMMON /G3/ K Tt(100)vXLOW(200),NPELI(300)•NREL2(300),NREL(300),
1 ►.tREL(300),KS`I`4(100).KST3('100)*NTYPE(300),WIDTH(200).NSTS,NCTS
COMMON /G4/ XSTUS (10 0) , SUMCT. CSTUS ( 100) . hICNO NCNL, NCt4U, T2 , C2 •
1 I'TFLG, ICFL(4– s TYYY,TCCC-,TIMTD, COSTD
EQUI VALENCE (NSET(1),OSET(1))
m^iiinl r a pr=risinN sumt.sumP-
y
1ORIGINAL PAGE 18 248
OF POOR QUALITY `
u
DATA KT.KC/4HTIME94HCOST/•KN/4HCNOD/ 00000014
WRITE	 ( IPRTr130) 00000015:
NCLT=NSTS* ( NCTS+2 ) +2 00000010`
IF	 (J'.LT,O)
	
GO	 TO	 10 00000017'
WRITE	 (IPRT • 140)	 J	 = 00000015
10 WRITE
 (IPRT9150) TNOW 00000019
00 30 L=1,NOQ 00000020
IF	 (NA(L).LE.•0)'GO TO 30 00000021
WRITE ( IPRT 9 160)	 L 00000022„
INAX=MFE (L) 000100023
20 NP=INOX+ LMI+IM2 00000024
NS=NP+1 00000025
NF=INDX+IM1-1 00000026
WRITE ( IPRT , 170)	 INDX ,NSET ( NP)•NSET(NS)•(NSET ( K),K= INDX.NF ) 00000027
NF=NF+l 00000028
NL.=NF+IM2-1 00000029 d
WRITE ( IPRT , 180)	 (OSET ( K)-sK=NF • NL) 00000030:
INDX=NSET(NS) 00000031
IF (INDXeGE,77777) GO TO 30 00000032
GO TO 20 0000003
30 CONTINUE 00000034
IN	 (J.EQ. - 1.OR.(J.EQ9-3.AND.NPUN .EQ.1))	 GO TO 120 00000035
WRITE	 ( IPRT 9 130) 00000036.
IF (NCLT.LE.0) GO TO 80 OG0000,3'i
WRITE	 ( IPRT 9 190) 00000038
MCTS=NCTS+1 00000039
DO 50 I=19NSTS 00000040:
NC=O 00000041
DO 40 M=1,MCTS 00000042
L=(I-1)*MCTS+M 00000043,
WRITE	 (IPRT 9 200)	 KSTL ( I)`sNC , SUML ( L) •SUM2 ( L),SUM3(L) }SUM4(L)n0000004
1	 SUM5(L) 00000045
NC=NC+1 00000045'
40 CONTINUE_ 0000004
50 CONTINUF 0000004
MCLT= NCLT —NSTS -2 0000004.
NC=MCLT ,+1 OOO O OOfi
MCTS=MCLT+NSTS 000000.5.1
00 60 I=NC * MCTS 0000005
L=I-MCLT 0000005
WRITE	 ( IPRT9210)
	 KSTI (L)oSUMI(L ),SUM2( L)%SU^^43 (L),SUM4( L)• 0000005
1	 SIJIMS(L) 0000005.
5-1
60 CONTINUE 0000005E
IF	 (r4CN +J.EQ * O)	 GO TO 70 00000057
NC=NCLT-1 0000005
WRITE
	
(IPRT,20)
	
(KN.SU'M1 (I ), 5UtX12(I).SU`43(1) •SU 144(I)	 .N?—
1	 NCLT) 0000006 t
70 WRITE	 (IPRT.130) 000000:
80 NHIST=NSTS*2+2 0000006
IF (NHIST.LF * O)	 GO TG 110 -0000006
WRI TE ( IPRTv230) 0000006
NC=2*NSTS 0000006°
DO 90 !1=1,NC 0000006M=I 00000061
K=KT 0000006f s'y..
' ORIGINAL PAGEtS
Of POOR QUALITY 299
IF (I.LE.NSTS) GO TO 90 00000069
M=I —NSTS 00000070
K=KC 00000071
90 WRITE
	 (IPRT 9 a40)	 KSTI(M) sK• (JCELS(IsK) *,!'h=1,4MXC) 00000072
IF (NCNO.EA.0)	 GO TO	 110 00000073 k
NC= NHIST -y 1 00000074
00 100 I=NC',NHIST 0000007%
WRITE (IPRT,250) KN.(JCELS(1rK) K=1sMXC,) 00000076
100 CONTINUE 00000077
110 CALL EXIT 00000078
120 RETURN 00000074
C 000,00080
C 00000061
C 00000082
130 FORMAT (IH1) 00000083
140 FORMAT (//36X ♦16HERRaR EXITs TYPE913 9 7H ERROR * ) 0000ODS4
150 FORMAT (//20H FILE STATUS AT 'T"4N",E•E12 * 4/SXo42HP=PPEDECESSOR POINTE00000085
1R	 S=SUCCESSOR POINTER) 00000086
160 FORMAT (//1Xe5HFILE 9I4) 00000087
` 170 FORMAT (/1X95HCELL=sI6v4X.2HP= +rE6s3X•2HS-yI6/IX,SHJTRIB P SX 9 00000088 a
1	 7I17/(14X,7112)) 00000089
-30 FrORMAT (1X95HATPIBv8X+7E12.4/(14'X97E12.4)) 00000090
J
190 FORMAT (/• O
 SUM *
 SUM OF S9.• NUPSe OF 08S.• MI:N•s MAX.' * /) 00000091
200 FORMAT	 (1X,14.1H(.73v1H)•5E13s4) 00000092( 210 FORMAT (1X,:I4s.9HCOST	 ,5EI3r4) 00000093
220 FORMAT (SX9A595E13.A) 00000094
230 FORMAT (/12H ARRAS' JCELS/) 00000095
240 FORMAT	 ( /1X914•44916X,11I6/(2'SX•11I6)) 00000096 3
210 FORMAT	 ( /5X9A4s16X.11I6/(25X.1LI61) 00000097
i
END 00000098
k M
F
